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ABSTRACT
This study is directed at uwderstanding how organic
lead salts used as catalysts a!;er the burning mechanisms of
double base propellants (i.e., two nitrate esters interdiffused) to produce burning rate increases (known as super-.
rate burning) and domains of reduced burning rate pressure
Simultaneously,
sensitivity (known as plateau burning).
these same lead salts greatly reduce the temperature sensiThese
tivity of burning rate in the super-rate range.
effects are of great practical interest since they provide
design flexibility and yield performance which is largely.
constant over a prescribed range of operating I.ressures and
initial
temperatures.
The experimental investigations were carried out with
particulate nitrocellulose (PNC) and trimethylolethane-trinitrate (TMETN) double base propellants instead of with the
more hazardous-to-formulate nitrocellulose (NC) and nitroExglycerin (NG) propellants which are more widely used.
periments confirmed that the burning characteristics of
ThirtyNC/NG and ?NC/TMETN propellants are very similar.
two propellants with systematic variations in additives
(including metallic lead powder, lead oxide, lead salioylate,
metallic copper powder, copper salicylate, finely divided
carbon, ammonium polyphosphate, oxamide, and ammonium perchlor~te), particle size, And degree of dispersion were
The lead salts prospecially formulated for this study.
duced burning rate increases up to 300%.
The combustion wave is seen to consist of four identi(2) the fizz
(1) the surface reaction layer;
fiable zones:
steep temperature gradient
zone, characterized by the first
(3) the dark zone, in which the temperain the gas phase;
(4) the luminous
ture is almost constant; and, finally,
flame zone, which includes the final combustion processes.
This study reveals that the burning-rate of double base
propellants is governed by the chemical reactions that occur
in a very thin surface reaction layer (,. 100p at I atm,
S20u at 20 atm) and fizz zone (,v 200p at 1 atm, 100u
at 20 atm).
Diagnostic experiments were carried out-to determine
the burning rate behavior of the specially formulated propellants over a pressure-range from 0.1 atm to 100 atm.
The gas phase structure, burning-surface structure, temperature profiles in the reaction zones, and global effects were
examined using high speed photography, micro-thermocouples
(bead size 4p), burning rate measurements, and burning
"
extinction by rapid depressurization.
The micro-thermocouple experiments revealed that the
addition of lead salts has only very small effects on the
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surface temperature

(T.) and the heat release at the surface

(Qs).
For example, at 20 atm, the addition of a mixture of
from 3451C
1% lead salts and 1% copper salts increases Ts
to 3751C, representing less than 10% increase in (T
- TO),
HowQs
(90 cal/gý.
and produces no detectable change in
ever, these same additives significantly increase the temperature gradients in the fizz zone, e.g., between 10 and 20
atm, increases of 70% to 100% over the noncatalyzed propellant were measured.
The dark zone reaction mechanisms were studied by
means of high speed photography.
During super-rate burning
of a catalyzed propellant, the luminous flame is displaced
further from the burning surface than the luminous flame of
For example, at 20 atm, the lumnoncatalyzed propellants.
inous flame is positioned 0.25 cm above the burning surface
for a noncatalyzed propellant, and 1.1 cm for a catalyzed
propellant.
From such observations it was concluded that
the heat feedback from reactions beyond the fizz zone to
the burning surfIpce does not affect significantly the burning rate.
Burning suriface observations using high speed photography and extinguished propellant samples revealed that, when
lead salts are added to the propellants, large amounts of
solid carbon are formed on the surface at low pressures
where super-rate burning occurs.
The quantity of carbon
decreases with increased pressure, and the super-rate burning diminishes at the same time.j
As a result of this study, we surrnarize the important
changes attributed to the lead salts as follows.
Lead salts
directly affect the surface reaction layer (• 20p thick at
20 atm), where the lead salts decompose ultimately into
finely-divided metallic lead or lead oxide particles.
The
decomposition prodivcts of the lead salts react with the
nitrate esters in the surface reaction layer, altering
their decomposition xmechanism so as to produce an increased
amount of solid carbon on the surface.
Although these reactions are not known in detail, the shift in mechanism surprisingly does not significantly alter the net exothermicity.
The presence of lead salts accelerates the fizz zone reactions and thereby increases the heat feedback to the surface;
this produces super-rate burning.
We conclude that these actions of the lead salts to
produce increased carbon at the propellant surface and the
acceleration of the fizz zone reactions are directly coupled
as follows.
The portion of decompcsed organic molecules
which appears at the surface in the form of carbon rather
than readily oxidizable aldehydes could reduce the Pffective
fuel:
oxidizer (aldehyde: NO ) ratio.
This
NO2
proportion constitutes a shift2 in equivalence increased
ratio toward
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Such a shift for NO /aldehyde
the stoichiometric value.
mixtures results in a greatly accelerated reaction rate.
This is the proposed mechanism of fizz zone reaction rate
acceleration.
The degree of super rate decreases as the burning rate
increases (producing the plateau effect), since the time
available for the initial catalytic action in the surface
This decrease in available time
reaction layer decreases.
is a consequence of the higher burning rate and the decreased
Thus, since the fraction of the
thermal wave thickness.
reactants affected by the lead compo"ndr land excess concentration of NO2 ) decreases, the reaction rate in the fizz
zone approaches the normal aeacLion pathway, and then superrate burning diminishes.
The burning rate model resulting from this study differs
Our experimental
from the two previously published models.
evidence does not support Camp's theory (1958) of photoPowling, et al (1971)
sensitized subsurface reactions.
hypothesized that carbon, formed when lead compounds are
added, catalyzes the NO reduction In the gas phase; evidence
in this study supports the conclusion that lead compounds act
instead to increase the proportion of NO2 in the fizz zone.
While the research reported herein leads to a reasonable
explanation of super-rate burning, no firm explanation was
found for the termination of super-rate effects at the pressure where plateaus are measured, nor is there any experimentally-supported explanation in the literature. This is
still
an unfinished task and a very important one.
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INTRODUCTION
The ultimate aim of research on the combuition characteristics of double base propellants Jn to acquire sufficient
understanding of the govern rn factors so that propellants
can be modifiee and improved more efficiently and so that
the combustion properties encountered during applications can
be anticipated. Tha combustion characteristics of practical
interest include ignition following exposure to a variety
of stimuli, susceptibility to combustion instability, and
"dependence of burning rate on pressure and initial temperature. An understanding of the basic steady state combustion
-mechanism is a necessary prerequisite for models describing
the above mentioned items. In addition to the applied aspect
of this research, equally important scientific objectives
exist. These include understandinq the chemical steps in
the high temperature decomposition processes, the site and
mechanism of catalyst action, and developing techniques for
probing -cry 07tin flame zones.
esterDouble base propellants consist of two types of nitrate
ester physically mixed (and extensively inter-diffused by
high temperature curing).
Each nitrate ester has both fuel
and oxidizer within the same molecule but one ester may be
under-oxidized and the other over-oxidized.
The main ingredients of a conventional double base propellant are nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin (or a similar ingredient such as
mettiol trinitrate).

*

Many simple double base propellants obey a relationship
known as Vieille's Law, in which the burning rate is proportional to the pressure raised to a power,
im, known as the
burning-rate exponent. This exponent is often constant over
a wide range of pressures, however, the presence of small
quantitites of various lead compounds (in some double base
propellants) results in a greatly increased burning rate
exponent at low pressures, as manifested in an increased
burning rate in this range.
This increased burning is known
ab %uper-rate burning and is followed by a "plateau-burning"
region, in which the burning rate is nearly independent of
pressure, and a "mesa-burning" region in which the burning
rate actually decreases with increasing pressure. The regions are illustrated on a typical pressure/burning-rate
curve in Fig. 1. It is observed that propellants catalyzed
with lead compounds, or platonized propellants as they are
commonly referred to, have greatly reduced temperature sen*Such compounds are not catalysts in the pure chemical sense
since they are permanently altered by the combustion wave;
since they do accelerate the burning rate, they are commonly
called catalysts in the looser sense of a rate accelerator.
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sitivities of burning rate in the plateau and mesa-burning

7

regimes (a fact which makes them useful in widely varying

Figure 2 shows the burning rate
temperature environments).
behavior of a.widely used propel lant having very low temperature sensitivity in the plateau and mesa-burning regimes.
These burning-rate characteristics of double base propellants are governed by the chemical reactions that occur
in a very thin (% 100w) surface layer and gas phase zone.
As shown in Fig. 3, the combustion regime can be divided
into four zones, namely, the subsurface-reaction zone; the
fizz zone, characterized by the first steep temperature
gradient; the dark zone, in which the temperature is almost
constant; and, finally, the luminous flame zone, which includes the final combustion processes.
The processes occurring during the combustion of platonized double base propellants are so complex that up to now
an empirical approach has been the only feasible method of
Such an
mod:.fying and optimizing propellant performance.
approach is particularly restrictive whenever the burning
rate is strongly dependent nn the physical and chcatical
properties of the catalyst that produce super rate, plateaus,
and mesas.
In recent decades, several models have been
offered that partially account for the combustion trends;
however, the validity of these partial explanations has not
been established because of the lack of detailed knowledge
of the combustion mechanism.
This study is concerned primarily with the super-rate
burning mechanism of platonized double base propellants,
and, secondarily, attention is given to the phenomena that
The object of the inveslead to plateau and mesa burning.
ticition was to determine the zone (or zones) affected by the
catalyst. A systematic study has been carried out to determine the effect on burning rate behavior of a variety of
catalysts over a pressure-range from 0.1 atm to 100 atm.
Also examined were the gas phase structure, the burningsurface structure, and the temperature profile in the reA corbustion mz~l whichi accounts for the
action -one.
super-rate burning is discussed in terms of the experimental
results of this and previous studies.

I
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SECTION II
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF BURNING MECHANISM
OF DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS
The related experimental and theoretical studies of
the combustion mechanism of double base propellants were
studied prior to this investigation so that full advantage
could be taken of previous findings.
The previous work can
be divided into the following categories:'

1.

The decomposition processes of simple nitrate
esters, such as methylnitrate, ethylnitrate,

etc.

2.

The decomposition processes of nitrocellulose and
of double base propellants.

3.

The gas-phase reactions involvingJO.O2 and NO.

4.

The theoretical models of the burning-rate/
pressure relationships of double base propellants.

5.

The nature of super-rate,

6.

The theoretical models predicting the plateauburning characteristic of platonized double ba..
propellants.

plateau and mesa burning.

Whenever appropriate, references are made to findings that
will influence the explanations of super-rate, plateau,
and mesa behavior.
Also, several interesting contradictions
and differences between investigators are pointed out.
Since the discovery of double base propellants, also
referred to as smokeless powder, numerous investigators
have attempted to improve and control its burning characteristics.
In the early twentieth century, it was established
that the burning rates of many double base propellants obey
a relationship known as Vieille's Law, in which the burning
rate is proportional to the pressure raised tu a power
m,
known as the burning-rate exponent.
During the Second World War, the accidental discovery
was made that the use of lead compounds as lubricants in
the propellant extrusion process resulted in a greatly increased burning-rate exponent at low pressures, as manifested in an increased burning rate in this range.
Investigation of this phenomenon brought to light the fact that the
presence of small quantities of a variety of lead compounds
creates similar increases in burning rate at low pressures.
Further exploration of this super-rate burning phenomenon
lead to the discovery of the "plateau-burning" region and
the "mesa-burning" region.
i_
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It was soon realized that platonized propellants, with
their reduced temperature sensitivity in the plateau and
mesa-burning range, could be used effectively to minimize
the sensitivity of the performance of a rocket to the temperature of the environment.
Much work has been devoted to
understanding the mechanism of plateau and mesa-burning,
with a view to optimizing the performance characteristics
of rocket motors.
A.

;

Summary of Double Base Propellant Burning Behavior

t
fe
Considerable experimental work was conducted in
the field of double base propellant burning between 1941
and 1946 (most of that work was reported in the early
ISS's). During that time, many important burning characteristics of double base propellant burning processes
were found and several theoretical burning rate models
were presented.

(1)

Thermal Decomposition Processes of Nitric Esters
and Nitric Ester-Based Propellants
Generally, the primary ingredients in double base propellants are nitrate esters.
Typicalitrate esters are
nitrocellulose (NC) and nitroglyceriniA(NG) which are mixed
homogeneously with stabilizers and bugning rate modifiers.
NC and NG have oxygen available in the form of O-Ny which
2
attached to the organic moiety (e.g., cellulose)
from which they are derived.
In the burning process, some
oxidizer from the nitrate group, released by thermal decomposition, reacts with the other molecular decomposition
products to produce heat.
In examining the details of this
process, one seeks to understand how they translate into
the global characteristics of double base propellants such
as the pressure dependency of the burning rate and how it
is effected by catalysts added to propellants.
Extensive experimental work has been performed in an
effort to determine the decomposition processes ot double
base propellants.
However, the details of the processes
remain largely unknown, mainly because of the complexity
of the chemical structure of double base propellants. There-_fore, it is necessary to study the reaction processes of
more simple nitrate esters which approximate the reaction
process of double base propellants.
The simplest nitrate ester is methylnitrate which has
a chemical structure of CH 3 ONO 2 ; many investigators have
studied its decomposition process.
AdamsI proposed the decomposition process as:

...

M

CH3ONO

CH20

u 35 Kcal/mole

+OH

CH2 0 + 1/2 H2 + NO2
CO, H2 0, NO,

*I
i

4H

H2 , N2, N2 0,

'

8 Xcal/mole
CH2 0, CO2

The first two rea-tion schemes are endothermic, however,
the overall reaction is exothermic and the final flame temThe observed pressure dependence of
perature is 18000M.
the burning rate follows a second order rate law; the
overall activation energy is consistent with the oxidation
reaction by NO2 which is the slowest step and is the proHowever, the above reaction
posed rate controlling step.
scheme is invalid for other nitrate esters even if it should
have any validity for methyl nitrate as described in this
subsection.
Powling 2 and others have studied the decomposition
process of liquid ethylnitrate, (C 2 H5 0NO0), at atmospheric
They measured the variation of chemical composi-,
pressure.
tion with distance through the flame by gas sampling techdioxide
was observed
niques
and found
nitrogen
Similarin
near nothe
decomposing
surface.
the products
even that

K

results were obtained by Hicks. 3 On the other hand, Adams
(I) that
and Bawn 4 suggest from their experimental results
the primary step in the decomposition of gaseous ethylni(2)that
of the
C2 H5 O-NOto
trate
is againactivation
the breaking
2 bond,
the O-NO2
corresponds
energy
the measured
bond strength, and (3) that consequently, the decomposition

J

rate obeys a first order law.

k

Levy'
proposed a decomposition mechanism of ethylnitrate. The ethoxy radical produced by the breaking of
the O-NO2 bond decomposes to an aldehyde and some radicals.
The reactions of the alaehyde with radicals and nitrogen
or no energy of activation and prodioxide require little
ceed, therefore, more rapidly than the decomposition of the
nitrate ester. All these mechanisms are consistent with the
Powling results if the nitrogen dioxide is removed so rapidconcentration is too
ly by reactions with radicals that its
1
small to be observed experimentally.
The proposed decomposition process of ethylene glycol
dinitrate is:1

CI 2ON0 2

I

JH "u35 Kcal/mole

+ NO2

CHOO
C 10O2
CH 2 ONO 2

a

2
2C112 0 + NO2

-

.

2

2

JH

"

-27 Kcal/mole

"
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The breaking of one O-NO bond gives a free radical which
decomposeR to formaldehy 3 e and nitrogen dioxide. Powling
and Smith' studied the decomposition process of butane -2,
3-diol dinitrate at atmospheric pressure by infrared spectroscopic methods.
The results of the spatial variation of
composition measurements show that the concentration of nitrogen dioxide and acetaldehyde decreases rapidly above the
decomposing surface and the concentration of nitric oxide
increases until the location where the nitrogen dioxide
completely disappears (about 2mm from the surface).
A
steep temperature gradient is observed above the decomposing surface until nitrogen dioxide disappears and tha concentration of nitric oxide becomes constant. It is concluded that NO2 reduction to 11O by the oxidation of acetaldehyde just above the surface controls the rate of decomposition of the dinitrate.
Powling notes further evidence for
this in the fact that the flame speeds for the combustion
of such dinitrates are identical with those of mixtures
of nitrogen dioxide and the appropriate aldehyde. Powling
also observed a similar decomposition process in the measurement of butane-I, 4-diol dinitrate which decomposes to
nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde and ethylene. The steep
temperature increase and the rapid concentration decrease
of nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde are observed within
1 mm from the decomposing surface.
It is proposed 8 that
the dinitrate decomposes to produce equal amounts of aldehyde and nitrogen dioxide as

R RNO

CHONO 2
CHOO

CHONO2

*2RCHO

I

-

-

+ 2NO2

is then converted to NO hy the oxidation reaction with

RCiO.

As is evident from the discussion, most kinds of nitrate
esters appear to decompose to NO2 and C-H-O species with the
breaking of the O-NO? bond as the initial stage. A strong
heat release occurs in the gas phase near the decomposing
surface due to NO2 reduction to NO with the accompanying
oxidation of C-11-0 species to H2 0, CO, and CO 2. NO reduction to N2 in similar circumstances is a strongly exothermic
reaction, however, the rate of reaction is slow and the reaction is not observed in the decomoosition of some nitrate
ester systems.
Even when the reaction occurs, the heat release does not contribute to the heat feedback to the surface
because the reaction occurs at a distance far from the surface.
The nature of the decomposition process in various
nitrate esters is summarized by Adams and Wiseman, 1 Huggett
and Adais. 8 They show that the decomposition process can

K
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be divided basically into three stages for simple nitrate
esters as follows:
NO2 + organic molecules (mainly
Stage 1. RONO 2
aldehydes)
-

Stage 2.

NO2 + organic products of stage 1
-NO

Stage 3.

+ H2 ,

CO, C

NO + H2' CO etc.

÷

2,

H2 0
U

at low pressure

N2 + C0 2 , H2 0, etc. at
high pressure

Stage 2 occurs at high or low pressure.
decomposition
Whether nitrogen dioxide is the initial
product of nitrocellulose and of double base propellants is
of great interest in the effort to understand the physical
and chemical picture of the combustion process of double
Various kinds of experimental methods to
base propellants.
Crawford,
find NO2 have been used by many investigators.
Huggett and McBradyI 0 collected the gaseous products from
Large
low-pressure combustion of a double base propellant.
Heller and
amounts of NO were found but no NO2 was seen.
Gordonll also did not observe NO2 in the gaseous products
given off by a burning double base propellant for a wide
Powling
range of pressure using a gas sampling technique.
and others1 2 used a gas sampling probe to analyze the comNo nitrogen dioxide was found even when
bustion products.
However,
the gas was sampled near the burning surface.
during the burning of a nitrocellulose strand, a small
amount of NO2 was found near the burning surface of the
strand and was not found at 10 mm above the burning surface.
Dickson, et a1 1 3 investigated the combustion produces of a
double base propellant with a rapid-scanning infrared
NO2 was never observed.*
spectrometer at 100 to 150 psig.
144

found that the decomposition
Robertson and Napper
and then reacting to increase the ra e
being evolved first
step of the deThe first
of nitrogen dioxide evolution.
composition is also discussed by Wilfong and others'5 as
being the breaking of the RO-NO 2 bond, followed by producRideal and Robertson 1 6
tion of complex organic gases.
found 10 percent NO2 in the gases which were evolved from
Recently
heated nitrocellulose at 1600C under low pressure.
May,1 7 and White and Morgan 1 8 found NO2 from the decomposi*The failure to observe NO2 only indicates that sampling
and measurement techniques of those investigators were
such as to allow the reduction of NO2 to NO to take place.

i2
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tion products of a double base propellant by "electron spin
resonance" technique at subatmospheric pressures.
Gelernter,
et a119 and Shafizadeh, et a1 2 0 reported the existence of
NO 2 in the initial
products of the slow thermal decomposition of nitrocellulose.
However, Dauerman, Salser and Tajima,21,22,23 using a
mass spectrometer, reported a basically different process in
the initial
decomposition of double base propellant from the
results observed by other investigators.
They reached the
that nitrogen dioxide is not the initial
*Iconclusion
of decomposition of double base propellants;
the

product
initial
product appeared to be nitrogen trioxide*.
They propose
that the first
step of the decomposition is the breaking of
the R-ON0 2 bond producing NO3 , followed by the decomposition
So far many gas sampling, infrared analytical
to NO2 or No.
and mass spectrometer techniques have been applied to the
first
stage decomposition products, but no other experimental
results similar to those of Dauerman, Salser and Tajima have
been reported.
(2)

Gas Phase Reactions of NO

and NO

2-

Since the previous discussion indicates that NO2
and then NO are the principal oxidizers produced in a doubl.-base propellant flame, we will examine the gas phase reactions of these materials more closely.
It is important to understand the reaction mechanism
of aldehydes with nitrogen dioxide since these are the major
decomposition products of nitrate esters in the first
stage
of combustion.
Pollard and Wyatt 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 6 studied the com-bustion process of formaldehyde and nitrogen dio:.ide mixtures at subatmospheric pressures.
They found that the reaction occurs very rapidly at temperatures above 1601C, and
that the NO2 is reduced almost quantitatively to nitric
oxide, and the aldehyde is oxidized to carbon monoxide, dioxide and water.
The order of reaction was one with respect
to both the reactants.
The same result is reported by
YcDowell and Thomas. 2 7 The proposed reaction steps are
CH 0 + NO
2
2
CH 2 0 2
CH 2 02 + NO2

-•

-

CH 0 + NO
2 2
CO + H 2 0
CO 2 + 1120 + NO

*Dauerman, et al, never observed NO3 directly.
The conclusion was based on the fact that the N0 2 /NO ratio found by
mass spectrometry exceeded that from NO2 alone.
However
there arc other possible sources for the excess NO2 .

i.•.

They found the flame velocity is independent of pressure and
the maximum velocity is 140 cm/sec for a mixture containing
43.2% HCHO (mol %).
The velocity depends significantly upon
the mixture ratio, for example, it drops about half t~is value
for a mixture containing 60% HCHO.
Powling and Smith measured
the flame velocity of acetaldehyde and nitrogen dioxide mixtures.
The velocity is very sensitive to the ratio of
CH 3 CHO/NO , as Pollard and Wyatt observed for the flame of
,HCHO and iO2.
The velocity is about 10 cm/sec at 37% CH3 CHO
and decreases to 4 cm/sec &t 60% CH3 CHO.

A

]

1

The combustion of H2 , CO and hydrocarbons with NO is
important in the dark zone and flame zone of double base propellants.
It is well known that nitric oxide behaves in a
complex way in a combustion process, in that at certain concentrations it catalyzes a reaction to promote the process,
while it may inhibit the reaction at different concentrations.
Sawyer and Glassman 2 8 attempted to establish a measurable reaction between H2 and NO in a flow reacter at one atmosphere.
Over a wide range of mixture ratios, they found that the reaction did not '.ccur readily below temperatures of nitric
oxide dissociation, except in the presence of some radicals.
Cummings 2 9 measured the burning velocity of a mixture of NO
and H2 with a burner flame over a wide pressure range, and
found it to be independent of pressure (about 56 3m/sec)
between 1 and 40 atm.
However, Strauss and Edse
found
that, with a mixture ratio of 0.5, the burning velocity increased from 56 cm/sec at 5.1 atm to 81 cm/sec at 52 atm.
The mixtures of CO and NO are also difficult to ignite
and onl mixtures rich in NO could be ignited at 1450 0 C.
Extensive experimental study of reaction mechanism involving
NO 2 and NO was done by Sawyer. 3 1 He found that the hydrogen/
nitrogen dioxide reaction is about 3 times as fast as the reaction of hydrogen with a 2:1 mixture of nitric oxide to
oxygen, and no reaction is obtained between hydrogen and
nitric oxide.
In summary, the gas phase reactions between the aldehydes
and NO2 occur easily with strong exothermicity.
The rate of
reaction is largely dependent on the N0 2 /aldehydes
mixture
ratio, and is increased with increased N0 2 concentration for
aldehyde rich mixtures.
On the other hand, no appreciable
'gas phase reactions involving NO are likely to occur at less
Thi reactions discussed above are important in
than 1000'C.
understanding the gas phase reaction mechanism of double base
propellants as described in Section IV.
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(3)

Physical Picture of Double Base Propellant Burning
Processes

The thermal decomposition processes of nitric esterbased propellants can be summarized as follows%
Stage 1. Nitrogen dioxide and aldehydes are produced in
the thermal "egradation process. This reaction
process occurs endothermically in the solid phase
and/or at the burning surface.
Stage 2.

The nitrogen dioxide exothermically oxidizes the
aldehydes and other C-H-O species producing
nitric oxide. This reaction process occur3 very
rapidly in the early stages of the gas phase reaction zone and probably occurs in the solid
phase and/or at the burning surface.

Stage 3.

The oxidation reactions of organic molecules
produced at stage 3 by the nitriv oxide to produce nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
water, etc. These teactions occur very slowly
in the gas phase, exothermically, only when the
temperature is high enough.

The above reaction stages are about the 3ame aa the reactio(I
stages of simple liquid nitrate esters summarized by Adams.
Huggett 9 presented a scheme of the reaction processes of a
double base propellant as shown in Figs. 3 and 3A, which was
based on the experime'tal observations of Crawford, Huggett
and McBrady. 1 0 and Klein and others.

Each reaction stage

is separately named; the zone of stage i is the *subsurface
reaction zone", or "foam zone"; the zone of stage 2 is the
"fizz zone"; the zone between stage 2 and stage 3 is the
"preparation zone", or more commonly the "dark zone"; the
zone after stage 3 is the "flame zone".

The main object of this investigation is to find out
the location and mode of action within this multi-stage combustion wave of such burning rate modifiers as lead and copper salts,
B.

Theoretical Burnina Rate Models of Double Base Propellants
Proposed by Previous Investigators,

Combustion models for double base propellants have been
developed by a number of inve Jigators.
An 2aj~y study was
that made by Boys and Corner,
and ComerThe
physical basis of their treatment is that a single stage gas-phase
reaction is rate controlling and the reaction front will,
therefore automatically adjust its position relative to the
surface so that combustibles are supplied at the proper rate'
via thermal decomposition at the surface.

I
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Rice ano Ginell 3 6 and Parr and Crawford
extended the
gas phase reaction mechanism to spatially divided successive
reaction zones.
The method applied by Rice and Ginell assumes the reaction zone to be divided into three parts. The
first
zone just above the burning surface is called the fizz
zone, the second zone is called the preparation zone and the
final third reaction zone is called the flame zone.
In the
fizz zone a second order reaction occurs, but they simply
assumeS the heat release occurs instantaneously in a plane
at the end of the zone.
In the preparation zone following

the fizz zone no heat is evolved; it is simply the preparation stage for further reactions. In the flame zone a second
order reaction is assumed and heat is released. again, in a
plane at the end of the zone. Heat conduction back toward
the burning surface occurs throughout the gas reaction zone.
The basic assumption in their theoretical model is that the
activation energies of both gas phase reactions are sufficiently low that thesa reactions do not depend strongly on temperature.
They assumed that the required time,
i,
to traverse the distance of each separate zone (at the end of which
heat is produced) is independent of temperature and only a
function of pressure.
T is defined as
-

1/kpn-l

where •p - pressure, n •_order of reaction and k - reaction
rate constant. Generally, k is expressed as k - Z exp(-E/
RT), where Z - collision frequency, R - gas constant, E
activation energy and T - temperature.
They assumed k is
constant.
Parr and Craw'rd aoplied a different mathematical treatment to the same physical model. They used the same type of
successive integration of the combined energy and reaction
rate equations (as Boys and Corner's) in the spatially divided zones without introducing planar heat release zones.
They
considered the "foam zone* as an additional zone between the
fizz zone and the burning surface. The foam zone is assumed
to be a liquid-and-gas mixed bubbling layer covering the
burning surface.
The essential difference of the Parr and Crawford model
from Rice and Ginell model is that Parr and Crawford assumed
a first order reaction with respect to pressure at the interface of the gas and solid phase; however, Rice and Ginell
assumed an Arrhenius tyle, zeroth order reaction with respect
to pressure, at the burning surface. These theories can be
made to .easonably fit experimental data for normal propellant compositions by proper selection of the parameter values, for example, activation energy, pre-exponential factor,
and heat of reaction, in each of the separate zones.

-j__
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Adams proposed a different reaction scheme from that
of both Rice and Ginell and Parr and Crawford.
He assumed
that an exothermic zeroth order reaction occurs at the burning surface to produce a gaseous product which is then converted to an intermediate product by a first order reaction.
The intermediate product is converted to a final combustion
product.
All the reaction processes are considered to be
exothermic.
Adams included the diffusion equations for the
reacting species together with the conservation of mass and
energy equations.
The solution of this model, with the assumption of unit Lewis number for each species, gives an
explicit expression for mass burning rate.
However, the
equation does not contain an explicit dependency on pressure,
therefore, the derived burning rate equation is not complete.
The burning surface temperature in the equation must be
expressed by some other relation in terms of pressure, but
Adams does not give any such relation.
Wilfong, Penner and Daniels 1 5 proposed a surface decomposition theory which assumed that the rate determining step
was the first order decomposition reaction at the burning
surface.
They considered that the rate of decomposition was
proportional to the number of nitrate ester groups and the
rate of breaking of 0-NO2 bonds.
The calculated burning
rate, with an assumed activation energy and frequency factor,
requires a burning surface temperature of about 1000 0 C to
give the measured burning rate. However, this temperature
is very high compared with experimentally observed values,
as described in Section VI.
In their hypothetical model the
effect of pressure on the burning rate does not appear and
the heat generated in the gas phase plays no explicit role
in determining the burning surface temperature.
Huggett and Geckler 3 8 have presented reviews of the
theoretically derived burning rate equations described above.
Spalding 3 9 discussed the burning rate equations qualitatively from a theoretical viewpoint and introduced some important
results;
(1) When the surface decomposition is highly exothermic, the gaseous flame tends to be blown away at lvw pres.sures.
In this region also the pressure exponent will be
zero.
(2)
As the surface temperature rises,the burning
rate in the gas phase decreases at fixed pressure.
(3)
Decomposition via a foam reaction as Parr and Crawford
described can be handled in much the same way as decomposition by a surface reaction as Rice and Ginell used in their
model.
The burning rate equations discussed above are useful
in comparing with experimental data for deducing the rate
controlling steps of the combustion processes of double base
propellants.
Furthermore, the location of lead compound
action can be indicated from :he burning rate equations when

;i
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quaatitative experimental data are applied to the equations.
The burning'rate equations of the super-rate burning are
discussed in Section VII-B.

C. The Nature of Super-Rate, Plateau and Mesa Burning
The super-rate, plateau and mesa-burning characteristiew of platonized double base propellants h!v¢e been
defined in Section I.
The first
published roference to the
latter was fro 2 the Allegheny Ballistics Lakoratory (ABL)
Since then, extensive vork nas been carried
in 1945. 4,'•2

out, largely with metal compounds, in developing super-rate,
plateau and mesa-burning propellants for practical use.
For a time it appeared that the addition of a wide variety
of metal compounds increased the burning rate. However,
the increases in burning rate so obtained were insignificant
compared with the increases obtained when lead compounds
were added to propellants.
Furthermore, it was recognized
that metal compounds other than lead compounds did not give
plateau and mesa burning in the pressure range of rocket
cimbustion. Thereafter, Lhie search for metal compounds
giving plateau burning was focused largely on lead compounds;
it was soon discovered that most lead
compounds in adequate
4 3 , 44
amounts give plateau type burning.
The pressure index is commonly used to evaluate the
effectiveness of catalysts in producing plateau and mesa
burning. The pressure index is approximately zero for plateau burning and is negative for mesa burning as shown in
Fig. 2. The pressure index and the domain of super-rate,
plateau and mesa burning are greatly dependent upon the
physical and chemical properties of lead compounds, properties such
as quantity,
particle size,
c'iemicalandstructure.
Fiqure
4 shows
the relationship
betweenandpressure
the
minimum measured pressure index for various inds of lead
compounds, based on the results of Preckel.
The definition of pressure index used in the figure is approximate
but the general effects of lead compounds on combustion in
the given pressure range are readily observed.
Several kinds
of lead compounds such-as PbPr 2 , PbI 2 , and PbCta,
do not
yield a reduced pressure exponent.
Preckel 4 5 ,4 ,47,48
studied the effects of various finds of lead nalts and foui,d
that aliphatic lead salts give plateau burnin4 at low pressures with low burning rate, while aromatic lead salts gitre
plateau burning at high pressures with high burning rates.
Camp 4 9 ' 5 0 carried out extensive studies of the relationship between additives and temperature sensitivity of the
burning rate vs pressure curves. Typical results of these
studies are shown in Fig. 2.
With super-rate and plateau
burning, the temperature sensitivity decreases as pressure
is increased; moreover, the lowest temperature sensitivity
always appears at the upper end of the plateau burning region,

_
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i.e., in the mesa burning region. At pressures above that
of mesa-burning, greatly increased temperature sensitivity
is observed. Camp made, a further observation that, between
certain initial propellant temperatures, there is negative
temperature sensitivity in the mesa burning region of some
propellants. No negative temperature sensitivity has been
reportejlin the super-rate and plateau-type regions.
reported that the temperature sensitivity of typPreckel
ical catalyzed propellants in the rocket pressure range is
about 0.11/F compared with at least i1/F for noncatalyzed
propellants, hence their great usefulness in widely varying
tempexature environments.
(1) Burnina Rate Behavior of Catalyzed Double Base
Prop.la
nts

i

Preckel51,52 fourd that hiqher lead salt concentrations move the region of plateau burning to lower pressures
and consequently lower burning rates, and that the reverse
shifting of the plateau occ-irs when carbon powder is added
to plateau-burning propellants; However, he found that
above 0.5% carbon, the plateau-slope "increases with increasa less-than-proportional rate and the
ing carbonincrease
content,of atplateau
relative
•pressure falls off; Above It
carbon the plateau disappears.
Small-particle carbon powder
apparently result in higher brning rates but with particles
greater than O.lu in size, little
or no rate increase is observed.
Preckel
observed
a
similar
effect
plateau
ing when hydrated alumina or acetylene
blackonwere
addedburnto
plateau propellants.
Hlowever, titanium oxide, magnesium
oxide and levigated alumina are n,•t effective in this regard.
This experimental result indicates that solid carbon is rot
the only catalyst to enhance super-rate burning; there are
others such as copper salicylate a3 described in Section
II-A-(6).
Examinations of Preckel's data reveal that the
effectiveness of solid carbon in -enhancing super-rate burning increases as the specific area cf the carbon particles
is increased.
The solid carbon particle sizes used by
Precknl are much smal~er (0.01
1.0w) than that of other
additives.
'

Camp and others
and Preckel 5 2 obtained an important
experimental result, i.e., the effectiveness of lead comrpounds in producing suxoer-rate burning decreases as the propellant's heat of explosion increases.
This implies that
propellants with lower cQntent of NG or lower nitrated NC
are more strongly influenced by lead compounds.
Powling and *thers12 examined the eifects of metal
oxides on burning rate, and found that the burning rates of
the propellants containing Fe 2 03 , Co2 O3 , CuO, ZnO, SnO2 and
A12 03 increased Iinearly with pressure, i.e., no plateau and
mesa-burning was observed. *PbO w,3s the only metal oxide to
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produce super-rate, plateau and mesa burning. The increased
burning rate at low pressure with PbO was much higher than
that with other metal oxides. The burning rate of the basic
propellant was reduced by the addition of 1490 and NiO over
the entire pressure range in which the 'tests were conducted.
Finally, it is reported that metallic nickel powder decreases
the burning rate at5 4 low pressures and causes a slight increase
at high pressures.
(2) Burning Rate Behavior of Catalyzed Liquid Nitrate
Esters
In an attempt to understand the combustion mechanism of catalyzed double base propellant, several investigators conducted experiments to measure the burning rate of
strands of liquid nitrate-esters. The variout measurement
techniques were very similar to that in a conventional solid
propellant strand-burner.
The liquid esters were kept in a
tube shaped container, and the liquid surface regression
speeds were measured by optical methods or by the fuse-wire
method used in solid-propellant strand burners. The only
important difference between the solid and the liquid strand
burning-rate measurements is that the liquid. strand-burning
speed is very much dependent on the diameter of the container.
Steinberger and Carde' 5 5 ' 5 6 measured th4 burning rate of
liquid strands comprised of 631 nitroglycerin and 37% diethyleneglycol.
When 5% of lead aspirate was added to the basic
liquid strand, they observed an increased burning rate between 600 and 2000 psi. This effect is qualitatively the
same as in the case of a double base propellant. The burning rate of the liquid strand was increased by 70 percent
at 1000 psi, by the addition of the lead aspirate.
Powling and others1 2 measured the burning rate of ethyl
nitrate, butane-2,3-diol dinitrate, glycol dinitrate and a
glycol dinitrate/triacetin mixture. They used lead acetylsalicylate as a catalyst: it is slightly soluble in the
liquid nitric esters. They concluded from their experimental results that catalysis by the lead salt occurs in all
cases, but that the effect is never pronounced.- However,
the mixture of glycol dinitrate and 3 percent of lead
acetylsalicylatc yielded a substantially higher burning rate,
47 percent higher than that of the basic glycol dinitrate
at 500 psig. They also observed very slight negative catalysis with certain mixtures.
Extensive burning rate measurements on liquid propellants have been carried out at the Naval Ordnance'Test Station, China Lake, California. Whittaker and others 5 7 observed mesa burning between 1600 and 1800 psi with a liquid
system without lead compounds.
The liquid system consisted
of 2-nitropropane (33% by weight) - 95% nitric acid (67%).

.1
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observed mesa burning with 4 liquid system

consisting of glycol dinitrate,

triacetin, NC and lead

acetylsalicylate.
From the above discussion, it is concluded that it is
possible to produce supcr-rateo plateau and mesa-burning
with liquid nitric esttrs, howevor, the effect is not as
pronounced or as common ks it is in the case of leaded double
base propellants.
In fact, it Is reported that gelling the
liquid nitric esters produces greater super-rate burning
effects than one gel i
th these same materials in their
normal fluid state.

(3)

'

The Effect of Lead Compounds on Gas Phase Reactions
It

has been shown by many investigators that gas

"phase reactions of nitrate esters are affected by t•q addl-

|

tion of lead compounds.
Adams, Parker and Wolfhard
studied
the gaseous combustion zone of ethylnitrate. The temperature
of the flame was about 1200 0 K at atmospheric pressure, and
the gaseous products were 28.9% NO, 3.7% N2 , 2.5% N20, 7.0%
H2, 30% CO, 2.5% C02 , and 25.4% CH4 .
The addition of 0.1 ;,
1.0% by weight of lead tetramethyl to the ethyl nitrate reduced the flame temperature to 800 %, 9006K; moreover,

i

the

burning rate was reduced by a factor of 3. The combustion
products were 47.5% NO, <0.1% N 2 , 1.4% N,0 4% H2 - 21.7% CO,
6.7% C02 , and 17.9% CH4 . It was observes that the reductionreaction involving NO is inhibited by the addition of lead
tetramethyl; however, it is difficult to conclude from this
that the lead tetramethyl is active in the inhibition of the
reduction reaction at stage 3 of the flame (see Section I,
A,(3M].
It is possible that the formation of NO is affected
by lead tetramethyl early in the decomposition stage, i.e.,
at stage 1 or the gas phase reaction involving N02 at stage
2 with reduced temperature at this stace. The above authors
examined the effect of alkyl radicals on the flame speed by
using different kinds of metal alkyls. They concluded that
the flame speed is not affected by alkyl radicals and that
the inhibiting effect is due to the high degree of dispersion
of .he lead oxide formed
during oxidation.

1

Ellis, Smythe, and Treharne60 studied the effect of lead
oxide on the thermal decomposition of ethyl nitrate vapor.
They proposed that the presence of a small amount of PbOparticle surface could retard the burning rate due to the
destruction of radicals.
However, the presence of copper
surface
accelerates
the
thermal
of ethyl nitrate,
and the rate of the decompositiondecomposition
process is controlled
by a
reaction step involving the NO, molecule. Chamberlain, Hoare
and Walsh 6 l studied the inhibi ing effect of lead oxide en
hydrocarbon oxidation in a vessel coated with a thin film
of PbO.
They suggested the importance of the process of
aldehyde-oxidation by the PbO. Bardwell 6 2 obtained a similar

. .
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result:

he found that lead oxide acts as a powerful inhib-

itor in suppressing cool flames and low-temperature ignitions.
Hoare and others 6 3 proposed the following reaction
scheme of formaldehyde on the surface of the lead oxide:
CH2 0 + PbO

CO2 + H2 + Pb

Y

The re-oxidation of lead at 330*C was expected to occur rapidly; the surface of the lead oxide then would remain unchanged in the presence of oxygen.
They concluded that, as
a consequence, general hydrocarbon combustion in which formaldehyde is a degenerate branching intermediate is inhibited
in the presence of PbO by the rapid removal of formaldehyde.
It

is well known that a small amount of lead tetraethyl
This
effect is due to the inhibition of the gas-phate reaction
by the lead or lead oxide, which are derived from the lead
tetraethyl.64,65

is effective as an antiknock agent in gasoline engines.

In sum•nary, it may be said that the inhibiting action
of lead compounds on hydrocarbon combustion occurs largely
in the gaseous phase of the combustion zone.
D.

Plateau Propellant Combustion Models Proposed by Other
Worker-

Exte,
jxperimental work h~s been done in the field
of cataly..
juble base propellant burning, and several
qualitative combustion models have been presented to explain
the super-rate, plateau and mesa-burning phenomena.
These
models can be divided into two classes, namely, "condensed
phase models" and "gas phase models".
The classification
is based on the assumed region of catalyst-activiLt' in accelerating or decelerating the burning rate.
A condenseC-phase model has been proposed by Camp and
co-workers. 6 6 ,67 They propose that the absorption of radiant energy below the burning surface of a catalyzed propellant plays a dominant role in the production of super-rate
burning. They argue that photochemically induced, subsurface reactions are largely responsible for promoting the
normal burning rate. They observed that their hypothesis
requires the following to be true:
1.

The super-rate burning should increase when the
radiation intensity of the flame is increased.

2.

The super-rate burning should be a maximum when
the absorption of radicnt energy is a maximum in
the surface blib-layer.

Li
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Super-rate burning should not occur if the propellant is rendered opaque.

The above authors observed a significant increase in
the burning rate upon the addition of 0.051 of fine aluminum
powder (a strong radiaLor) to a plateau-type propellant.
However, upon the addition of 5% of the powder, the superrate of the propellant was reduced to half its original
value.
The addition of 20 and 30% of the metal produced
almost complete suppression of the mesa characteristic,
while the corresponding noncatalyzed propellant burning rate
was increased to t0 to 15% above normal by the addition of
Similar behavior was observed
the same amount of the metal.
upon the addition of carbon black: at very low concentrations (about 0.05 to 0.10%), there is an enhancement of
burning
the mesa by
burning burning
but above 0.5%,
super-rate
carof super-rate
disappears. burning,
This enhancement
bon black is also reported by Preckel. 5 1 Camp and co-workers concluded that the experimental results justify their
hypothesis: for, when the aluminum or carbon-black powder
concentration is low the addition of these materials increases the radiation energy of the flame and the energy induces photochemical reaction in the surface sub-layer.
This increases the burning rate as specified in item I relating to their hypothesis.
Furthermore, when the concentration is high, the radiation energy of the flame is increased, but, if at the same time, the additive renders
the propellant opaque, the radiation energy can no longer
penetrate sufficiently in the condensed phase and enhancement of the burning does not occur; instead, there is a
decrease in the burning rate owing to the decreased penetration of the radiant energy, as specified in item 3. Camp
and co-workers also measured the burning rate of a plateau
type propellant containing 1.5 ^ 2.5% of an ultravioletlight absorber such as 2, 2', 4, 4' - tetrahydroxybenzoThey observed significant increases
phenone or Uvinul 490.
in super-rate burning, and the super-rate domain was found
Powever, the superto shift to the higher pressure side.
rate was diminished by the addition of over 5% of the ultraviolet-light absorber. They correlated the percentage of
the super-rate with the transmissivity of the propellant
material and conclude that ultraviolet-light is important
in initiating a photochemical reaction in the condensed
phase, the effective wavelength for reaction-initiation
lying between 300 and 400 mp.

4

A

In order to explain the mesa-burning phenomenon, Camp
and co-workers proposed that agglomerated globules of lead
metal on the burning surface shield the surface from radiantenergy transfer. They suggested that the accumulation of
lead metal on the surface increases in the pressure range in
which the slope of the burning-rate/pressure curve is zero
or negative.
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A gas phase model has been proposed by Powling and
others.1 2 This combustion mrodel is based on observation of
the behavior. of the solid carbon generated on the burning
surface of catalyzed propellants. They studied the burning
surface by means of motion pictures and observed large
amounts of carbon on the burning surface of cptalyzed propellant during super-rate and plateau burning. Furthermore,
tho amount of carbon was observed to decrease at mesa-burning
pressures, while no carbon was found above this range. As
an aid in the interpretation of the observed results, they
introduced two experimental considerations: (1) that nitricoxide reduction during the oxidation of charcoal is catalytically accelerated by fine lead powder deposited on the charcoal as observed by Watts ,6 8 (2) reactions involving 1102
are less likely to be prominent in the catalyzed step than
occurs at, or very close to, the burning surface. On this
basis, it is possible to construct the following reaction
scheme;
* 1. Super-rate burning occurs when nitric oxide is
*reduced by certain exothermic reactions catalyzed
by lead and by carbon generated at the surface.
2. Mesa burning occurs when the carbon is elimuinated
by catalyzed oxidation with nitric oxide.
3. At pressures above the mesa-burning range, the
carbon is completely eliminated; consequently, the
burning rate is lower than that of noncatalyzed
propellants in this range.
.Steinberger69proposed a gas phase model'somewhat different from that proposed by Powling and others. He conducted several experiments to determine the region of activ* ity of the lead compounds. Several organic lead salts were
pyrolyzed. in a furnace, and the decomposition products,
"Ipyrolysates", were incorporated into double base propellants.
The pyrolysates were found to be better catalysts than the
salts from which they 'ere derived. Therefore, it was con-

cluded that the decomposition products, rather than theI
* original salts, are the active agents in providing superrate 1 urning. The final products of the pyrolysates obtained
* at temperatures from 3501C are metallic lead and lead oxide.

This led him to conclude further that the metallic lead orI

the lead oxide plays the important role in the production
of super-rate burning, and that the organic parts of the lead
salts contribute in so far as they produce finely-divided
* metallic lead or lead oxide. Steinberger suggested the
following mechanisms for the subsequent vapor-phase reactions
involving lead:

.
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NO2 + Pb

* NO + PbO

PbO + H2 CO

* Pb + H2 +

C0 2

or
NO + Pb

PbO + CO

Pbo + 1/2 N2

Pb + C02

The above reaction steps are known to occur readily. 7 0 The
effect of such catalysis is expected to be felt close to the
burning surface as an increase in the heat feedback from the
gas phase to the condensed phase.
However, Steinharger did
not discuss how the super-rate reaction steps are retarded
to produce plateau and mesa burning. A reaction prqcess
similar to the above has been proposed by Preckel.34
Sinha and Patwardhan 71 suggested a gas phase reaction
model in which the super-rate behavior is caused by the
reaction between nitric oxide and free radicals produced by
the lead. They proposed the following reaction scheme: the
lead salts decompose to metallic lead in the condensed phase
and lead alkyls. The lead alkyls decompose to metallic lead
and free radicals in the fizz zone which react with nitric
oxide to produce heat. Consequently, the heat transfer from
the gds phase to the condensed phase is increased and superrate burning occurs. As the pressure increases, the free
radicals are removed from the fizz zone owing to the increased collision frequency and hence the heat produced by
the reaction between the free radicals and nitric oxide is
reduced.
This results in a decrease in tae super-rate
behavior until eventually, the effect of the free radicals
becomes negligible and the burning rate reverts to that of
a normal, noncatalyzed propellant.
In sum•mary, it can be said that the various plateauburning models presented by previous investigators are based
on different reaction schemes, each predicting the particular trends of interest to each investigator. Unfortunately,
none of the models unify all of the important findings or
predict the overall burning-rate/pressure relationship of
catalyzed double base propellants.
E.

Anticipation of Conclusions:

New Model Proposed in This

In the four sections to follow (Sections III to VI, inclusive) we will proceed step-by-step through the various
items of experimental evidence that have some bearing on the
question of mechanism of double base burning and super-rate
burning.
It will
be shown
that,thewhile
may
be taken
to support
either
Camp some
modelof orthetheevidence
Powling

|1-
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-21model, much of the evidence tend3 to contradict both of them.
This situation prompted the author of this study to adopt a
new model, one that seems to accommodate most of the important evidence available.
The new model has the following essential features;
first of all, it abandons the hypothesis (central to the Camp
model) that UV radiation feedback and photo-induced reactions
in the condensed phase are the basis of the observed superrate; it abandons also the hypothesis that carbon produced
by decomposition at the surface (central to the Powling
model) is directly involved in the acceleration of reactions
in the combustion wave.
The new model rests on the hypothesis that super-rate is the result (1) of acceleration of
exothermic reactions in the thin fizz zone, leading to
eLhanced conductive feedback of energy to the unreacted solid, and (2) that this acceleration in the fizz zone is the
result of a shift in the stoichiometry of the reactions as a
result of carbon formation enhancement by the catalyst. No
clear-cut hypothesis is offered in this study for the sharp
termination of super-rate effects that is observed in the
burning rate curves of plateau propellants in the plateau
region. None of the super-rate mechanisms previously advanced in the literature has within itself the required sharp
cut-off mechanism, nor has the one advanced in this study.
The search for a plausible mechanism for super-rate cut-off
is still
an unfinished task.
In the following sections, as we proceed through the
various items of evidence on the mechanism of burning, the
reader's attention will be drawn to the question of whether
the particular experimental fact supports or does not support
one or more of L.- three models. Wihen we reach Section VII,
the entire series of facts will oe reviewed, and it will be
shown that the evidence seems to favor the new model proposed
in this study.

iI
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SECTION III
EXPERI1lENTAL RESULTS ON BURNTNG RATE BflUAVIOR

The purpose of studying burning rate behavior is to
obtain information concerning the behavior of catalysts
during super-rate, plateau ani mesa burni:i:. In particular,
in this section we will be concerned with burning rate vs
pressure and how the details of this type of curve are affected by the physical and chemical nature of catalysts.
All the experimental work in this report was carried
out with particulate nitrocellulose (PNC) and trimethylolethane trinitrate (TMETN) double base propellant instead
of with the usual nitrocellulose (NC) and nitroglycerin (NG)
propellant.
However, several types of experiments were performed to compare the burning characteris.ics of NC/NG propellant and PNC/TMETN propellant.
The chemical structure and physical properties of TMETN
are similar to those of NG.
PNC and NC are created from the
same material, but PNC is kept wet with at least 30% heptane.
The properties are described in detail in Appendix D. The
theoretical combustion products and the adiabatic flame temperature are shown in Fig. D-2 in Appendix D. The processing techniques for PNC/TMETN propellant are in use at the
Naval Ordnance Station, 7 2 Indian Head, Maryland and a similar manufacturing technique has been developed in our
laboratory.
The main advantage of PNC/TMETN propellant over
NC/NG propellant-is that it is possible to blend the propellant ingredients in conventional solid propellant mixers
such as used in the manufacture of composite propellants.
Furthermore, the manufacturing process is simpler and safer
since'NG is not involved.
The chemical compositions and the specifications of all
the propellants used in this investigation, i.e., propellant
ccmposition, particle size of catalyst and the method of
catalyst distribution in the propellant, are listed in
Tables A-1 and A-2 of Appendix A. The propellant manufacturing process is described in Appendix D, and the burning
rate measurement technique and operatin, procedures are
described in Appendix C-(l).
A.

Experimental Results of th.s Investigation and Comparison with the Results of Previous Investigators.

The effects on burning rate of different types of
catalysts, catalyst particle size,
catalyst distribution,
and nitrate ester have been studied.

i
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(1)

The Comparison of NC/NG and PUC/TMETN Burning
Behavior

Figure 5 shows the noncatalyzed burning rate/
pressure relationship of NC/NG ard PNC/TMETN propellants.

The burning rate of NC/NC propellant is higher than that of
However, the pressure index is about
PNC/TMETN propellant.
the %ame, i.e., 0.7. over the pressure range between one and
It is well known that decreasing
one hundred atmospheres.
the propellant energy lowers the burning rate. Thus, the
PNC/TMETN system, having a lower energy than the NC/NG
system,

fits

this

trend.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of tha burning rates of
.-:d salicylate
catalyzed NC/NG and PNC/TMETN propellants.
(1.2%) and lead 2-ethylhexoate (1.2%) were used as catalysts.
The amount of NC was simply replaced by the same amount of
PNC, and NG and diethylphthalate were replaced by TMETN and
in order to produce roughly
triethylene glycol dinitrate

The burning rate curves show
similar combustion products.
approximately similar characteristics; at low pressures no
super-rate burning occurs, while around 5 atmospheres the
maximum super-rate burning occurs, and again relatively high
super-rate burning takes place at about 40 atm. Above one
hundred atmospheres super-rate burning is no longer evidenced
and burning rates of both cataly-ed propellants are almost
In Fig. 6, the
the same as for the noncataly:zd material.
burning rate curve of the corresponding noncatalyzed NC/NG
The burning rate-pressure
propellant is not available.
relationships of NC/NG and PNC/TMETN are not quite he same
owing to small differences in chemical structure an' In thee
energy levels of the propellants. However, the burning
characteristics of NC/NG and PNC/TMETN propellant are observed to be generally similar. Therefore, the results of
the burning mechanism study of PNC/TMETN type prope lants
should be directly applicable to NC/NG type propell nts.
Other evidence of similarities in combustion charac eristics
will be described in this section.
(2)

The effect of PNC content in noncatalyzed propel-

An increased content of PNC
lants is shown in Fig. 7.
gives higher burning rates over the pressure range between
The pressure iadex of the propellant
1 atm and 100 atm.
with a higher content of PNC is about the same as that of
the standard propellant above 17 atmospheres; however, at

lower pressures the high PNC propellant is subject to a
higher burning rate and lower pressure index than t,~e low
PNC propellant.
7

(3) The effect of carbon content on burning rate was
examined for noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants. The
experimental results are shown in Figs. 0 and 9. Fr PNC/
TMETN type propellant, increasing the carbon content-results

in an 'increase in burning rate at pressures over 20 atmospheres, and the burning rate is almost independent of
Below 10
carbon content between 10 and 20 atmospheres.
atmospheres, 0.1% carbon increases the burning rate slightFor NC/NG type proly and 0.2% carbon decreases the rate.
pellant, the effect of carbon content is negligible at high
pressures, however 1.0% and 0.3% carbon contents decrease
the burning rate at low pressures, probably because the
carbon absorbs the heat from the exothermic reaction in the
However, small amounts
fizz zone or at the burning surface.
of carbon may accelerate the burning when used in conjunccontaincona propellant
tion with a catalyst as shown in Fig. 10;
A propellant
powder.
has
its
burning
rate
accelerated
taining 0.1 percent carbon
by carbon
affected The burning rate of catalyzed propellant
at clearly
low pressures.
is
ing 0.1% carbon shows considerable super-rate burning but
the addition of another 0.1% carbon decreases the super-rate
These results do not agree with the
as shown in Fig. 10.
results of Preckel, 5 1 which show a burning rate increase up
to 1% of carbon and a shift of the plateau region to the
higher pressure side.
(4)
The effec't of the catalyst particle size on burning
The particle sizes of PbSa
rate was studied for two cases.
and CuSa (lead and copper salicylate) were measured with a
microscope.
The particles are not spherical but rather have
a flake shape; therefore the definition of particle size is
However, relative size can be defined
somewhat arbitrary.
Small particlein terms of the average size of the flakes.
size catalysts were obtained by grinding under heptane in
In this way an average particle
a ballmill for 24 hours.
size of 3p was obtained from the original particle size of
10ipi (the particle sizes were measured under a microscope).
Burning rates are shown in Fig. 11; clearly, the small
particle-size catalyst gives higher :'uper-rate burning than
the larger particle size.
It is observed that at pressures
below 10 atmospheres the super-rate decreases more rapidly
However, the general
for the small particle-size catalyst.
super-rate trends with respect to pressure are not affected
by catalyst particle size.

ii

(5)
The effect of catalyst mixing (in the propellant
prior to curing) on burning rate is shown in Fig. 12.
When
the catalyst powder is mixed directly wit•i the mixture of
PNC and TMETN, the mixing may not be homiugeneous because of
the high viscosity of the mixture.
Howqever, when the catalyst powder is first
mixed and dispersed in liquid heptane
and then added to the mixture of PNC and TMETN, fairly homogeneous mixing can be obtained.
The graph shows the expected
result that the homogeneous propellant has a higher superrate than the non-homogeneous compound.

7'A
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(6)
Catalyst type has been found to effect significantThe burning rate
ly super-rate, plateau and mesa burning.
behavior of a propellant was studied with different purely
metallic additives, namely Pb powder, Cu powder, and a
powdered mixture of Pb and Cu.
Figure 13 shows that Pb
(0.98%, No. 1068) powder is more effective than Cu (0.98%,
No. 1075) powder in increasing the burning rate, and that
-the
mixture of Pb (0.38%) and Cu (0.98%),
(No. 1076), produces almost the same effect as Pb alone in this regard.
These metallic-powder catalysts do not give plateau-type
burning; like other metallic-powder catalysts they simply
increase the burning rate over the entire pressure range.
The burning rate was also measured with PbO (0.98%,
No. 1081) as a catalyst. An increased content of PbO (3.92%,
No. 1082) increases the burning rate at low pressures but
decreases the rate at high pressures.
Furthermore, it de-

F
,

creases the pressure index as shown in

Fig.

14.

Despite its

super-rate effect, the PbO catalyst (5V particle size) does
not produce plateau or mesa-burning characteristics.
This
behavior disagrees with the results of Precke1 4 5 and Powling
and others, 1 2 who obtained mesa-type burning with PbO (in
an NC/NG system).
The overall burning rate behavior of the
propellant with PbO was found to differ from that with the
purely metallic catalysts which were not effective in in'
creasing burning rate at low pressures.
The effects of aromatic lead and copper salts on burn-

ing rate behavior have also been studied. Figure 15 shows
the burning rate behavior of propellants with PbSa, CuSa
and PbSa + CuSa as catalysts.
PbSa (0.98%, No. 1045) increases the burning rate in the range I atm to 70 atm and
produces plateau and mesa burning above 70 atm.
CuSa
(0.98%, No. 1044) increases the burning rate below 30 atm
and decreases the burning rate above 60 atm. When PbSa
(0.98%)

and CuSa

(0.98%),

(No.

1047),

are mixed together,

enhanced super-rate burning is observed from 7 atm to 60
atm, and the plateau and mesa-type burning behavior is observed above 70 atm.
From these observations, the effect
on burning rate of coupling between the PbSa and CuSa
catalysts can be deduced.
At pressures below 7 atm the
catalytic effect on the burning rate is

*

provided by either

(or both) the PbSa or the CuSa.
Additional PbSa or CuSa
does not affect the burning rate; apparently the rate
accelerating effect is saturated.
However, at pressures
above 7 atm, the catalytic effect of PbSa is enhanced by
CuSa and an increase in super-rate burning is observed.
At
pressures above 70 atm, the super-rate burning is reduced
slightly by CuSa because of some rate inhibiting effect of
CuSa.
This same inhibiting effect is observed when only
CuSa is added to the propellant.
The above points will be
examined further in Section V in the light of the results
of micro-photographic observation of the burning surface.
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An additional 0.98% of PbSa and 0.98% of CuSa, (No. 1051),
does not increase the super-rate burning significantly over
the
super-rate burning pressure range
as shown in
Fig. entire
15A.
°
-

Ammonium perchlorate was added to the basic PNC propellant to illustrate the extent that a strong uxidizer can
--.- ,-dominate the burning rate controlling processes.
A double
base propellant with a solid oxidizer added is commonly
referred to as a composite modified double base propellant
(CMDB).
As seen from Fig. 16, the burning rate of basic
double base propellant increases as much as 300% when the
.AP percentage is increased to 20%. Ga phase observation
by means of high speed photographs73'
reveal that the
flame zone is unlike double base propellant flames and
.more like the flames of ammonium perchlorate composite proThe dark zone which is observed for basic PNC
pellants.
double base propellant is eliminated by the addition of AP,
and the luminous flame is much closer than the corresponding
double base flames.
It is apparent that the burning rate
Sis
controlled by the heat feedback from the diffusion type
'flame between AP decomposition products and f4z
Z- zoneorod-zon
ucts of the double base propellants.

J
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Itshould be mentioned that while the coupling effect
of a lead salt catalyst with a copper salt (with the same
•organic moiety) is as described above, the coupling effect
with another lead salt (having a different organic moiety)
can be much more complicated.
This is indicated in Fig.
17.
The catalytic effect on burning rate of Pb2-EH (lead
2-ethylhexoate) is shown in Fig. 17.
It is observed that
Pb2-EH (1.2%, No. 1046) by itself produces super-rate burning in the low-pressure range and that this effect is almost
negligible at pressures above 100 atm. When Pb2-EH (1.20%)
mixed with PbSa (1.20%), is added to the propellant, (No.
1039), enhanced super-rate burning is observed in the pressure domains around 5 atm and between 24 atm and 60 atm,
while a suppressing effect on super-rate is observed between
8 atm and 23 atm.
The burning rate of the propellant catalyzed with PbSa + Pb2-EH in this latter pressure range is
less than that of the propellant catalyzed with either of
the two Pb-salts alone.
Furthermore, a negative effect on
burning rate is observed over 60 atm, as well, when Pb2-EH
is added to the propellant containing PbSa.
To determine what catalytic effect, if any, the organic
part of metallic salt has on burning rate, Sa (salicylic
acid) was added to the basic propellant (No. 1026).
Figure
18 shows that the burning rate of the propellant containing
Sa only (0.98%, No. 1066) is the same as that of the noncatalyzed propellant.
When lead metal powder (0.98%) is
added together with salicylic acid (0.98%) to the basic propellant yielding No. 1071, the burning rate is increased

I
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relative to that of the propellant containing only Sa.

However,

at pressures below 70 atm the burning rate of the

propellant containing Pb and Sa was lower than that of the
propellant containing only Pb.
These results show that
talicylic acid alone does not ontriijute directly to the
increased burning rate observed with the PbSa catalystt in

fact, the salicylic acid tends to decrease the catalytic
effectiveness of metallic lead powder at pressures below
70 atm.
S. Experimental Results on Burr'ng Rate Behavior at Low
Pressures and on Minimum Burning Pressure
sure:

Generally, a gas phase reaction is a function of prest1:. higher the pressure, the faster the chemical

reac.tion.

Therefore,

at low pressures the rate of energy

transfer from the gas phase to the condensed phase during
propellant burning is expected to decrease, and the propellant burning is sustained largely by the condensed phase
reactions just beneath the zurface. Therefore, the burning
rate behavior at subatmospheric pressures can provide information concerning the activity of the catalysts in the
condensed phase.
The chemical compositions of all the propellants used
in this investigation are listed in Tables A-1 and A-2 of
Appendix A. The burning rate measurement-technique and
instrumentation are described in Appendix C-(2).
Figure 19 shows the results of the experiment to determine the effect of several catalysts on burning rate at low
pressures.
This set of curves shows the change in burning
characteristics at about 1.5 atmospheres for sevaral kinds
of propellants.
It is observed in all cases that the pressure index is suddenly lowered from 0.7 to 0.2 below the
pressure of 1.5 atm. However, the curves show that the burning rates are different with different catalysts. The
behavior of the noncatalyzed propellants is such that the
burning rate becomes nearly independent of pressure below
approximately 1.5 atmospheres and the burning is extinguished below 0.35 atmospheres.
A similar trend is observed for
the burning of a propellant with 1% PbSa as a catalyst.
However, the minimum burning pressure of the propellant with
CuSa 1% is clearly different from that of the other propellants, as shown in Fig. 20.
The minimum burning pressure of the propellant containing 1% PbSa and 1% CuSa is about the same as that of the
propellant containing 1% CuSa.
It is interesting to compare
the activity of CuSa and PbSa as burning-rate catalysts.
The burned surface of extinguished samples of a propellant
with CuSa or PbSa as the catalyst was observed under a microscope. It was found that the surfaces of both propellants

.1
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were covered with large amounts of carbonaceous particles.
However, a difference was noted in that some crystalline
white and translucent particles on the carbonaceous particles were observed for propellant containing 11 WSa as
shown in Fig. 21.
The translucent particles were found to
be similar to uiiose which occur during the slow decomposition (at 1800C) of CuSa. However, such particles were not
seen on the carbonaceous residue of the propellant containing PbSa.
Also the slow decomposition (up to 2200C) of
PbSa does not reveal such particles. It ir possible, from
these observations, that the minimum burning pressure is lowered by the action of finely divided metallic Cu powder,

i

|

which is formed by the decomposition of CuSa and is distributed over the carbonaceous particles.
These decomposed
products seemed to be similar to products called *pyrolysates" by Stainberger. 6 9 It is known thg NO is reduced,
to N2 by carbon at low pressures. Watts
found that carbon
treated with metallic Cu powder is more effective in reducing NO concentrations than is untreated carbon; the reaction
was first order as regards NO concentration.
This behavior
lends support to the hypothesis put forward above, i.e.,
that the minimum burning pressure is lowered by the effect
of Cu powder dotted on carbon residue, the Cu powder resulting from the decomposition of the propellant. In fact, the
temperature profile measurements show a higher gas phase
temperature which occurs when CuSa is added to the propellant.

This is

descr•-c'

in

Sectl-i VI.

The minimum burning pressure of the propellant containing 1% metallic copper powder was lowered only slightly.
This can be explained by the fact that the particle size of
metallic copper powders (n 6u) is much larger than that of
the copper powders generated by decomposition of CuSa, and
that the effective catalytic surfacc area is therefore insufficient to promote burning.
It is considered that when
CuSa is decomposed in the subsurface zone or at the burning
surface, Cu is dispersed on a molecular level at the first
decomposition stage. Watts 6 8 also found that carbon treated with metallic lead powders was effective in reducing
nitric oxide in an exothermic reaction, but not as effective
as carbon treated with copper.
It should be noted that the
minimum burning pressure is not lowered by the addition of
PbSa, for the reason that Pb is not generated from PbSa
during burning at subatmospheric pressures, when the temperature field is too low to decompose the PbSa. This
appears to be the case from observations under a microscope of a carbonaceous residue, which do not indicate any
crystalline particles generated by the decomposition of PbSa.
Another observation is that the burning rate is decreased by the addition of a..jnonium polyphosphate,
(NH 4 ) 2 (PO 3 H)m,

and oxamide,

-

(CONH 2 ) 2 . When ammonium poly-
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phosphate (3.01,

No.

1089) is

added to the basic propellant

(No. 1026), the burning limit pressure of the latter is
lowered.
Observation of the burning surface shows that
large amounts of carbon are generated at the surface by the
addition of am.onium polyphosphate, as shown in Fig. 22, and
that the burning surface is consequently protected from heat
loss to the surroun ings (it should be noted, however, that
Powling and others1l observed no carbon on the burning
surface when 1.3% (NH4 ) 2 HP0 4 was added to a propellant).
The validity of the conclusion regarding blocking of heat
loss was examined by changing the orientation of the burning propellant-strand.
When the propellant strand was kept.
iorizontal and one end was ignited, the burning was easily
extinguished after it had become steady, this tendency be*ing caused by the falling of the carbonaceous residue from
the burning surface.
It is concluded that the carbon residue is important for the continuation of steady burning
and for lowering the minimum burning pressure.
C. Summary of Experimental Observations of Overall Burning
Rate Behavior
It was shown that lead compounds, other metallic com-,
pounds, metal powders and carbon powder increase the burning
rate of double base propellants. However, lead compounds
should be distinguished phenomenologically from other catalysts because lead compounds are the only catalysts producing super-rate,plateau and mesa burning; this super-rate,
plateau and mesa burning is very sensitive to the quantity,
particle size, distribution in the propellant and the addition of other catalysts as discussed in this section.
Copper salicylate, CuSa, is effective in producing a
higher super-rate burning when it is added to a low superrate propellant, while CuSa alone is not effective for
producing super-rate burning.
The dominant domain of action
of CuSa in the reaction process appears to be different from
that of PbSa. On the basis of the results here and the
results of the burning surface observations described in
Section V it appears that CuSa acts mainly i the early
stage (subsurface) and PbSa acts mainly ir the latter stages.
(above the surface); the action of CuSa enAirnces the action
of PbSa. Figure 15 shows the enhancement of super-rate
burning by CuSa; the peculiar effects of CuSa are kept
even
when CuSa
containing
PbSa.is added to a super-rate burning propellant

•I
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SECTION IV
THE STRUCTURE OF THE GAS PHASE ZONE

The transfer of energy from the gas phase to the burning surface by conductive heat feedbacK is the main driving
force for maintaining continuous burning of double base propellants at rocket operating pressures. The heat generated
at the burning surface is approximately independent of burning pressure as described in Section VI, whereas heat feedback
from the gas phase increases with pressure and therefore becomes the dominant source at high pressures. Tb. conducted
heat from the gas phase to the surface promotes two processes:
heat up of the propellant from the initial propellant temperature to the surface t'.mperature and production of gaseous
products at the burning surface (this gasification may also
produce heat promoting both processes).
Thus, the reaction
processes in the gas phase are an important factor in determining the burning rate behavior of the propellants.
This
section compares the gas phase reaction structures of catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants as an aid in understanding of catalyzed propellant burning mechanisms.
A.

General Discussion of the Gas Phase Reaction'Zone

It is well known that when a strand of double base
propellant burns at pressures below about 7 ats, the flame
is non-luminous; thus burning without a luminous flame is
called "fizz burning*. As pressure increases, a luminous
flame appears at some distance from the burning surface;
this burning with a luminous flame is called *flame burning".
Further i creases in pressure cause the luminous
flame to approac the surface more closely. The phenomenon
was first observd by Crawford and others.10 They measured
the distance bet een the burning surface and the luminous
flame position ( .e., the length of the dark zone), for
pressures betwee 20 and 70 atm and found that the distance
is inversely pro ortional to the cube of the pressure.
This
observation will be discussed later in this section.
The temperature profile in the gas phase has been measured by several workers by means of fine thermocouples embedded in propellant samples (e.g., 32,75).
Similar measurements were made in this investigation and the results
are described in Section VI.
It has been established that
a very steep temperature gradient exists just above the
burning surface,
i.e., in the fizz zone. Approximately
200 microns above the surface, the temperature gradient
becomes less steep, i.e., in the dark zone, and the gradient
rapidly increases again as the luminous flame zone develops,
i.e., in the flame zone.
However, no second steep temperature gradient is observed in the case of fizz burning because
of the absence of the luminous flame. The temperature pro-
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file through a double base propellant combustion wave is
schematically shown in Fig. J.
Davis

108

studied the reaction mechanism of the dark

zone and luminou4 flame zone of double base propellants by
He found
means of a fast-scanning infrared spectrometer.

change in the infrared emission spectra as the dislittle
From his data he
tance from the burning surface increases.
concludes that the concentrations of the predominant species
causing the emission, namely H20 and C02 , do not change
appreciably beyond the fizz zone. The conclgiions of Davis
are not consistent with the data of I4altsevLI which showed
increases as large as 50% in the H20 and CO2 infrared
emission levels within the fizz and flame zones.
B.

Observations of the Gas Phase Zone of Catalyzed Pro-

SPellants by Previous Investigators

Various kinds of experimental techniques have been
used to study the gas-phase reaction mechanism of double
base propellants, i.e, techniques such as the measurements
of heat of explosion, gas composition analyses, and the
measurements of temperature profiles through the combustion
zones.
Heats of explosion of catalyzed and noncat •y~d 7 prgl
pellants were measurg by several investigatorsiT55du
of explosion at various
measured heat
and
Haywood
Lenchitz
pressures with great precision. They found in the superrate region (p - 10 atm) that the heat of explosion ("%530
cal/g at low pressure) of propellant modified with lead
stearate is 40 cal/g higher (about 8% higher) than that of
non-modified propellant, whereas the burning rate of the
modified propellant is approximately twice that of the nonmodified propellant.
However, as the degree of super-rate
decreases (above 35 atm) with increasing pressure, the
difference '. the heat of explosion between the modified
Above
and the non-modified propellants decreases.
the mesa re-ion, the heats of explosion of both the modified
and the non-modified propellants are constant above 40 atm.
Above 40 atm, the heat of explosion of the modified propellant is approximately 70 cal/g less than that of the nonmodified and the burning rate of the modified is less than
that of the non-modified.
Also, above the mesa region,
Lenchitz found that

.a

heat of explosion of the modified

propellant was appro...nately the same as a reference propellant in which lead stearate was replaced entirely by
(the basic
materials
were not disrelatively
inert
werematerials
used in the
formulation.
closed)
whii.,
Crawfot., Huggett and McBrady 7 8 measured the heats of
explosion of a catalyzed propellant containing nickel metal
powder and a corresponding noncatalyzed propellant. They
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observed that the heat of explosion of the catalyzed propellant increased rapidly with increasing pressure and that

complete combustion was virtually achieved at 350 psi. The
measured maximum value was 1200 cal/g. However, the heat
of explosion of the noncatalyzed propellant was approximately 650 cal/g at 350 psi and achieved the maximum value, 1200
cal/g above 700 psi.
Maltsev and Sunuuerfield 79 studied the emission spectra
of catalyzed and noncatalyzed double base propellant as an
aid in determining the site and mode of action of platonizing catalysts. They found a substantial change in the emission spectrum of the gaseous flame for propellants catalyzed
by Cusa; the extensive band system of CuH* appeared, increasing the near ultraviolet to blue intensity of the flame. The
burning rate of the propellant containing I1 Cusa was increased 50 percent over noncatalyzed propellant at the same
pressure. This increased radiation energy due to the addition of CuSa could possibly increase the burning rate by
promoting photosensitized reactions in the subsurface zone,
as proposed in Camp's super-rate burning model. However,
when PbSa was added as a catalyst, no appreciable change
of the emission spectrum in the composition of the products
were observed, except Pb lines.
The gas phase of a cellulose acetate and nitroglycerin
gel with and without lead acetyl salicylate, waý probed by
Powling and others. 1 2 They found that a greater reduction
of NO (to N2 ) occurred at any given distance from the decomposing surface when the propellant was catalyzed by the
lead compound.
They concluded the greater reduction of NO
occurred as the result of the catalysis by solid carbon,
which was formed on the decomposing surface. However, such
increased reduction of NO was not observed when a lead compound was added to nitrocellulose even though the burning
rate doubled.
When lead stearate was added to a double base
propellant, it increased NO reduction approximately 2 percent by volume compared with a nonleaded propellant. This
observation was made at the burning surface, whereas a small
reduction of NO concentration was observed at a distance of
1 cm from the burning surface in the dark zone. They found
a similar effect of pressure on the decreasing NO concentration as in the case of liquid nitrate esters.
Lenchitz and Haywood
measured the ratio of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide for catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellant combustion products using the *Orsat* method.
When
super-rate burning occurs the ratio in the catalyzed products
is almost twice that in noncatalyzed products, but, as the
super-rate decreases with increased pressure the ratio reaches the same value for both cases. With further increase in
pressure, the ratio of carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide
for the catalyzed propellant products becomes lower than
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that for the noncatalyzed propellant products.
These results are consistent with the above measurements in heats of
explosion.
Together they suggest that the overall oxidation
process is enhanced in the super-rate region and somewhat
suppressed in the mesa-burning region.
However-, their experimental results do not show what stage of the flame zone is
affected by the catalyst so as to greatly accelerate the
-7
burning rate.
Dauerman and Tajima 2 1 ' 2 2 ,23 examined the thermal decomposition process of noncatalyzed and catalyzed double base
propellants at low pressures using a mass spectrometer to
sample the gases emerging from the propellant surface during radiative heating.
The process consisted of three stages
which can be identified from the records of mass peak intensity vs time.
In the first
stage, the chemical activity of
noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants is approximately equal
and the principal products are CH 3 CO. and NO3 .
In the second
stage, the rates of evolution of CH 3 CO. and NO increase and
a higher rate of redox reactions is evidenced by the appear,-.:
ance of the reduced oxides of nitrogen such as NO and NO2
for catalyzed propellant.
In this reaction stage the products are H2 0, CO, C0 2 , HCOOH, H2 CO, and CH3CHO.
In the
third stage, the higher chemical activity of the catalyzedA.
propellant is very obvious and the mass fraction ratio of
C-H-O species to NO3 and NO2 , which is indicative of the rate
of oxidation, shows clearly the difference between :catalyze
and noncatalyzed propellants.
Dauerman and Tajima conclude ..
from the experimental results described above that the prl:cess accelerated by the addition of catalysts is the 'zxidation process of C-H-O species by NO3 and possibly NO.).
The
first
degradation step of double base propellants (formation
of N03 rather than NO2 ) is viewed differently from the observations of previous investigators as described in Section
II and no similar observations have been reported.. Hcwev~z,
:!x
their results are significant for understanding the process
of catalytic action.
Their findings greatly weaken the
model proposed by Powling and others 1 z that the process of
catalytic action is the reduction of nitric oxide by a
carbon/lead complex.
In summary, the decomposition at the burning surface
and the reaction processes in the gas phase of double base
propellants are found to be similar to the processes of decomposition of simple nitrate esters as described in Section
II-A.
When super-rate burning catalysts are added to a
basic double base propellant, the first
stage of the decomposition process is altered (as reported by Dauerman and
Tajima 2 3 ), the reaction following a di..erent pathway.
The
gas phase reaction is also affected by the addition of the
above catalysts, and the heat of explosion increases in the

,
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super-rate burning region, as reported by Lenchitz and Hay7 6 •However,
%wood.
these experimental results do not indicate
which reaction stages are accelerated to,produce super-rate
]?urning.

...

Since a number of different reactions are referred to
---in the respective reaction zones, the role of the latter
reactions in producing the observed trends in burning rate
..is not fully understood.
As an aid to an understanding of
the fundamental reaction steps of double base propellant
urning, a list
of possible reactions occurring in the com bustion zones is presented in Table 2.
The following subsections describe the effect of the
t•
.uning
..
rate catalysts in the dark zone and in the fizz zone.
• C.
Investigation of Overall Reaction Order and Catalyst
•-'N-'PRActivity in Dark Zone
The final combustion products of propellants catalyzed

'-by lead compounds are the same, although different propor.. tions have been reported in comparing noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellant in the super-rate pressure region; furthermore, the heat of explosion of catalyzed propellsnts is
affected by the lead compounds and the burning pressure as
described previously.
However these experimental results
do not necessarily mean that the key site of action of lead
compounds is in the gas phase; it is possible that these
changes in the final combustion products and the heat of explosion are effected by more important changes in the reaction processes at the burning surface, i.e., the subsurface
or the very early stages of the gas phase flame zone.
Now, it is important to study the reaction processes
of the dark zone to find out the possible action of catalysts
in this part of the gas phase.
As an indication of the action of catalysts, the overall chemical reaction order and
a "catalyst activity" in the dark zone are evaluated based
on the following physical and chemical discussion.
If some
fundamental differences in the overall reaction order and
the "catalyst activity" between catalyzed and noncatalyzed
propellant are found, they indicate some catalytic action
in the dark zone.
(1) Physical and Chemical Background for the Estimation
of the Overall Reaction Order in the Dark Zone.
For the analysis of the reaction order in the dark
zone, we proceed as follows. The basic assumptions for the
gas flow through the dark zone are:

I
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one-dimensional burning

2.

steady burning at constant pressure

3.

negligible radiation absorption

4.

constant physical properties in

5.

constant molecular weights of all
species.

-

the gas
gaseous

With reference to the list
of symbols at the end of
the text, the energy and mass-balance equations are given as
d2 T
dT +
g= 0
(IV-l)....
dTi2

dTi

PgU

pgDi
In

the dark zone,

--e

(TV-2)

0

the temperature distribution

is

ap-

proximately linear and temperature gradient is relatively
small as described in Section VI.
Therefore, heat conduction, the first
term in Eq. (IV-l) is neglected.
Similarly,
the rate of mass diffusion, the first
term in Eq. (IV-2),
is assumed to be small compared with the rate of mass convection, the second term in Eq. (IV-2).
Thus, the above,.-equations reduce to
dT
gg
=0
(IV-ga)

Pgug a
The following
the

validity

.A

0

-

sample

of neglecting

(IV-2a)

calculation
the

first

is

given

term in

Eq.

to illustrate
(IV-l).

Ac-

cording to the experimental data obtained by Klein, et a1 3 2
at a pressure of 42 atm, dT/dx t- 1380WC/cm and d 2 T/dx 2
- 11300WC/cm 2 in the dark zone between 0.06 cm and 0.17 cm
above the burning surface.
Therefore, the first
term in
Eq. (IV-l) becomes
Xgd 2 T/dx 2 - 0.0002 x (-11300) =-2.26
cal/cm sec.
Similarly, the second term in Eq. (IV-1) becomes PgU cgdT/dx = pprcgdT/dx = 1.54 x 0.7 x 0.35 x 1380
= 520 calJcm3 -sec.
By means of these data, the second term
in Eq. (IV-!) is found to be approximately 230 times larger
than the first
term in Eq. (IV-l).
Consequently, the term
Xgd 2 T/dx 2 can be neglected in relation to the term
Pgu c dT/dx.
Similar experimental results are presented
by 5eller and Gordon 1 1 and also are obtained in this study
as described in Section VI.
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The chemical reaction process in the dark zone is
actually a complex sequence of reactions as studied by
Sotter. 0 However, it can be represented as a single step
reaction whose apparent reaction order we will determine.
The mathematical complexity which would arise from considering a whole series of reactions is not justified by our
present limited knowledge of the nature of the detailed
flame reactions.
The rate equation for an nth order reaction is
ing the temperature dependence of pg):

Equations (IV-la),
dT
dx

_puZ e-Sg/RTg
g

dE
pg-g dx

d
Pg -=
=

(IV-2a) and (IV-3)

_ 1u
,Fn
-Cggg

g
ge -E g.RT

n n
Pg

are combined,

pn-V

(ignor(IV-3)
then
(IV-4)•

The mass flow continuity relation between the gas phase
and solid phase is
Ug = rppg
Combining
Eqs.
gives
dT
dx
is

(IV-5)

(IV-4)
1

cg

and (IV-5)
n

rpg

g

-E g /RT g

and the perfect gas law
(RTg) -n p n

.

(IV-6)

Generally the relation between burning rate and pressure
expressed by Vieille's law,
(IV-7)

a a e mp

where m is the pressure index.
For many propellants m'
and a are constants over a relatively large pressure range,
e.g., 10 to 50 atm.
Equations (IV-6) and (IV-7) combine to
give
-8)
n-m
-n
z e.-E /RT
1 _
dT
(IV-8
g
g (RTg)
.
g
ý- p-2= Cg
gxc9PP a g
S
The temperature gradient, dT/dx, in the dark zone is
approximately equal to AT /Ld,
where AT
is the temperature change across the darg zone.
Then, solving for Ld,
one gets
Ld
Ld

i

4 T g_

ac 9ps., (RT9) n

Qg Cn
n

exp(-E /RTg)

g

g.

-n

(V9
(IV-9)
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Now the dark zone length is related to the effective overall
order of the chemical reactions in the dark zone and the
burning pressure*.
Therefore it is possible to determine
*:theoverall order of the reactions,
n,
by measurements of
--the pressure index,
m,
and the variation of the dark zone
length with pressure.
The dark zone index d
is defined
as d =mn.
(2)

Definition of the Catalyst Activity in

(IV-3)

the Dark

Zone

-

The mass continuity equations, Eq. (IV-5), Eq.
for noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellant birning give

Iy-1.

Pn.n
r

___.__ngn

gcUg c

Pp,c c

"-The density of the catalyzed propallant is approximately
the same as that of the noncatalyzed propellant.
The gas
density in the dark zone of the catalyzed propellant is
approximately the same as that of the noncatalyzed propellant
since the average molecular weights (based on compositions
of Ref. 12) and temperatures (see Section VI) are not
significantly diffeximnt in both cases at the same pressure.
Thus, the mass continuity relation simplifies to

u

r
9,n
490c

(IV-12)

-

c

The overall reaction Lime of the gas,
Td, for producing a luminous flame at the end of the dark zone after the
gas is ejected from the burning surface is given by
Td =Ld/u.
(The thickness of the fizz zone (O 0.2 mm) is
negligibly small compared with the thickness of the dark
zone which is about 5 mm at. 20 atm.)
If the gas phase reactions in the dark zone are accelerated by the addition of
a catalyst to a propellant,
Td
should decrease.
Thus, the
ratio of the reaction times (Td n - Td c)/Tdn
of the catalyzed to noncatalyzed propellanLs, defined as "catalyst
activity" nd,
is a good index of the action of a burning
rate catalyst in the dark zone,

d

1

d=
dc
-

•d,n

rL
n

rn

rLL ,r
--_d__
T~

d
rcLd,n
Tg,c

n dc

rL

*When the luminous flame appears above 15 atm,
approximately 13000C and JTg is about 200 0 C.

(IV-13)

,n

Tg

is

7.1

The parameter
nd has the important advantage of
normalizing the effects of pressure and burning rate.
The
-.--catalyst activity is experimentally obtained by measurements
of the burning rate and the dark-zone length.
When the dark
.,zone is greatly accelerated by the addition of catalyst, nd
.--approaches unity, and when inhibition occurs
Qd is negative.
-D.
..

Experimental Results of Studies of the Dark Zone Structure

The dark zone lengths for various kinds of propellants
were measured by means of high speed 16 mm photographs.
The
measurement technique and equipment are described in Appenthe propellants
_.dix C and the chemical compositions of all
used in this experiment are, listed in Appendix A.
(1)
Stive

Measurement of Dark Zone Length with Film Sensito Visible Light.

Figure 23 is a graph of log Ld vs loj P for
catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants.
The dark-zone index
d of the noncatalyzed propellant is -1.69, while that of
the catalyzed propellant varies between -1.96,and -2.27
between 14 atm and 50 atm.
The relation between the dark
zone length and the burning rate is shown in Big. 24.
A
somewhat surprising result is that the higher burning-rate
propellant has the longer dark-zone length.
It appears that
when the burning-rate is increased by means of.catalysts,
the luminous flame zone, where the greatest heat.,'release
occurs in the burning process, is displaced a greater dis-

tance from the burning surfc&.:ethan 44ri ng noc
combustion.

4:Lyzed

0~-

When the propellant is catalyzed with PbSa and CuSa,
a new, weakly visible flame appears just before the main
luminous flame, as shown in Fig, 25.
Consequently, there
are now two dark zone lengths.
The first
is t'ie distance
from the surface to the beginning of the weak luminous flame
and the second is the distance from the surface to the usual
fully luminous flame.
Figures 26 and 27 show a comparison
between the first.
aid second dark zone lengths.
The measurement of these lengths with high-speed photographs is difficult because of the diffuseness of the boundary as shown in

Figs. 25 and 28; however, the measured dark zone index

d

of the first
dark zone is found to be approximately the same
as that of the second dark zone.
When the propellant is
catalyzed with PbSa only,'a very faint weak luminosity zone
appears as shown in Fig. 29, but no similar zone is observed
with CuSa as the catalyst.
Therefore, it appears that the
PbSa produces the weakly luminous zone when both PbSa and
CuSa are used as catalysts.
Upon the addition of CuSa, the
normally planar boundary between the dark zone and the luminous flame zone is disturbed by projected carbonaceous
"material generated on the burning surface as shown in Fig.29.

I
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I.

As discussed above, the weakly luminous zone appears when
PbSa is added to a basic propellant.
However, at less than
15 atm the height. of the zone above the burning surface is
difficult to measure because the image on the photographs
is weak (see Fig. 30).
When CuSa is added to a basic propellant, the measurement of dark zone lengths is not clearly
defined;
.
h averaged, height measurements are shown in Fig.

,.~.

$

(2)
Measurement of Dark Zone Length with Film Sen-. =sitive to Infrared Radiation

Figure,32 shows the flames of noncatalyzed and
catalyzed propellants''at various burning pressures in the
photographic in.frared (up to about 0.90 microns). The dark zone
of theinoncatalyzed propellant is clearly distinguishable
in the infrared region and is-approximately of the same
length as the dark zone measured with the film sensitive to
visible light. 'However, the dark' zone of the propellant
catalyzed with PbSa and CuSa' cannot be distinguished as
film sensitive to visible
in pressures
this case below
As with30 the
clearly
light.
the than
luminosity
of the
the
,;
catalyzedAt propellant;'flatie
is arm,
stronger
that of
noncatalyze.0 propellant flame in both the infrared and visible ranges, but at pressures above this value, the differfance, is not noticeable.
This observation is related to the
experimental results obtained.by Lenchitz and Haywood. 7 6
They 'measured an inqreased heat of explosion in the superratl burning 'region; as thq',.super-rate burning diminished,
no ditfeiences in the heat" of explosion between the catalyzed
,,ý_andlinoncatalyzed propellants are measured.
Many streaks are
"seeii'in the.gas phase above the burning surface of the catalyzed propellant in the film sensitive to infrared, as shown
in Fig. 33, while this appears as a dark zone on the film
sensitive to visible light. The steaks are clearly solid
particles which are thought to be carbonaceous in character.
The dark zcne of the catalyzed propellant appears luminous
in the infrared photographs owing to thermal radiation from
the very fine particles ejected from the burning surface.
(3)

General Observations of Dark Zone Structure

The gas phase zones of the catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants are observed by means of a high speed
motion picture, at a speed of 63 frames per second.
The noncatalyz id propellant (No. 1026) has a few relatively small
particles coming off its burning surface at low pressures
(x 8 atm); as the pressure is increased to about 30 atm, the
particles are no longer observed and a clear boundary appears
between the dark zone and the flame zone.
The catalyzed propellant (No. 1031) has relatively large-sized particles coming off its burning surface at low pressures (,\,
8 atm), and
as the pressure is increased to about 30 atm, the size of the
particles decreases while the number of particles increases.
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The propellant catalyzed with PbSa (No. 1045) shows a
gas phase structure similar to that of the propellant caLa~~lyzed with PbSa and CuSa (No. 1031), but the observed particle size of the PbSa propellant is much smaller at low
pressures.
The behavior of the propellant catalyzed with
CuSa (NoIi044) is quite different from that of the others.
At low pressures 0, 8 atm), a very large solid layer is
observed to come off the surface and break up into relativeWhile at higher pres•ly large particles in the gas phase.
sures 0, 30 atm), this large solid layer is not observed.
However, relatively large particles appear, in sizes much
-larger than those observed with the PbSa propellant (No.
1044) and the PbSa + CuSa propellant (No. 1031); the flame
zone takes on a "ragged" appearance, this apparently being
due to the large particles ejected from the burning surface.
As a consequence, the boundary between the dark zone and the
flame zone is disturbed and the length of the dark zone becomes a function of time and of position along the burning
!eThe
results of the dark-zone
the mesa-burning region are shown
. ---'rate is observed to decrease with
75 atmospheres, and the length of
rapidly with increasing pressure.
-E. Discussion of Results:
Results

length measurements in
in Fig. 34.
The burning
increasing pressure above
the dark zone decreases

Relation to Earlier Experimental

The dark zone length is known to be dependent upon the
propellant composition and pressure.
In early discussions
of burning rate behavior by other investigators, it was put
forward that the final luminous flame assists the propellant
burning, and that the higher the pressure, the higher the
burning rate, as the luminous flame comes closer to the burning surface.
It is felt that this effect is probably only
valid at very high pressures, i.e.,
over 200 atmospheres;
even there, however, there exists no experimental check of

I

this idea.
The results of this investigation show that the luminous flame occurs at a greater distance from the burning
surface when the burning rate is increased with catalysts;
therefore, heat conduction from this zone is not responsible
for super-rate burning.
"By an optical method, Maltsev81 measured. the temperature
distributions (starting somewhat above the surface) of the
same catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants that were used
in this investigation.
His results show that the maximum
temperature occurs at approximately the same distance from
the surface as the luminous flame studied in this investigation.
This is show6 in ny. 35.
The absolute values of the

...
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temperatures obtained in Maltsev's measurements differ from
the flame temperature trends observed during this study,
probably owing to difficulties in measuring the emissivity

of the flame.
Nevertheless, the trends of histemperature
profiles may be accepted, and the position of. the luminous
flame front measured in this study coincides with the position
of the steep temperature increase in the gas phase.
The "activity' of the catalyst on the gas phase reactions in
shown in

the dark zone,
nd, (defined in Eq. (IV-13) is
Fig. 36.
When maximum super-rate burning occurs,

nd is approximately 0.5 at a pressure of 16 atm while in
the region of super-rate burning above this pressure,
nd
is approximately 0.3.
It should be kept in mind that this
increase of nd,
together with a corresponding increase in
burning rate, occur despite the fact that-the flame zone of
the catalyzed propellant is displaced further from the burning surface than in the noncatalyzed case.
are catalyzed with PbSa or CuSa,
nd
is in

When propellants
the range 0.5

0.1 as shown in Fig. 37.
It is seen from the figure that
the catalyst activity in the dark zone is not significant
for the propellant catalyzed with CuSa.
(Note that the
addition of CuSa to a basic propellant affects significantly
the burning surface structure and producos carbonaceous
particles as described in Section V.)
""

Crawford, Huggett and McBrady
measured the burning
rates and dark zone lengths of noncatalyzcd A:Ql•aaL and
of propellants catalyzed with metallic nickel. powder. They
found that the catalyzed propellant burns with a brilliant
flame close to the propellant surface, and that at any given
pressure the dark zone is only about 1/13 as long as that of
the noncatalyzed propellant.
However, they found the burning
rates of the nickei catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants
to be nearly the same between 200 and 800 psi. The catalyst
activity nd computable from their data'is approximately
0.92 which is quite different from the value for plateautype catalysts, which is in the range 0.5 % 0.1. This
result indicates an essential difference between the catalytic mechanism of this metallic-powder catalyst ard that
of plateau-type catalysts. It is important to note that
the catalysts which yield super-rate burning act in the
condensed phase and/or in the gas phase very close to the
burning surface, while catalysts like nickFe meita powder
which do not increase the burning rate act only well out
into the gas phase, i.e., not close to the burning surface.
The dependency of dark-zone length on pressure was
first discussed by Crawford. 1 0 He obtained a relationship,
based on his experimental results,' in which the dark-zone
length is inversely proportional to the cube of the pressure.
However, when he increased the size of his propellant sample
from 2.7 mm to 9.5 mm in diameter, he observed the dark-zone
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length to be inversely proportional to the square of the
pressure.* Heath and Hirst 8 2 found the length to be inverse.ly proportional to 1.6th power of the pressure; moreover,
they found that the exponent depends upon the nature of the
The results obtained in this investigation are
propellant.
m,
shown in Table 1, which gives the pressure exponent,
d.
It is found, as mentioned by
and the dark zone index,
Heath and Hirst, that the dark zone is dependent upOn the
Ifr
uru'ng rate characteristics.
An estimation procedure for the order of the overall
The
reaction in the dark zone was deduced in Section IV-C.
calculated results are tabulated in Table 1, together with
It.is observed
the available data of previous investigators.
that the pressure index, m,
for the burning rate, varies
between 0.28 to 0.80, and the dark zone index, d = m - n,
varies between -1.69 to -2.27, these parameters being dependent upon the propellant composition and the pressure range.
It is observed that the propellant with the lower pressure
exponent has a more negative dark zone index, i.e.,
the
pressure-dependence of the dark zone is larger.
As is clearly observed in Fig. 34, the dark zone length decreases rapidly with increased pressure in the mesa-burning region.
Note,
however, the calculated overall order of reaction,
n,
is
approximately 2.5 for all propellants irrespective of'whether
or not the propellant is catalyzed.
The results indicate
-that the overall reaction rate behavior in the dark zone of
the catalyzed propellant is probably fundamentally the same
as that in the dark zone of the noncatalyzed propellant.
It is important also to note in attempting to understand
the mesa-burning mechanism, that the flame zone does not distend as the burning rate decreases, but in fact, moves closer
to the burning surface.
This again indicates that the conductive energy transfer from the luminous flame to the burning surface is not important, an1 that there must instead
be some inhibiting reaction near or at the burning surface,
i.e., in the fizz zone which produces the mesa.
Such an
*An explanation of this observation is as follows: when
the diameter of a propellant-sample is small compared with
the length of the dark zone, the luminous flame front is
not one-dimensional but conical in shape owing to mixing
between the reaction gas and the surrounding atmosphere.
Thus, the average dark zone length appears longer than
in the one-dime-isional case.
As the diameter of the propellant sample is increased the diffusion of the surrounding gases into the reaction zone becomes less significant,
and the flame front gradually assumes a one-dimensional
shape.
In this study, it was found that the dark-zone
length becomes independent of the diameter of the sample
when the latter exceeds 5 nmm.

l"
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observation is striking, as the luminous flame would be
expected to be displaced some distance further from the
surface in order that the energy transfer to the condensed
phase be decreased during mesa burning.
r.

the Dark Zone

Pcssible Reaction Mechanisms in

The order of the chemical reaction in the dark zone can
be evaluated from measurements of the length of the dark
Generally,
zone and of the burning rate, as shown above.
in calculating the flame speed of a premixed gas, the net
reaction is assumed to be second order in the gas phase.
However, it is well known that oxidation reactions involving
nitric oxide are usually termolecular, for example (82, 84,

85)1

2NO + C12 -

2NOC1

-

2NOBr

2NO + Br

2

2NO + 02--

2NO2

The experimental results of Hinshelwood and Green,86 tend
to support the following reaction mechanism between NO and
H2
(slow)

N2 + H202

2NO + H2-

H202 + H2

--

2H20

(fast)

The measured order of the overall reaction varies between
2.60 aad 2.89. However, Pannetier and Souchav 8 7 suggested
that the above slow reaction could not %e expected to occur
owing to the improbable nature of a termolecular process.
They proposed
2NO
N 202 +2

H202 + H2

N202
N
--

(fast)
(slow)

N2 + H202

2H20

(fast)

In the above group of reactions, the slow reaction involving
N202 is the rate controlling step. The reaction involving
NO is fast enough to maintain equilibrium with the N202.
Consequently, it can be seen that the rate of production of
The
M2 and H20 is third order with respect to NO and H2.
overall sum of these reaction steps is in fact third order,
while the elementary reactions are all bimolecular, i.e.,
second order.
Acc? djng to the results of numerous gas-composition
analyses~u,± 2 of double base propellants, only trace amounts
of nitric oxide (• 0.1%) are found in the final combustion
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products at high pressures,

as almost all the NO is

in the final luminous flame.

However,

consumed

at low prigay~ese

The
relatively large amount of NO (% 301) are found..'
results of gas sampling show the existence of NO (• 201) in
The main oxidation
the dark zone even at high pressures.
reactions producing heat in the dark zone involve nitric

oxide, therefore these reactions probably control the dark
zone length.

The probable set of chemical reactions in the dark zone
were analyzed theoretically by Sotter. 8 0 He included sixteen reversible and four irreversible chemical reactions
In his analysis the most
involving twelve chemical species.
important reactions were found to be (similar results were
obtained by DavisI 0 8 )
H + H2 0

CO + OH
2NO + H2

.

4

H2 + OH
CO2 + H
2HNO
2HNO + H2

2H 2 0 + N

-.

. (fast)

The last chemical equation, involving nitric oxide, is
termolecular. Therefore, the overall order of the reaction
is expected to exc. - that of the second order reaction generally assumed in the premixed gas burning model.
It is well known -hat the high exothermicity accompanying the reduction of NO to N2 is responsible for the appearance of the luminous flame in the combustion of a double
base propellant, and that the flame disappears when there
is insufficient heat produced in this way, i.e., during fizz
burning. As discussed in Section II-A-(2), the reduction
of NO does not occur until the temperature is of the order
of 10000C.
However, atta..nment of this temperature in the
reaction zone does not guarantee the appearance of a luminous
flame, for there is anoth(.r factor to be taken into account,
namely, the stabilization :f the flame above the reaction
zone.
If the luminous flame spreading speed is lower than
the efflux velocity of the product gases (at the edge of dark
zone), blow off of the luminous flame occurs and no luminous
(The efflux speed of the product gases
flame is observed.
is proportional to burning rate, which is essentially independent of this luminous flame.) According to laminar flamespeed theory, this flame speed SL is proportional to
pn/2-1, where n is the order of the reaction. On the other
hand, the efflux velocity ug of the product gases in the
dark zone is proportional to pm- , where mn is the burningrate pressure-index. Now the overall order of the reaction
(n) is approximately 2.5, as shown in the previous subsection,
while the burning-rate pressure index is of the order of 0.7

-
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in the iow-pressure region where fizz-burning occurs. Therefore it follows that the flame speed should increase as
p0.2t, where an the efflux velocity in the dark zone should
. At a certain critical pressure, one
decrease as p
would expect the laminar flame speed to exceed the efflux
velocity of the product gases, and thereafter become stabilized above the surface of the propellant. This rather simple
analysis provides a qualitative

explanation of the observed

transition from non-luminous fizz-burning to luminous flameburning in the combustion of a double base propellant.

The mechanism of sustaining the luminous flame the same
distance above the burning surface cannot be explained by the
above discussion.
It is well known that the reaction involving NO only occurs at certain critical temperatures as
described in Section II-A-(2).
Therefore, for the appearance
of luminous flame, it may require the formation of a critical
concentration of some autocatalytic intermediate or the
attainment of a critical temperature which brings about a
sudden increase in reaction. Equation (IV-8) itself cannot
predict the position of the standing luminous flame above
the burning surface. The details of the chemical reaction
mechanism in the dark zone must be known to predict it.
G.

Reaction Mechanism in Fizz Zone

At the outset, it is intuitive that the initial reactions occurring in the gas phase just above the burning surface (i.e., the fizz zone) should significantly affect the
burning-rate behavior of a double base propellant.
.As described in this section, the main heat feedback
from the gas phase to the condensed phase is dependent on
the relatively steep temperature gradient. in the fizz zone.
Therefore, it is important to study the reaction mechanism
in the fizz zone to understand the super-rate burning
phenomenon.
The general reaction process in the gas phase of a
double base propellant has been described in Section IIl.
A feasible reaction scheme in the fizz zone just above the
burning surface, based on the experimental results of this
investigation and of previous investigators, is discussed
in this section in an attempt to understand basic differences
between noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellant burning.

"Klein and others 3 2 found that there is steep temperature
gradient at the burning surface and that the gradient is relatively mild at distances greater than 2 00p from the burning
surface.- This steep temperature gradient is important in
the description of the burning rate and in the understanding
of the overall reaction process. The experimental results
of this investigation, as described in Section VI, show that

---------------
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when the propellant is catalyzed,
is

increased in

this temperature gradient

the super-rate pressure range, and that it

increases with increasing pressure. This increased gradient
with catalysis is also observed at atmospheric pressures,
above
that ofof the
where the burning propellant.
rate is approximately
effect
it is clear501that
the
noncatalyzed
catalyst
is to promote the burning rate by accelerating the
gas phase reaction rate in this narrow gas phase zone, i.e.,
the fizz %one. On the other hand, as described in Section
IV, the accelerating effect on the gas phase reactions in
the dark zone is not as pronounced, as the 4ark zone is
(It should be noted,
longer than in the noncatalyzed case.
however, that the dark zone reaction is accelerated significantly by the addition of pure metallic powder catalysts
such as Ni without increasing the burning rate.) In light
of the above observation, the action of those catalysts
producing super-rate burning should be differentiated from
that of pure metallic powder catalysts such as Ni.

I

In the past, a number of gas composition analyses of the
combustion products in the dark zone were carril ?Ittltogether with gas sampling analyses in

the fizz zone.--,--,--

However, there are no reliable analyses in the fizz zone
owing to its thinness and the fact that the propellant surface does not progress in a perfectly flat manner.
Schuyler89 discussed possible chemical reaction schemcs
in the fizz zone.
He introduced 37 reversible chemical reaction steps which were induced by the reaction of aldehyde'
and nitrogen dioxide. However, he did not reach any firm
conclusions.
Powling and others 1 2 sampled the gas near the burning
surface of nitrocellulose and found no difference in nitric
oxide concentration between noncatalyzed and catalyzed material; neither did they find a difference between the nitric
oxide concentration near the surface and the nitric oxide
concentration at one centimeter from the burning surface.
This was in spite of a doubling in the burning rate and an
increase in the temperature near the surface from 6000C to
7500C with the addition of a catalyst.
They found traces
of nitrogen dioxide near the burning surface, i.e., 0.3%
with the noncatalyzed and 0.04% with the catalyzed propellant.
On the basis of their findings on simpler nitrate esters (and
in spite of the above evidence to the contrary), they proposed
that the accelerated burning with the addition of a catalyst
is due to the heat generated by the reduction of nitric oxide
through some catalytic effect of solid carbon created at the
surface. Despite the more favorable evidence from simpler
nitrate esters, since the concentration of nitric oxide of
catalyzed NC is about the same as that of noncatalyzed NC
near the burning surface,

the above mechanism does not seem

j
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valid for propellants.*

It

is

conceivable that their gas

sampling actually captured gases above the thin fizz zone
instead of within this zone.

The additional heat from a

catalyzed propellant may then be a result of catalysis in
the fizz zone before occurrence of the oxidation reactiors
involving nitric oxide. The fact that Powling and co-workers
found nitroqen dioxide near the burning surface is a good
indication of strong heat generation in the fizz zone via
NO2 reduction, and that the catalytic effect involves NO?;
it

is

well known that NO 2 undergoes rapid oxidation reac ion*'

with C-H-O species.
catalysis.
H.

Those reactions are rapid even without

Summary of Preceding Section

The gas phase reactions in the dark zone are accelerated
slightly by the addition of super-rate burning catalysts.
However, the luminous flame zone of a catalyzed double base
propellant is dieplaced further from the burning surface than
that of a noncatalyzed propellant despite the greatly increased burning rate in the former case. This result implies that
(1) the occurrence of super-rate burning is not determined
by the position of the luminous flame front, and (2) the
heat feedback from the luminous flame to the burning sur lace
is not instrumental in promoting the burning rate in the
Furthermore, mesa burning is not dep~endsuper-rate regime.
ent on the luminous flame because the burning rate decreases
even though the luminous flame approaches closer to the
burning surface in the mesa-burning regime.
The results of the experimental observations described
above indicate that the site of action of the catalyst in
producing super-rate burning should be near the burning
surface, i.e., in the fizz zone and/or at the burning surface and in the condensed phase (see Table 2).
The following two sections describe the catalyst behavior at the burning surface and in the gas phase near the
burning surface.

*The experimental results %Ref. 12) indicates no significant
NO reduction with either catalyzed or' uncatalyzed double
base propellants.
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SECTION V
STUDIES ON THE CONDENSED PHASE REACTION ZONE AND THE
.. REACTION AT THE BURNING SURFACE
It

is

well establish' d that many small particles emanate

from the burning surface when super-rate catalysts are added
to double base propellants and, as described in the previous

section, that behavior of the particles is different with
each catalyst type. The search for the site of first action
of catalysts thus must include the area of the burning surface. It is the purpose of this section to focus attention
on the effects of the catalysts on the burning surface layers
using the results obtained through high speed motion pictures
and the results of the observation of propellant surfaces
extinguished by rdpid pressure decay.
A.

Review of Findings of Previous Investigators
Several experimental studies of burnino surface behavior

have been made.

Crawford and others 7 8 first found the exis-

tence, at low pressures, of a liquid-like layer on the burning surface of double base propellants.
The layer was named
the "foam zone" because it contained gaseous bubbles.
How-

ever, such a foam zone has not been 2bserved experimentally
at high pressures. Heath and Hirst
e 8 observed burning surfaces by high speed (200 frames/sec) photographs and found
that the burning surface was covered by numerous bright globular, hot spots, together with smaller black spheres. The
lifetimes and the diameters of the hot spots on the surface
decreased with increasing pressure. The diameters were
found to vary between 0.01 and 0.03 nun. The lifetime of the
black spheres coming from the surface appeared to be much
longer than that of the hot spots. It is interesting to note
the- behavior of the hot spots and the black spheres as an
aid in understanding the structure of the burning surface,
although the composition of the hot spots and black spheres
are unknown. A propellant of composition similar to that
used by Heath and Hirst has been tested in this study and
the results ar2 discussed later in this section.
The burning surface structure of platonized propellants
was observed by Brown and Chaille90 using high speed cinemicrographs (3000 frames/sec).
They obtained a significant
result for the understanding of super-rate, plateau and mesa
burning.
Small globules, 30 n 60 microns in diameter, were
observed during burning at all pressures below the upper
limit of plateau burning with propellants catalyzed by lead
compounds. -By careful analysis of the photographs, they
found that the particles were formed on the surface and remained there, growing until they reached a certain size, and

7777
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then were released into the gas phase.
The particles coming
off the surface were trapped in a container cooled by dry
ice and when analyzed were found to be lead metal.
When sodium chloride is added to a plateau type propellant, the super-rate and the plateau effects are diminished.
Their observations show that, at all pressure ranges, particles of sodium chloride and lead chloride are present on
the burning surface instead of molten lead metal.
It is
interesting to compare these results with those in Fig. 4
yshowing that lead chloride is ineffective in producing
plateau burning.
Evidently the sodium chloride reacts below
or at the burning surface with the decomposing lead catalyst
to form lead chloride.
Once lead chloride is formed in the
nitrate ester decomposition process, it is difficult to
produce metallic lead or lead oxide, which are considered
to be the key plateau producing agents.
A comprehensive study of the ignition of noncatalyzed
and catalyzed double base propellants by means of laser and
arc-image radiation sources has been carried out by several
investigators at Princeton. 9 2 The results obtained indicate
an essential difference between the ignition characteristics
of noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants.
The transition
from the transient ignition stage to steady burning is
greatly influenced by the addition of catalysts, which decrease the pressure dependence of the process.
High speed
shadowgraph photography of the surface during ignition indicates the formation of a carbonaceous layer during the early
phase of ignition of double base propellants catalyzed with
PbSa and Pb2-EH.
However, such a carbonaceous layer is not
observed on the surface of a noncatalyzed propellant.
This
experimental result implies that the early stage of the
decomposition process is influenced by lead compounds in
double base propellants;
recall the proportions of gaseous
species are different in the ignition stage of a lead-catalyzed propellant, as observed by Dauerman and Tajima. 2 3
Powling, et a1 1 2 observed solid carbon formation on the
surface of a burning propellant catalyzed by lead compounds;
however, as pressure was increased into the mesa burning
They believe
region, carbon was not seen on the surface.
that this complete disappearance of carbon is responsible
for the appearance of the mesa (and, conversely, that the
carbon itself is responsible for the super-rate) and that
it is the result of accelerated oxidation by NO in the mesa
pressure range.
However no direct physical or chemical
experimental evidence for this has been reported.
Instead,
one should consider the probability that the disappearance
of solid carbon at high pressures is somehow connected with
the disappearance of the molten lead metal on the surface
as observed by Brown and Chaille.
It is well known that
many kinds of metal or metal oxides added to double base

-
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propellants produce solid carbon at the burning surface.
It seems possible that the extensive carbon formation which
correlates with the super-rate occurs as a consequence of
the presence of lead metal or lead oxide at the surface and
that carbon is not formed when lead metal or lead oxide is
not present on the burning surface.
B.

Experimental Results of This Investigation

A description of the experimental equipment and techniques for taking photographs by a high speed camera is given
in Appendix C-(4) and the specifications of all propellants
used in this study are to be found in Appendix A.
(1) Burning Surface Structure
study particle
experiment
as a preliminary
behavior onFirst,
the surface,
the burning
surface to
structure
of a
noncatalyzed NC/NG propellant which contained 0.75% of .1511
potaasium nitrate (a flash suppressant) was studied. Figure
38 shows the surface to be covered by carbonaceous filaments
The globular particles
and a few non-carbonaceous globules.
are believed to be agglom, rates of X20 coming from the KNO 3V
they have no effect on burning Eate or surface structure.
Like a lead metal agglomerate,9u after the particles reach
a certain size, they lift off the surface as shown in Fig.
38.
The stay time of the particles on the surface is
calculated from the photographs and is approximately 0.01
sec.
It is interesting to see that such particles can stay
on the surface until they grow to a certain size, even
though the burning rate is high, for example, 1.0 cm/sec
at 70 atmospheres. There is a characteristic range of
particle sizes corresponding to each burning rate.
The burning surface structures were also studied for
four kinds of PNC/TMETN propellants: noncatalyzed, catalyzed
by 11 CuSa, catalyzed by 1% PbSa, and catalyzed by 1% CuSa +
1% PbSa.
These observations of the burning surface have been
carried out up to 80 atm, but the luminous flame comes too
close to the burning surface at such high pressures; clear
surface observations are only possible at less than 50 atm..
The overall results were as follows:
i.

The noncatalyzed propellant burning surface is
partially covered by carbonaceous fragments and
filaments at low pressures, but under increased
pressure the number of carbonaceous fragments
decreases.
Above 20 atm, the surface regresses
smoothly and very few solid particles are ejected
into the gas phase.
The surface structure of PNC/
TMETN propellant is found to be similar to that of.
NC/NG propellant (Nlo. 6 propellant).

A1
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2.

The kLurning surface of a propellant catalyzed by
it CuSa is rough and produces large, apparently
carbonaceous, fragments, which are ejected from the
surface at low pressures; numerous visibly radiating
spots are also seen on the surface. As pressure
is increased the size of the pieces becomes smaller,
and the number of pieces decreases;
this entire
effect of CuSa on ihe burning rate diminishes above
30 atm.

3.

The burning surface of a propellant catalyzed by
il PbSa is relatively nmooth and similar to that
observed in the case of noncztalyzed propellant.

However, an emsential difference that is observed
is that many small brightly emitting spots apnear
on cat bonaceous *fibers* projecting up to 80 microns
above the surface; they subsequently disperse into
The spots are very bright compared
the gas phase.
with the remainder of the *fibers"; the (.pparent
diameter of the spots is approximately 50 microns.
Figure 39 shows a typical photo of the surface
structure of a propellant catalyzed by PbSa taken
during the burning process.
4.

(2)

The burning surface of a propellant catalyzed by
1% CuSa and 1% PbSa is rough, similar to the propellant catalyzed by 1% CuSa, at low pressures;
it is relatively smooth at high pressures, producing
very fine solid particles.
Burning Surface Observations on Propellant Samples
After Rapid Depressurization Extinguishment

For further observation of the burning surface of
double base propellants, propellant samples extinguished at
various pressures were prepared with the use of a rapid depressurization strand burner. The experimert.al process and
the equipment are described in Appendix C-(5).
The rate of
depressurization is considered to be rapid enough for extinguishment in less than 0.001 sec (5 x 105 psia/sec at 500
psia).
Merkle, Turk and Summerfield 9 1 measured the extinction boundary of the same kind of propellant used in this
study &nd showed
that depressurization rates over 3 x
104 psia/sec were fast enough to extinguish such a propellant
burning at an inicial pressure of 1030 psia: the extinction
becomes easier with decreasing initial chamber pressure.
The experiments in this study were conducted at pressures
ranging from 90 to 915 psia.
Fimire 40 shows the extinguished burning surface of a
noncatalyzed NC/NG propellant stopped at different pressures.
At low pressures the surface is covered rather irregularly
by large size carbon particles; as pressure is increased the
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size of the carbon particles decreases and their distribution

becomes more uniform. Similar results were obtained from a
catalyzed propellant which contained PbSa and Pb2-EN. Contrary to expectation, the surface of the catalyzed propellant
did not reveal lead or lead oxide Particles; it is possible
they were present but were removed by the rapid extinguishment process.
Furthermore, several other investigators have made the
observation that relatively large agglomerated metallic-lead
particles (, 60u at 15 atm). appear on the burning surface at
low pressures during super-rate burning. As the pressure is
increased, the particle size decretaes (% 20v at 80 atm) and
It is reported that
the number of particles increases."'
these carbonaceous particles disappear above the mesa burning
range.
These experimental results indicate that the time
available for agglomeration of metallic lead particles varies
inversely with burning rate. When the burning rate is low,
the residence time of the particles in

the condensed phase

and at the burning surface is long enough for formation of
large agglomerated particles.
However, as the burning rate
Increases,

the residence time decreases and only small

particles are formed before blow off occurs; hence the
inverse deendence of particle size on burning rate.
This interesting trend could offer a partial explanation for the mesa-burning behavior of platonized propellants.
It is possible that the metallic lead particles actually
inhibit the gas-phase reaction as described in Section IIC-(3).
At low pressures, when lead particles are large,
this effect would be less pronounced than at high pressures
when the ratio of surface area to volume of the lead particles is relatively large. However, this must be considered
in the nature of a hypothesis, as there is presently no
experimental evic.ence in support of such behavior.

!4
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SECTION VI
TEMPERATURE PROFILES OF CATALYZED AND NONCATALYZED
PROPELLANT BURNING
The surface temperature during combustion is one of the
most important physical values in the understanding of the
actual physical and chemical picture of the double s@p~op@l7
lant combustion process. All burning rate equationu.bsJo,# ff
require the burning surface temperature to describe the burning rate. Generally, this burning surface temperature is
dependent on the pressure at which the propellant burns
because the reactions in the gas phase where much of the heat
is generated are a function of pressure; the amount of heat
transferred from the gas phase to the solid phase strongly
influences burninq surface temperature.
The temperature at
any point in the combustion wave is a result of the balance
of heat release at that p nt and the fluxes of heat through
the point carried by conduction and convection.
The temperature at the burning surface is most directly important for
burning rate predictions but this is a consequence of the
balance of fluxes near the surface.
Examining the details
of the temperature profile near (above and below) the surface
can reveal how catalysts alter this profile and hence the
burning rate.
A.

Findings of Previous Investigators

Many previous investigators have measured the burning
surfa~g temperature by various experimental methods. Klein,
et alil were the first to refine the measurement technique
using fine thermocouples imbedded in a propellant sample;
they obtained relatively reasonable burning surface temperatures at several different pressures.
Heller and Gordon
tried unsuccessfully to measure the
burning surface temperature with an external thermocouple
held onto the burning surface of a small propellant sample.
The ends of the thermocouple terminals were pulled with a
certain force to ensure that the bead of the thermocouple
always touched the burning surface during propellant burning.
They found the measured burning surface temperature was
strongly dependent on the force applied to the thermocouple
terminals.
They also found the burning surface temperature
to be very pressure dependent, increasing from 4006C at one
atm to 10000C at above 20 atm. This temperature obtained
at high pressures is. unrealistically high: it is doubtful
that the thermocouple bead measured only the surface temperature in their experiments.
However, their results do indicate that a higher temperature zone exists near the burning
surface at elevated pressures.
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Sabadell, Wenograd, and Sumnmerfield 7 5 measured the burning surface temperature by a technique similar to that developed by Klein.
They obtained credible surface temperatures

at 150,
ively.

100, and 50 psig, of 268, 333, and 3320C, respect-

The essential difficulty in a Klein-type thermocouple
measurement is determining the position of the surface on
the output recor.I (millivolts vs time and, hence, distance)
obtained as the junction proceeds through the combustion
wave.
Strittmatter, et a193 tried to determine the exact
position of the burning surface in the thermocouple output
record by synchronizing the thermocouple output with a high
speed microphotographic movie; they sought to observe the
thermocouple bead emerging from the solid phase into the
gas phase.
By this means they obtained a burning surface
temperatur,: of 5359C at 200 psi.
94,95

Suh and others
measured the temperature profile
in a double base propellant at low pressures with several
different fhmrmocouple wire sizes. They also synchronized
their system with a microphotographic movie as did Strittmatter in his experiment.
They measured burning 3urface
temperatures of 3000C and 3150C at 5 and 10 psia respectively, and observed that plateau regions (in the temperature
profile) occurred near the burning surface in the recorded
temperature profile curves.
They concluded Lhat the plateau temperature regions were a consequence of the effect
of thermocouple bead size; the smaller the bead size, the
shorter the plateau temperature zone.
The burning surface temperature was estimated in a
different way by Wilfong, Penner, and Daniels.1 5 They
observed that copper particles, smaller than 4p, mixed with
the propellant sample were melted into spheres on the quenched burning surface after a rapid pressure decay. Similar
results were observed when finely powdered alkaline earth
carbonates were incorporated in the propellant.
From these
observations they concluded that the burning surface temperature was above 1000*C. Although their results af?
similar to the results obtained by Heller and Gordon-- by
their thermocouple technique, their experimental results
cannot be accepted without question. As discussed in Section V, the burning surface found after extinguishment by
rapid depressurization is not flat but has an irregular
shape and is usually covered with carbonaceous fragments
even at high pressures.
Therefore it is possible that the
melted particles they observed were located on the projected
fragments. Nevertheless, their observed results again indicate that there is a high temperature zone near the burning
surface.

-°.
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An optical technique was used by Powling and Smith 9 6
to measure the burning surface temperature. They showed the
temperature was dependent on the composition of the double
base propellant and lay between 320 and 4000C at atmospheric
pressure. The technique is convenient fcr measuring solid
surface temperatures, although here the surface roughness
and projecting carbonaceous fragments may interfere with the
measurement of the true burning surface temperature.
Zenin,97 by means of fine thermocouples, and Aleksandrov
and others, 9 8 by optical methods, medsured the pressure dependency of the burning surface temperature.
They found that
the temperature increases almost linearly with the logarithm
of pressure between 20 and 80 atm. Zenin found that the temperature increased from 380 to 4150C over this pressure range,
while Aleksandrov and others found a simila' increase from
350 to 4100C.
Results of all the available surface-temperature/pressure-dependence measurements which have been carried out by
previous investigators are shown in Fig. 41. The general
trend is that the burning surface temperature increases with
increased pressure and burning rate. This is to be expected
with the Arrhenius-type expression for propellant decomposition rate at the surface that occurs in the burning rate
model used in this study and by other investigators. 3 6 p3 7
From the figure, it can be c.ncluded that the burning surface
temperature of noncatalyzed double base propellants is approximately 300*C at one atmosphere (improved modern measurement techniques converge toward this level); similar,
though somewhat higher temperatures at higher pressures are
most credible.
However, no burning surface temperatures for
catalyzed propellants have been found in the literature.
The main purpose of the measurements of temperature
profiles in this investigation is to obtain the surfacetemperature/pressure dependence for the systematic series
of propellant formulations studied here and to determine
the region of the cornbustion zone responsible for the increased burning rate of catalyzed propellants over that of
noncatalyzed propellants.
B.

Experimental Results of This Investigation

The temperature distributions in noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants have been measured at various pressures
from 0.5 atmosphere to 22 atm by means of fine thermocouples
imbedded in the propellants. The strand burner used in the
thermocouple experiments at pressures above one atmosphere
is the same as the strand burner described in Section III
used to measure the burning rate. The strand burner used in
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the naasurement of the minimum burning pressures ad the
burning rate at subatmospheric pressures, as described in
Section III,

was also used for the thermocouple experiments

at pressures below atmospheric.

Techniques have been developed for the fabrication.,

measurement, and handling of microthermocouples made from
2.5w and 7.5v diameter platinum and platinum-10t rhodium
Wollaston wires*. The preparation of the thermocouples and
of the propellant sampies, and the instruments used to
record the temperature profiles are described in Appendix
C.
The chemical compositions and properties of the propellants used in this experiment are listed in Appendix A.
Figure 42 represents a typical trace produced by an
oscillograph of the distribution of temperature in the combustion wave.
In all of the temperature traces it is possible
to distinguish the following characteristic zones as shown in
the figure.
Zone I is a ncn-reacting zone where only pure heat conduction occurs; it ends at a temperature of approximately 2200C as signalled by the beginning of
.rall fluctuations in the temperature curve.
Zone II is defined as the subsurface reaction zone,
extending from the end of Zone I until the start
of the relatively large fluctuations in temperature
signalling the burning surface.
.Zone III is defined as the fizz zone, which extends from
the burning surface to the region which temperiture
gra ient becomes small.

Zone IV is wfined as the dark zone, which extends from
the end of the fizz zone to the point at which the
temperature starts increasing rapidly.
Zone V is defined as the flame zone, which extends from
the! point of rapidly increasing temperature.
Figure 43 sh ,ws an oscillogram of a temperature trace in
which
the fluctuations in Zones II and III are seen more
clearly.
Zone II
larger-size
narrow; the
temperature

was not observed in the temperature traces with
thermocouples (% 25u) because the zone is very
response of such a large thermocouple to the
fluctuations was consequently poor. Zone V was

*The thermo cuple bead size corresponding to the wire size
is discusser in Appendix C-(6).
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only observed above 7 atmospheres and only when larger-size
thermocouples were used, because the smaller-size thermocouples (% 2.5w) are too weak at high temperatures to withstand the flow of hot gas.
Zone V is located at a great
distance from the surface and Zone IV is elongated so that
it is much larger than the other zones.
Zone IV, the dark,

zone, has a rather mild temperature gradient; therefore,
energy transfer by conduction to the solid from Zone V is
For this reason, interest was centered on the
negligible.
temperature distribution measurements near the burning
surface, i.e., in %onep 1, 11 and III. Zone IV and V were
examined optically as described in Section V.
The peak temperature in the dark zone varies from 700*C
at 0.6 atm to 8000C at atmospheric pressure.
It increases to
9000C at 7 atm, and to approximately 12006C above 20 atm.
Further increases in pressure will eventually result in the
collapse of the dark zone at about 200 N 300 atmospheres but
w-'11 bring about only a slight increase in maximum temperatlue in the dark zone until then. So far, no experimental
measurement of this increase has been reported.
The thickness of the fizz zone (i.e., Zone III) is
actually dependent on the chemical kinetics of the gaseous
species evolved at the burning surface which in turn is
dependent on pressure. Figure 44 shows the variation with
pressure of the fizz zone thickness of a noncatalyzed propellant. The thickness decreases with increased pressure,
resulting in an increased temperature gradient (and increased final temperature as noted above).
Therefore, the rate
of heat input by conduction fror the gas phase to the solid
phase increases with increasing pressure. Figure 45 shows
the fizz zone thickness variation wvth pressure for a catalyzed propellant.
The pressure-dependence and the temperature profiles are all similar to those of a noncatalyzed
propellant.
However, the thickness of the fizz zone of the
catalyzed propellant is less than that of the fizz zone of
the noncatalyzed propellant, therefore the temperature gradient dT/dx is larger in the former than in the latter case,
as shown in Figs. 46, 47, and 48.
Therefore, the heat feedback from the gas phase to the solid phase of the catalyzed
propellant is clearly larger than that of the noncatalyzed
propellant; it is evident that the reactions in the fizz
zone of the catalyzed propellant are accelerated by the effect of catalysts in the regime of super-rate burning. This
acceleration is even more marked when one notes that the fizz
zone of the catalyzed propellants is shortened despite the
greatly increased gas velocity through this zone durina suunrrate burning.
Figure 49 shows the temperature profiles of a propellant
containing burning rate suppressants and noncatalyzed propellants at subatmospheric pressures, measured by means of 7. 5 i-

J

diameter thermocouples.
(NH4)

2 (PO 3

M)m.

in

When 3% ammnonium polyphosphate,

added to a noncatalyzed propellant as a

burning suppressant, the temperature profile in the fixz
zone is decreased.
The burning rate is decreased approximately 20% even though the minimum burning pressure is lowered
by the solid carbon which is generated at the burning surface
by the addition of the ammonium polyphosphate (this carbon
protects the burning surface from heat loss as described in
Section III).
The same trend is observed when 5% of oxamide,
(CONH2) 2 , is added to the noncatalyzed propellant. Evidently the suppressants work in essentially the opposite way of
the super-rate catalysts, slowing rather than accelerating
fizz zone reactions.
C.

Discussion of Experimental Results

The "temperature inflection method" is commonly used
for the determination of the position of the burning surface
in the recorded temperature profile curves; it assumes no
heat release in the condensed phase and takes the inflection
point of the log (T - TO) vs distance plots as indicating
the burning surface. The method is described in Appendix
C-(6)-(b).
However, during low pressure burning (% 1 atm)
of double base propellants, the subsurface reaction Zone
II is stretched out in time, with the result that the log
(T - TO) vs distance plots do not show a clear inflection

point. In such a case, the surface position is detected by
a change in the amplitude of the temperature fluctuations
or by a clear inflection point appearing in the original
recorded temperature profile curve.
Surface temperature
determinations via the inflection method are shown in Fig.
50.
The pressure dependency of the measured surface temperature is shown in Fig. 51.
The burning surface temperature of the noncatalyzed propellant and propellants catalyzed
by PbSa and CuSa show similar trends of increasing temperature with increasing pressure. The temperature of the catalyzed propellant is higher than that of the noncatalyzed
propellant by approximately 25"C at 1 atm and 300C at 21 atm.
The average surface temperature for the noncatalyzed propellant is 285, 305 and 345*C at 1, 8 and 21 atmospheres, respectively; for the catalyzed propellant, it is 310, 330 and
375*C at 1, 8 and 21 atmospheres, respectively.
At low pressures (less than 1 atm), the heat required
to maintain steady burning is generated mainly at the burning surface; therefore, the heat conducted from the gas phase
to the burning surface is of secondary importance in controlling the burning rate. Generally, the surfac reaction is
of zero-order with respect to the pressure. P36 Consequently,
the burning rate becomes constant at low pressures N%I atm),
as described in Section III. The measured temperature gradient and burning surface temperature provide some order-of -

i
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magnitude estimates of the quantities comprising the steady
state energy integral from minus infinity to the surface:

At a pressure of 0.52 atm, (dT/dx)
at the burning surface
of a noncatalyzed propellant was Jasured and found to be
about 0.62 x 104 "C/cm, with T. - 2706C, r - 0.045 cm/sec
and To - 25*C.
The estimation of A if rather difficult,
but based on the gas composition anal?sis' 2 and on the value
usel by a previous ivestigator,"
AX is assumed 1.2 x
is
then given as 0.74 cal/
C..v
A(dT/dx)
10-1
cal/cm-seccm2 -sec.
Houever, the fIrst terA of the energy balance equation, rpcp(T. - T0 ), is about 5.9 cal/cm2 -sec; therefore,
as expectEd the heat conducted from the gas phase to the
burning surface is a small contribution thus the estimation
of A and the accuracy of the measurement of (dT/dx),
is
not s~gnificant.
Finally, Q8 is found to be about
cal/g,
which is of the i•me order as that measured by ZeninluU and
Sabadell, et al."
No significant differences in Q.. were
obtained when the propellant was catalyzed with a combination of lead and copper compounds at low pressures, where
the super-rate burning is less pronounced. At high pressures,
the temperature gradient in the fizz zone is large enough to
control the burning rate; however, the heat feedback from
the gas phase could not be reliably calculated because the
strong temperature-dependence of A renders the feedback
term too indefinite.
Rough estimatas of the magnitude of
the fizz zone temperature gradient are shown in Figs. 47
and 48.
By means of the latter ddta, the heat-release Q
at the burning surface was calculated (Eq. VI-l) and found
to increase from 75 cal/g at 1 atm tol100 cal/g at 21 atm
(i.e., where pronounced super-rate burning occurred).
This
trend is shown in Fig. 52.
The observations of steep temperature gradients just
above the burning surface of noncatalyzed. propellants, i.e.,
in the fizz zol,7g
n agreement with results of previous
investigators." IThe
most important result of this
experiment is that the temperature gradients become steeper
when a propellant is catalyzed to produce super-rate burning.
The temperature of the dark zone is not greatly affected by
the addition of the catalysts.
The heat generated in the fizz zone "is transferred by
conduction to the low-temperature upstream reaction region.
Such a physical picture can be studied in terms-of a flame
sheet model, which is the extreme case of the reaction occurring only at the maximum temperature.
Such a model has been
applied to double base propellant combustion by Rice and
Ginell, 3 as described in Section II.
Merkle, Turk and

4
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Sum=*erfield,
as well as Ohlemiller and Summerfield
used
a similar method to obtain the heat feedback from the gasphase to the burning surface of a solid propellant. A mathematical model that uses these observations will be developed
in Section VII.

.

The results of the temperature measurements in the fizz
zone show that the temperature increases almost linearly with
distance for an appreciable distance above the burnin surface (a fact that will be utilized later); the temperature
gradient becomes low only near the end of the fizz sone.
Therefore, it seems that some exothermic reaction begins to
occur at the burning surface and that the heat input from
gas phase to the burning surface does not take place only
through heat conduction from the highest temperature end of
the zone, as in a flame sheet model.
The implication is that
the activation energy in the gas phase, appropriate to an
overall reaction rate expression, exp(-E /RT ), is not large
and that the rate of reaction is, as a consequence, more
dependent upon the concentration of unreacted gas as well
as the temperature.
The steeper temperature gradient in the fizz zone of a
propellant catalyzed by lead compounds implies greater heat
feedback from the gas phase to the burning surface and an
increase in burning rate. This provides good evidence that
the site of the accelerated reaction is in the fizz zone.
On the other hand, as described in Secticn IV and V, strong
carbon formation was observed at the burning surface of a
propellant catalyzed by lead compounds.
This experimental
result indicates that the initial effect of lead compounds
could be in the condensed phase, as concluded by Dauerman
and TaJima. 2 3 Therefore, some active species could be generated when solid carbon is formed at the burning surface
by the action of lead compounds, with the active gaseous
3pecies yielding a higher rate of chemical reaction in the
fizz zone.
Thus, a picture of the catalyst action is emerging in which the initial effect is to alter the decomposition process at and below the surface; products of this
altered decomposition then yield their greatest effect by
accelerating
the reactions
the conductive
fizz zone. feedback
The accelerated
fizz zone reactions
increasein the
to the
surface, boosting its temperature and the burning rate.

.
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SECTION VII

DISCUSSION OF SUPER-RATE COMBUSTION MODELS PRESENTED BY
O'*ER WORKERS AND THE MODEL PROPOSED IN THIS STUDY
A systematic experimental program, as described in Secto VI, has been undertaken to determine the actual

tions III

site of the catalytic action that produces super-rate, pla-

teau and mesa burning.
In this section the results of these
experimental tests are compared with the trendR predicted
by the super-rate, plateau and mesa burning models of previous investigators. The respective mechanisms on which these
models are based are represented pictorially in Fig. 53.
A
super-rate burning model iv presented, which differs from
the models of previous wotkers.
In addition, simplified
mathematical models of the burning of noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants are discussed in this section.
A.

Discussion of Super-Rate Combustion Models in Light
of Available Experimental Evidence

As described in Section II-D, the combustion mode±a
proposed by previous investigators are quite different f£iem
one another.
The models used by previous investigators cannot explain all the experimental results; moreover, some
investigators neglected the experimental results of other
investigators.
The validity of each of the models is discussed below in light of the experimental observations of
this and of other investigations.
Top photosensitized reaction model proposed by Camp and
othersu agrees qualitatively with certain aspects of the
behavior of super-rate burning observed in their own experiments; however it falls short of explaining several other
experimental results. This has been checked by mathematical
modeling studies based on the UV radiation hypothesis; see
Appendix B.
If, as suggested in the model, super-rate burning is
initiated
by radiation from the luminous flame, it is difficult to explain
tripling of the burning rate at 2 atmospheres
by the addition of 4% PbO, since, as described in Section
III-A, no visible or ultraviolet light is emitted from the
3
gas phase at this pressure* 1 0
As a more direct test of this UV radiation hypothesis,
0
Ohlemiller and SummerfieldI

measured the burning rate with

and without external radiation. The burning rate increased,
as expected with increasing radiation flux but no difference
in burning rate was observed when equivalent radiant fluxes
with and without ultraviolet (and blue) radiation were used.
The increased burning rate was due to the increase in the
total heat flux into the burning surface.

//
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Finally, it was observed in this study from temperature
profile measurements that the fizz zone reaction Is accelerated and the burning rate increaseG by the addition of lead
compounds in the pure fizz-burning pressure range, i.e., in
the range where there is total absence of a luminous flame
(see Section VI-B).
On the basis of the above observations
and discussion, the photosensitized model is not confirmed.

.

2
The carbon catalysis model proposed by Powling, et al&
is the only model in which an attempt is made to explain the
overall burning behavior, including the super-rate, plateau
and mesa-burning phenomena.
The model is based on the in-F
creased reduction of nitric oxide by carbon in the fizz zone
to produce a greater heat flux to the surface. As noted in.
Section II-A-(4), Powling placed relatively little emphasis
on the NO2 produced in the initial decomposition of the
nitrate esters. He preferred to consider the steep tempera-'
ture gradient in the '6izz zone as being due to the exothermic
reduction of NO to N2 in this region. However, if this is
what occurs, there should be a significant concentration of
N2 at the beginning of the dark zone; this is not borne out
by, for example, the investigations outlined in references
12 and 11. Therefore, the present author feels that the
magnitude of the fizz zone temperature gradient is more likei-.
of NO to NO, and that
ly due
to theto exothermic
the
reduction
N2 occurs reduction
subsequently in 2 the flame zone.

Powling and co-workers proposed that the super-rate
effect is due to the catalysis of the NO reduction in the
fizz zone by lead compounds acting in conjunction with the
extensive carbon on the burning surface; in the present study,
however, it is suggested that the lead acts (indirectly) on the
N•O
2 in the fizz zone rather than on the NO, in producing 2 1uperp.
rate burning. This is supported by Dauerman and Tajima.
The solid carbon generated at the burning surface by
the addition of lead compounds plays an important part in
the Powling carbon catalysis model, but the model ioes not
account for the reaction step in which the carbon is formed.
It is important to include some description of the carbonformation step because the initial action of lead compounds
probably takes place in the condensed phase (as seen in this
study).
Powling, et al referenced the experimental observation (at low pressures) by Watts 6 8 that the reaction between
carbon and NO is catalyzed by lead; this reaction purportedly
produces the mesa by rapidly removing the surface carbon above
some pressure level. However, it is also assumed in this
model that super-rate burning is caused by catalyzed NO reduction (oxidizing gaseous species, not surface carbon), the
catalyst being some combination of the lead and carbon on
the burr.ing surface. But this catalytic-reaction process
has not been observed in independent experiments; the Watts
reference does not support it as Powling seems to imply.

.
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Furthermo.,
according to the experimental results obtained
by WattsH the reaction between carbon and NO catalyzed by
copper is faster than the reaction between carbon and NO
catalyzed by lead. The present experimental results on propellant behavior show that copper compounds increase the
burning rate but not nearly to the same extent as lead com-r
pounds above about 6 atm. The appearance and disappearance
of solid carbon on the burning surface occurs at about the
same time as the appearance and disap arance of metalliclead globules on the burning surface.98 Consequently, it
appears that the carbon-formation mechanism is in some way
Therefore,
connected to the formation of the metallic lead.
"•t is felt that the mechanism of the disappearance of the
carbon at pressures higher than the mesa-burning range may
be more directly related to the simultaneous disappearance
of the metallic lead from the burning surface(the two events
signalling a return to a more normal, non-carbon forming
degradation of the condensed phase).
This seems more likely
than a sudden onset of rapid oxidation by nitric oxide of
carbon that is still
trying to form, as proposed in the model
of Powling, et al.
(It is possible, of course, that all
these events, including NO oxidation of carbon, occur in
some coupled sequence; there is, as yet, not enough experi-mental evidence to pin down the likely cause of mesa burning.)
Note again that Powling, et al base their model on two
key reaction schemes, one involving the accelerated ,:eduction of NO by solid carbon and lead as catalysts, and the
other involving the oxidation of the solid carbon by NO, the
latter catalyzed by lead alone.
Their hypothesis is that
the former reaction occurs in the super-rate burning regime,
and that the mesa-burning behavior is due to the dominance
of the latter reaction in the mesa-burning pressure range.
We have indicated above certain objections to this model
based on the present study and those of others. 9 0 It should
be noted that Adams 1 has expressed related objections:
there
is no evidence to support the suggestion that the reaction
involving the oxidation of solid carbon (and, hence, its
rapid removal) should occur only in the mesa-burning pressure
range, and it seems unlikely that the reaction should sudden-.
ly become dominant in this region, especially in view of the
fact that it is probably a first-order reaction (Watts 68 )
whereas the reaction between NO and other gaseous species is
higher than second order.
Furthermore, assuming Powling's
hypothesis to be correct, it is not clear why the oxidation
of solid carbon should cause mesa-burning behavior, (i e.,
reduction in burning rate) when the reaction is accompaiLied
by the formation of N2 with a consequently high heat release.
It should be noted that other investigators have put
forth qualitative explanations of super-rate burning.
For
example, Steinberger5 proposed a reaction scheme in the gas
phase whereby accelerated burning could occur; however, this
scheme offers no explanation of mesa or even plateau burning.
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As a conclusion
to this subsection, the points of disagreement
between experimental
observations and the models
of Camp and Powling will be summarized.
Camp's model, based
on photosensitized subsurface reactions, due to ultraviolet
radiation feedback from the flame zone, is contradicted by
the observation of Ohlemiller and Summerfield that ultraviolet radiation from an external source has no significant
effect on burning rate, and by the fact that super-rate
burning occurs at low pressures, when the flame zone emits
no visible or ultraviolet radiation.
Powling's model, based
on heat feedback from the fizz zone due to the exothermic
reduction of NO to N2 in this region, is at variance with
the results of Powling himself, who found the concentration
of N2 in the dark zone to increase only slightly during
super-rate burning and in any case, to be of the order of
a few percent at most.
In light of these criticisms, the
author feels the controllinq mechanism during super-rate
burning to be the exothermic reduction of NO2 to NO with the
accompanying oxidation of C-H-O species to H2 0, CO, C02 etc
in the fizz zone rather than either of the mechanisms mentioned
above.
B. Super-Rate Burning Model Proposed in This Study
The theoretical models used to predict the normal burning rate behavior of double base propellants in terms of the
chemical and physical properties of the propellants have been
These models can describe the
discussed in Section II-D.
normal burning rate behavior at various pressures when reasonable values of physical and chemical parameters are inserted.
However, a mathematical model capable of predicting
super-rate, plateau and mesa burning has not been presented.
As described in Section II-D, several qualitative, phenomenological explanations of plateau burning have been presented,
but it has been difficult to construct mathematical models
from these phenomenological explanations because of the indistinct discussions and insufficient experimental data on
super-rate and plateau burning behavior.
The only previous mathematical modeling of catalyzed
propellants was done by Ohlemiller and Summerfield. 1 02 They
formulated and solved an approximate version of the photochemical reaction model described in Section II-D, which was
originally presented by Camp.00 They introduced a photodegradation reaction in the subsurface region which is controlled by radiation penetrating from the luminous flame.
Their calculated results show that super-rate burning can
occur as a result of extra heat release in the subsurface
zone or acceleration of the fizz zone induced by photochemical reaction.
However, the degree of super-rate burning decreases gradually with increased pressure; the pressure
index does decrease as desired, but no negative pressure
index has been obtained in their model which is described in
Appendix B; furthermore, the discussion of Section VII-A casts
serious doubt on the validity of the basic photochemical
hypothesis.

----
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In the present section, we will formulate and exzmine
the predictions of a new model of super-rate burning.
First,
't
however, it will be useful to recall some of the experimental
observations as to catalyst behavior in the combustion wave
We will
and begin to present a raticnale for this behaVior.
then develop an approximate mathematical representation of
this behavior.
i(l)

Catalyst Behavior in

Condensed Phase and at the

Burning Surface

:

The experimental burning surface observations show
evidence of catalytic action in the condensed* phase.. (genera-.
tion of carbonaceous material), which i's diminished as the
burninq rate is increased; this is found for propellants
The diminishing catcatalyzed by lead or copper compounds.
alytic action is most easily explained as the consequence
of a purely physical effect:
the available time for catalyst
action in the condensed phase decreases with higher rate of
the surface regression because the thermal wave becomes thinner.
To define available time in the condensed phase, a
characteristic time is introduced which describes the length
of time required for a molecule to pass through the tempera-.
ture wave in the solid.
This characteristic time is given
as T = • /r 2 where
r
is the burning rate and al
is
the thermal diffusivity of the propellant; it is eviaent,
then, that the available time for catalyst action in the condensed phase decreases rapidly as burning rate is increased.
It is obvious experimentally that the catalytic effect disappears at high burning rate.
We will, then, incorporate
this effect in our model by assuming that the fractional
amount of the propellant affected by the catalyst in the condensed phase is a function of the available time for catalysis.
The fraction affected by catalyst decomposes and produces active gaseous species and solid carbon at the burning
surface.
On the other hand, the fractional part which is
not affected by the catalyst in the condensed phase decomposes along the normal pathway, which is assumed to be the
same pathway of decomposition as in noncatalyzed propellants.
(2)

Catalyst Behavior in

Gas Phase

In the approximate mathematical irodel to be developed
here, the active gaseous species generated by the catalyst
at the burning surface are assumed to react by an independent
path in the gas phase.
It is assumed that the reaction of
the active species is rapid enough to control the overall gas
phase reaction ra+e when their fractional amount is large.
However, by the physical mechanism above, the increased burning rate with increased pressure decreases their fractional
amount; then the fractional amount which is not affected by
the catalyst in the condensed phase becomes dominant in the
gas phase reaction, i.e.,
the burning process returns to
normal.

X
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As described in Section V, it is observed that carbonaceous particles are formed on the burning surface when superrate burning occurs. This correlates well with the experimental results observed by Dauerman and Tajima. 2 3 Their1
measurements revealed that the ratio of (C-H-O species)/(N0 3 )

or (C-H-a species)/(N0 2 ) decreases when lead stearate isru

A

added to a normal double base propellant (see Section (IV-D).
(The C-H-O species contain a large fraction of aldehydes which
are taken here to be representative.) When solid carbon formation on the burning surface is induced by the lead stearate,
aldehyde (RCHO) concentration decreases without necessarily
.'affecting the concentration of N02 (recall that aldehydes
and NO2 are generally believed to be the first stage deccmpo 2inpout
nntaeetrpoeln
lmsa

poiinpout nntaeetrpoeln lmsas

-descz'ibed in Section II-A-(l)).

Now, the burning rates of gaseous mixtures of formaldehyde (HCHO) and NO2 and acetaldehyde •CH 3 CHO) and NO2 are
strongly dependent on mixtii;e ratio. 2 6 '
As the ratio of
(HCHO)/(NO 2 )'or
(CH1
3 CIIO)/(DJ0 2 ) approaches the stoichiometric
-,ratio from the fuel rich side, the reaction rate and hence
the burning ratuc in'crease-saapidly as described in section
11-A-(2).
The experimental temperatu~re profiles in Section VI
clearly show that the gas phase reaction rateý in the fizz
zone is accelerated when lead compoun~ds are 'added to the
propellant. At the same time, a greatly increased amount
burning rate increases.
On the basis of th~se observations arnd the above discussion of NO 2 aldehyde flame ,ipeed versus stoichio:'nietric ratilo,
we suggest the following oi- 'ering of events 'which results in
super-rate burning.
The lead containing catalyst, in some
thermally altered form (possibly PbO), acts below and at the
burning surface to promote solid carbon formation in the
degradation of the nitric esters. The extent of this carbon
promotion reaction is proportional to the amount of catalyst
present and the time available as the molecules pass through
the thermal wave in the condensed phase. Formation of solid
carbon implies that the remaining molecules forming at the
burning surface have avai'lable a relatively greater proportion of the oxidant NO 2 ; the o-quivalence ratio of these gases
is shifted nearer Ptoichiotaetric and their reaction rate is
greatly accelerated.
it is this accelerated reaction rate
immediately above the surface which boosts the conductive
heat input to the surface and hence the burning rate. Note
;-hat the amount of heat release above the surface is not controlling here but rather the rate of heat release;it increases
the heat feedback (increased A~ (dT/dx) S) from the gas
phase to the burning surface. ICarbon ?6rmation on the burning su-face need not contribute to heat. release in the fizz

I
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zone but rather may reduce 'the total heat release in the fizz
zone.)
However, as burning rate increases with pressure,
the time available for the catalyst to alter
the nitric
ester
degradation decreases as discussed above.
Consequently, as
pressure increases, carbon formation decreases, the equivalence ratio of the gases above the surface shifts away from
stoichiometric and the burning rate returns to normal.
The
combustion process discussed above is shown schematically
in Fig. 54.
Note that this sequence accounts for super-rate
burning and its disappearance.
It is the latter
that reduces
the propellant pressure exponent but, as we shall see, this
sequence does not yield a negative exponent, or mesa burning.
It is interesting to note that this picture of superrate burninq is consistent with the fact, pointed out by
Precke1 5 2 and Camp, 6 7 that the effectiveness of lead compounds in producing super-rate burning decreases as the energy of the basic propellant increases.
The interpretation
here is that since a high energy noncatalyzed propellant contains a greater percentage of NG or more highly nitrated NC;
then,
like the catalyzed propellant, its
surface gasification products contain a higher concentration (more nearly
stoichiometric) of NO2 .
For example, at a pressure of 100
arm, the burning rate of the propellant which has a heat of
explosion of 850 cal/g is 0.71 cm/sec, while the burning
rate of the propellant which has a heat of explosion of 1440
cal/g is 2.20 cm/sec at the same pressure. 5 2 Consequently,
the concentration ratio of (C-H-O species)/(N0 2 ) of the high
energy propellant is not significdntly affected by the addition of lead compounds (decreased carbon formation on the
zurfacc), and only slight super-rate burning is observed.
There is also less capacity for additional increases when
lead compounds are added; presumably, if a propellant reaches
its
stoichiometric mixture ratio, the lead compounds would
have no effect or even a negative effect.
In the following subsection, a mathematical reaction
model is described which utilizes the concept of two, independent gas phase reaction paths as an approximation of the
catalyst behavior discussed above.
The first
gas phase reaction path is not affected by the catalyst; the second gas
phase reaction path is induced by the catalyst.
It predicts
super-rate burning at low pressures and the disappearance
of super-rate burning at high pressures.

iiI
'I}

I
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C.

.

General Equations for Double Base Propellant Burning

The basic assumptions in
the burning rate model are

the following description of

1.

One-dimensional burning*

2.

Steady burning at a fixed pressure

"3.

Negligible radiation from the luminous flamne to
the burning surface.

With reference to Fig. 3 and the list
of symbols at
the end of the text, the energy and the species equations
are:
condensed phase energy equation:

d-Xp

pprvp d

+

= 0

condensed phase species equation for species

Sd-x

dd

PppD pli

e.

pp

dx-]

d

F-

V

ar-i -6pj

0

j:
(VII-2)

fizz zone energy equation:
, Ag

j+- pg~gCg
g a

0

(VII-3)

fizz zone species equation for species
d4

dEi
T•pgDg,i
D

-

pu

i:

i
=0

(VII-4)

Several additional assumptions are applied to the above
equations:
fl) no endothermic or exothermic reaction is involved within the condensed phase (below the surface), however, some thermally neutral chemical reaction can be included,
(2) the luminous flame zone does not contribute to the
*It is emphasized that the carbon formation does not violate
the spirit of the one-dimensional assumption.
In all cornpositions, at pressures above two atmospheres, the surface
carbon is a friable ash whose density is a small fraction
of the propellant density.
The surface is not covered by
a layer of sufficient mass or depth to substantially invalidate the idealized picture of planar surface regressing
under the influence of a one-dimensional feedback flux from
the fizz zone.
•'I

Si,

K9
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conductive heat feedback from the gas phase to the burning
surface,
(3) no species diffusion in the condensed phase
or in the fizz zone.
Assumption 1 is acceptable for propellants burning in the normal rocket operating pressure as
described in Section VI-C. Assumption 2 is valid below 100
atmospheres as described in Section IV-E and Section VI-C.
Assumption 3 is not examined experimentally in this study;
it is essentially a mathematical expedient, similar to that
used by Parr and Crawford 3 7 which ihould not greatly affect
the qualitative behavior of the model. (It is recognized that
a further mode of burning rate acceleration by carbon formation at the surface is possible. Carbon has a substantially
higher thermal conductivity than the hot gases above the
surface.
It is possible, then, that heat feedback along the
carbon filaments could locally raise the temperature of the
gases coming off the surface and accelerate their rate of
.reaction. This mechanism may well be operative to some
extent but it is probably much less important than the stoichiometric shift mechanism proposed here; in general, the
amount of carbon available for boosting the conductive feedback is small.) Equations (VII-l) and (VII-2) are then simplified as follows:
for the condensed phase:
dx ~-fxp

- prc0
dxx
p

(vI-la)
-dx

= 0

(VII-2a)

The treatment of the fizz zone reaction, which determines the heat feedback from the gas phase to the condensed
phase,
Xg(dT/dx)s.,
,
is the basic point which leads to
the burninr
rate eouation.
Krier, T'ien, Sirignano and Summerfieldlli obtained a heat feedback model (KTSS model) by
assuming a heat release in the gas phase which is a step
function that has a positive constant value

k .

In

this

study, we will examine the validity of using this KTSS model
for the fizz zone reaction.
The experimental measurement
results which are described in Section VI-B and C are used
to examine this point.
The model represents the heat feedback from the gas
phase to the condensed phase by the integration of the energy
equation in the gas phase [Eq. (VII-3)] with the boundary
condition that heat flux at infinity must be zero,

g
-x 91~gs

9-f a-pgre-prc
pcr
p
pg9

g-

prc9x /X
p grg

(VII-5)
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where £
is a positive constant for xi < x ,, x
and is
zero elsewhere, and k
should be considered an Rverage value
for the real reaction rate occurring in the fizz zone.
In general, reaction rates are strongly dependent on
the temperature when the activation energy is high.
In the
case of reactions involving N02 in the fizz zone, it is
reported that the activation energy is 1ow 2 6 (Rice and Ginell 3 6 assumed zero activation energy).
Therefore the reaction rate is not strongly influenced by the temperature
as described in Section VI-C.
Thus it is assumed that the
two major effects on the reaction rate -- temperature and
concentration of reactant -- tend to cancel each other; as
the reaction proceeds the temperature increases but the concentration of the reactants decreases.
Furthermore, it is
assumed that the resulting constant rate of reaction occurs
from the burning surface
(xi = 0) throughout the fizz zone
(the temperature gradients above the burning surface are
approximately constant up to about 50% of the fizz zone as
shown in Fig. 44, which indicate some heat release even
right above the burning surface).
Equation

(VII-5) becomes,

4g d-

1 -

F

under these approximations,

g

(VII-6)

pg

Sig

ppgrwhere

L*

is

J-

a characteristic length.

Using the values obtained by the temperature measurements
described
in Section
the term
Eq. (VII-6)
is evaluated
as V1,
f~llowsc• in= the
0.4 exponent
cal/g*C in
Pg = 1.54 g/cm3,
p

atm

r

cm/sec

Xg

x 10-4cm

L*

x 10

x /L*

4

cm

Ag = 4 x 10-

cal/cm-scC

1.2

8

20

100

0.046

0.158

0.821

1.05

200

170

120

80

140

41

7.9

6.2

1.4

4.1

15

13

The term in the exponent is quite large above 1 atm so that
Eq. (VII-6) becomes approximately,

,
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dT)

dg J s,g

=

(VII-7)

Ppcgr

This asymptote occurs whenever the heat transferred back to
the solid is small compared to the heat released in the gas
is large enough.
phase, which implies that x /L*

g

We realize that Eq. (VII-7) is not precise, however,
the equation permits the behavior of super-rate burning to
be studied without introducing mathematical complexities
that are inconsistent with the uncertainty in the trazlport
and reaction parameters.
.

A

The boundary conditions for the energy equations in the
condensed phase, at the burning surface, respectively, are
given as:
T

x=-..

at

T

x

at

+prQs
+d

0

Sig
The integrated energy equation obtained from utilizing
(VII-la) and the boundary conditions is:

Eq.

PprCp(Ts - T)

Generally,

+g pýrQs

the reaction rate of a one-step reaction

Ni !M '
ili=l.
is

dT
•-

N V ..-M

(V II- 9)

given as

Pg

dE,

g

N
H

dr=

(v"

-

g

(Vi lO

(vii-10)
Therefore the heat feedback from the gas phase to the burning surface is, from Eqs. (VII-4) , (VII-7) and (Vll-10) :
TX
Sg

N
9
p-s,g
ppcgr

Qg'i(v•
i=l g,

-

I

g(p
eVi

(VII-f1)
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jThan,combining
for

Eq. (VII-8) with Eq. (VII-1l), and solving

r. we get:

Cpg
Cg

9
s!)0flsp
Xc

vk1(geY) XF

g,iW
2
**.

-

(VII-12)

Equdatio'n (VII-12) is the simplified burning rate equation.
If "th rates P4' th ti.rections in the fizz zone are known,[4
the' bu'rnin'g rate id'giyen in term's of gas density (pressure),.
b ,urning surface temperature, initial propellant- temperature
rpris of propellant.
And'. ph4~
"Ths,burning surf~te temperature is related to the burning" rate byy .1n Ar.;henius equation'whi'ch. assumes first order
decomposition r'eactions, for each reaction species at the
bu'0~ir fac el
J",

where. M:' .4ts the hnumber 'of,
'a~sUredprcl1
gaqification .gecto
paths, in teeodns

independent
phase.

Equatiuns '(VII-KL2) and W11I-1,3)
hja.icombined, 'then
the 'bur-ning r~ate and the burnin,-g suxfaý6 t'bmperature can be
obtained, for any given set f,'cpnditifl
D.

I

Normal and Super-Rato acrninq Mod~ Based on Assumed
_1e action Pths in te F.zz Zone Rers
E---T~

Like previous investigators who moaeled normal double
base propellant combustion,3 6 '3 7 41 we assum~e that such normal burning is adequately described by a single, overall,
first-order surface decomposition reaction follc'wed by a
single, overall second-order reaction in the fizz zone.
NONCA'TALYZED REACTION SCHEME
AA
CONDENSED
PHASE

------- X
SURFACE

+YX11+
FIZZ ZONE

Y----

11

LUMINOUS
FLAME,

DAFY. ZONE

Now, translation of the proposed accelerated fizz zone
reactions, which yield super-rate burning, into mathematical
terms presents a problem. In the proposed model this accel-

1'

eration is

attributed to a shift in

the stoichiometry of the'

gases but this cannot be put in mathematical terms without
a detailed knowledge of the elementary reactions.
Lacking
this knowledge, we seek to simulate the acceleration effect
in the simplest possible way.
To do this, we assume that
the catalyst introduces a second decomposition path in the
condensed phase yielding more highly reactive species in the
fizz zone (and also carbon at the surface.).
As before, the
amount of propellant passing through this new pathway is
proportional to the amount of catalyst present and the available time for catalyst action in the condensed phase.
CATALYZED Rlý,CTION S
AX

ME

I
I.

..

+ Y

X

+ YE

1kA

----- LtJMINOEJS
X2 + Y

X2 + Y

A2

SOLID CARBON

CONDENSED
PHASE

SURFACE

,

_

FIZZ ZONE

DARK ZONE

The burning rate equations based on the above reaction
schemes are derived below from the simplified burning rate
model described in the previous subsection.

A

(1) Burning Rate Model for Noncatalyzed Propellant
Generally the gas phase reactions in flame models
for
premixed
gases and
the bimolecular
gas phase reactions
to be
and hence of
of propellant
second
burning are assumed
order.
For noncatalyzed propellant burning a single overall
second order reaction in the fizz zone is assumed.
Then we
can express Eq. (VII-12) as
r =

2

'

(VII-14)

Pg

/P Cc (T T4/
The reaction rate constant,

kI

,

is

a function of temper-

ature expressed as;
k=

Z1 exp(-E 1 /RTg)

(VII-15)

I
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The perfect gas law is also used to relate the assumed
spatially constant density to p and T :
(VII-16)

Pg = p/RTg

Equations (VII-15) and (VII-16) are substituted into (VII14), then, the burning rate equation for noncatalyzed propellant is given as
s*

where

T

g

2

-E

/ gQj*21Z1 exp(-E /RTg)
)12
2
)•(RT
-Q
/C
(T
-T
P c c
ppg9
0_ a_ p
g
is given as
Tg =TO + Qs/Cp + Q1/Cg

(VII-17)

_ .

The burning surface decomposition rate, i.e., burning rate,
is given from Eq. (VII-13) as:
s,1 exp(-E, 1 /RTs)
(VII-13a)
The nonlinear character of the algebraic equations,
(VII-17) and (VII-13a), implies the need for an iteration
solution.
In practice, the normal burning rate at a given
(2)

Burning Rate Model for Catalyzed Propellant

For catalyzed propellant burning the reaction path
in the condensed phase takes two paths; one is not affected
by the burning catalyst added to the propellant and the other
one is affected by the catalyst; the latter generates "active"
spccies in the condensed phase, however this catalyst reaction is assumed to have a negligible reaction heat.
In
general such catalytic reactions may be heterogeneous (if
the catalyst is undissolved) or homogeneous, however, the
actual reaction mechanism is not clear at present. Therefore in this analysis a homogeneous type reaction is assumed
in the condensed phase.
The concentration of "active"
species A2 * at the burning surface is derived as follows:
d--

=

A] [kC]

(VII-18)

k
is given by the same type of Arrhenius expression as
E&. (VII-15).
Then
d[A*2
[A0-

= -Zp

2

exp(-Ep/RT)•[fC]dx

(VII-19)
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..

phase, suris assumed profile
in the condensed
Pure heat conduction
S~therefore,
from the temperature
at .the bu-rnirng

•o

face one gets

~dx~
d-T = rTrTT

*
AdT

(VII-20)-

T0

The chemical reaction occurs mainly very near the burning
*

1' 1.

surface, therefore Eq. (VII-20) is substituted i to (VII-19)
and integrated b using the Zeldovich-Frank Kamenetskii
Then the mass fraction .of "active" species
approximation.IO•
"
at the burning surface is
2x

*•

a
e* epexp
1

Z

T-T

C] RTsT-

(-Ep/RTs
pp•

•

and

I

.

(VII-21)

(VII-22)

The gas phase reaction scheme consists of two independFor reaction path 1,
ent reaction pathways in the fizz zone.
the chemical reaction mechanism is completely the same as in
A second order
the case of noncatalyzed propellant burning.
reaction is assumed and the gaseous reactant fractions X
Via rea~tion
e
at the burning surface.
and Y1 equals
path 2, the more reac ive gaseous species X2 and Y2
which are produced by the catalytic effect in the condensed
phase react faster than X1 and YI. This reaction is also
assumed to be second order.
The total rate of reaction in

the fizz zone is

express-

ed as follows:
(VII-23)

Rg = kI[XlIl Y1 ] + k 2 [X2 [Y2 ]

, are expressed
kI and k 2
The reaction rate constants,
by the same type of Arrhenius expressions as Eq. (VII-15).
Thus, the burning rate equation for burning with catalysis
is given from Eqs. (VII-12) and (VII-23),

2 c(T
grL..
...~
P=
pcpc

H1

=

QIZ

1,,

0

2

/c.) (fl*Tg)

exp(-E1/RTg)

p

(VII-24)

(Vli-25-I)
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2
where

Tg

Q2 z2

2

eXP(-E 2 /RTg)

2F

is given as:

Tg = T 0 + Q/C

,E

(vII-26)

+ (Q1 E£ + Q2 E)/Cg

The burning surface decomposition rate,
is given from Eq. (VII-13) as:
r

(VII-25-2)

exp(-Es,1 /Rs,2s,2

i.e,

burning rate,

exp(-Es

2 /RT

(VII-13b)
A solution to this set of equations, (VII-13) and (VII24), is obtained iteratively at any particular pressure by
assuming a trial
value of T.
in Eq. (VII-13).
If the calculated value of T
does n8t correspond to the initially
assumed value, the orocedure is repeated with a new value
of T
until sufficiently close agreement is obtained.
E.

Discussion of the Models for Noncatalyzed and for

One of the main objectives in presenting mathematical
burning rate models for noncatalyzed and catalyzed propellants is to check the proposed qualitative mechanism for
super-rate, plateau and mesa burning; this check is useful
even though it requires considerable simplification of the
actual reaction mechanism.
The burning-rate models described
in this section still
involve a number of parameters relating chemical kinetics to the burning rates.
However, as
described in Section III, the detailed structure of the
chemical-reaction paths in the narrow zone around the burning
surface are not well known.
Therefore, the numerical calculations carried out with the models are only approximate;
of main interest, then, are the qualitative trends in their
predictions.
The necessary physical and chemical values
used in the burning rate models were selected from the
results of previous investigators.
The results of the model calculations are shown in Figs.
55, 56, and 57.
The values assumed for the physical constants
and reaction kinetics are listed at the end of the text.
Figure 55 shows the results for noncatalyzed and catalyzed
propellant burning-rates.
The predicted burning rate for
the noncatalyzed propellant increases with increasing pressure; the pressure index also increases from 0.35 at one
atmosphere to 0.85 over 20 atmospheres, when the initial
propellant temperature is 323 0 K. Other observations are that
the predicted burning rate increases with an increase in the
initial
temperature of the propellant, and that the predicted
temperature sensitivity,
op,
defined as Op = 3log r/DT
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(at constant pressure) is large at low pressures and decreases
These general predicted trends of
with increasing pressure.
burning rate behavior agree fairly well with real propellants.
Figure 55 also shows the super-rate burning behavior
The greatest superpredicted by the burning-rate model.
rate burning occurs in the low-pressure region, and the
Above about 100
effect decreases with increasing pressure.
atmospheres, the super-rate burning has essentially disapThe behavior of the temperature sensitivity is
peared.
different from the behavior of that of a noncatalyzed propellant: here the Lcmperature sensitivity decreases gradually
with increasing pressure, then increases as the super-rate
This predicted qualitative beeffect begins to disappear.
havior of the burning rate and of the temperature sensitivity
It
are in good agreement with experimental observations.
is also observed that the predicted temperature sensitivity
decreases
lead compounds
the propellant
of
by Prec'kel.52
as reported
decreases, with
index catalyzed
as pressure

2

1

Figure 31 shows the behavior that underlies the appearThe fraction,
ance and disappearance of the super rate.
is at a
catalyst
by
the
:1 , of propellant mass affected
reacfizz
zone
thus
the
and
maximum at very low pressures
However, since,
tions receive their maximum acceleration.
at these very low pressures, surface heat release is most
important for the burning rate, the super-rate may actually
2 is
be somewhat less than at higher pressures where
very slightly less but the fizz zone is more important. For
higher pressures, the decay of c) with increasing
still
pressure becomes dominant and the super~rate begins diminishing.
(Recall that the catalytic effect in the condensed
phase diminishes as pressure and hence burning rate increases.)
The relative heat contributions from the two reaction paths
are shown in Fig. 56 in terms of the ratio of the reaction
parameters defined by the equations, (VII-25-1) and (VII-252).

w

One sees that the heat generated by path 2 is largely
dominant throughout the super-rate burning range and that
the heat generated by path 1 dominates in ihe high-pressure
range.
The calculated burning-surface temperature and the
temperature at the end of the fizz zone of noncatalyzed and
It is observcatalyzed propellants are compared in Fig. 57.
ed that the burning-surfaci temperatures of the noncatalyzed
and catalyzed propellant increase gradually with increasing
The temperature of catalyzed propellant is higher
pressure.
than that of the noncatalyzed propellant throughout superrate burning range; the difference between the two is reduced
During super-rate burnas the super-rate effect decreases.
ing, the temperature at the end of the fizz zone of the cata-

I
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lyzed propellant is higher than that of the noncatalyzed
propellant.
As the super-rate effect diminishes, the order
is reversed owing to the lower heat release at the burning
surface of the catalyzed propellant assumed in this example
(in accord with. results of Lenchitz 7 6 - see Section IV).

L

The burning rate model described above, which is based
on experimental observations of the gradual disappearance
of super-rate, fails to explain the mechanism of mesa-burnThe burning
ing and only partially accounts for the plateau.
rate model describes qualitative burning-rate behavior which
"indicates that the burning rate at high pressures is largely
dependent on the gas-phase reaction.
Therefore, plateau
and mesa burning are also considered to be largely a consequence of some type of effect on the gas phase reaction.
It is clear, from Eq. (VII-24) that the term under the
square-root sign must vary inversely with pressure in the
mesa-burning regime.
This behavior is most likely to be due
to a pressure dependence of the
i
and H2 terms in order
to get mesa-burning, i.e.,
to an inhibiting reactioit occurring in the fizz zone, which could not be specified in this
analysis for lack of experimental evidence.
As discussed in Section I1-C-(3), it is well known that
the addition of lead compounds inhibits both the gas phase
4
reactions of nitrate esters 1 and hydrocarbon oxidation.6 ,65
Therefore, it is possible that the burning rate decreases
and a zero or negative pressure index appears with increasing pressure owing to the inhibition by lead of reactions
analogous to pathway 2 in the fizz zone in the super-rate
burning model.
At higher pressures, the reaction pathway 1
domi.nates the burning rate and the burning rate therefore
returtis to normal.
However, the mechanism of combustion
inhibition by lead compounds is not sufficiently well understood at this point to justify its
inclusion in the burning
rate model presented here.
The combustion model discussed
above is shown schematically in Fig. 58.

*

F.

Summary of the Discussion of Combustion Models

The validity of combustion models presented by other
workers has been discussed in Section VII-A.
It was pointed
out in this section that none of the models offers satisfactory explanations of the observed experimental trends.
The
models of Camp and lmwling are compared in Table 3 withl 1h.At
of the author, on a basis of the effect of the respect.ve
zones in the combustion region on the super-rate and mesaburning phenomena.
In Table 4, the theoretical trends of
the 3 models are listed together with tiie experimental evidence supporting these trends.
It is observed that the trends
predicted by the author's model are in closur agreement with
experimental results than arc the trends prcdictt' by the
models of Camp and Powling.
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SECTION VIII
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS

In

this

section,

we summarize the observations that

were used to develop the new model of super--rate burning
presented in this study.
A.

Major Experimental Observations of this Study and
Their Implications
1.

At a given pressure, the temperature gradient in
the fizz zone just above the burning surface during
super-rate burning of a catalyzed propellant is
greater than that of a noncatalyzed propellant.
This implies that the heat feedback icom the gas
phase to the solid phase is increased by the addi(Section VI-B.)
tion of catalysts.

2.

The heat-release at the burning surface of a catalyzed propellant is approximately the same as that
of a noncatalyzed propellant at low pressures.
This implies that an increased exothermicity causing super-rate burning does not occur in the condensed phase (at least at low pressure and probably
high pressure).
(Section VI-C.)

3.

During super-rate burning of a catalyzed propellant
thu luminous flame is displaced further from the
burning surface than the luminous flame of noncatalyzed propellants.
In the mesa-burning pre-sure
range, the luminous flame zone approaches closer
to the burning surface with increasing pressure.
This implies that the reactions beyond the fizz
zone do not affect the burning rate.
(Section IVE.)

4.

1

The structure of the burning surface of a double
base propellant is significantly affected by the
addition of catalysts.
(The effect is less pronounced at high burning rates than it is at low
burning rates.)
It is inferred from these observations that the catalysts act on the decomposition
of

the condensed

phase and

this

action

of

the

cata-

lysts is related to the residence time in the condensed phase, during which catalysis takes place.
(SecLtion V-B.)

m
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B.

Supporting Observations
(1)

Observations of This Study

1.

The structure of the burning surface of a propellant
catalyzed with PbSa is smooth and produces finely50p in diameter), which are
divided particles (',,
ejected into the gas phase during super-rate burning.
(Section V-D.)

2.

CuSa increases the burning rate at low pressures
and slightly decreases it at high pressure, however,
when combined with the super-rate-producing additive PbSa, it enhances the super-rate burning, at
(Section I11-A.)
low pressures.

3.

The temperature at the burning surface of a propellant catalyzed with a mixture of PbSa and CuSa
is approximately 25 0 C higher than that of a noncatalyzed propellant in the range of pressures
below 20 atmospheres, in which super-rate burning
occurs; in both cases, the surface temperature
At twenty
increases with increasing pressure.
atmospheres, the temperature at the burning surface
of a catalyzed propellant is about 375 0 C, while
that at the surface of a noncatalyzed propellant
(Section VII-C.)
is about 345 0 C.

4.

The overall order of the chemical reaction in the
dark zone is approximately 2.5 and j- not affecked
by the addition of burning rate catalysts.
(Section IV-X.)

5.

The length of the dark zone can be correlated
theoretically with the pressure index of the burn ing rate and with the order of the chemical reacThe correlation is of the
Lion in the dark zone.
form Ld = C/Pn-m where Ld is the length of the
m the pressure index,
p the pressure,
dark zone,
n the overall order of the reaction and C a
(Section IV-C.)
constant.

6.

The burning-rate behavior of PNC/TMETN-type double
base propellants is similar to that of NC/NG propellants in so far as temperature sensitivity, superAcrate, plateau and mesa burning are concerned.
cordingly, the results of studies of PNC/TMETN propellants are directly applicable to studies of
(Section III-A.)
NC/NG propellants.

I
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(2)

Observatio-s from Other Investigators

1.

The rate of oxidation of C-H-O species by NO2 increases when lead stearate is added to a propellant.
Upon initial
decomposition, the ratio (C-H-O species/
NO2 ), for a catalyzed propellant is less than that
for noncatalyzed propellant (Dauerman 2 3 ).

2.

The reaction rate between NO2 and aldehydes is
strongly dependent on the mixture ratio of the two
species (Pollard2 6 ).
This suggests that the increasing solid carbon content on the surface increases the heat feedback by increasing the concentration of oxidizing species at the surface.
The excess carbon is oxidized downstream of the
fizz zone.
In the super-rate range, the ratio
S3. of carbon
dioxide to carbon monoxide is higher for a catalyzed
propellant than that for a noncatalyzed propellant.
However, the ratio is less than that of a noncatalyzed propellant 7i•the
plateau and mesa-burning
regimes (Lenchitz

4.

High energy propellants (containing a higher concentration of nitroglycerin) are less susceptible
to super-rate burning by the addition of lead compounds, even when sufficient lead compounds are
added to significantly lower the caloric
vvalue of the propellant.
Furthermore, the burning
rate at high pressure does decrease.
This suggests
that there is not a simple connection between the
super-rate and mesa mechanisms (Preckel, 5 1 Camp 6 7 ).

5.

For propellants catalyzed with lead compounds,
small globules of lead or lead oxide are observed
during burning at all
pressures below the upper
limit of plateau burning.
The size of globules
decreases as burning rate increases and the number
of globules increases with burning rate.
However,
such globules are not seen above mesa burning
pressures (Brown 9 0) .

*

)

,
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SECTION IX
CONCLUSIONS OF THIS STUDY
In relating the conclusions of this study to the superrate burning process, firstly, the important physical changes
attributed to the lead compounds are summarized and, secondly, the combustion zone interactions which produce super rate
and eventually lead to plateaus and mesas are briefly recapitulated. The parenthetical references used here are the
experimental observations summarized in Section VIII.
The regions affected directly by lead compounds are the
condensed phase just below the burning surface and the burning surface itself (a distance less than 100v at 1 atm and
20P at 20 atm), where the lead compounds decompose ultimately into finely-divided metallic lead or lead oxide particles.
The decomposition products of the lead catalyst react with
the nitrate esters in this surface reaction layer where the
chemical degradation leads to NO2 , aldehydes, etc., altering
their normal thermal decomposition paths so as to produce
an increased amount of solid carbon (VIII-A-4 and VIII-A-2),
at the burning surface of the catalyzed propellant.
Despite
this chemical pathway alteration, the net exothermicity of
the surface reaction layer is not significantly changed
(VIII-A-2).
Most importantly, the presence of lead compounds results in a strong acceleration of the fizz zone reactions,
i.e., those in the gas phase close to (l00p) the surface
(VIII-A-l).
Acceleration of the reactions in the subsequent
dark zone or in the luminous flame zone is not significant
(VIII-A-3).
The result of the fizz reaction rate acceleration is an increased heat feedback (e.g., increases as large
as 100% to the surface) which produces super-rate burning.
Consequently, we conclude that this action of the lead
compounds to produce increased carbon and the acceleration
of the fizz zone reactions are directly coupled as follows.
The portion of decomposed organic molecules which appears
at the surface in the form of carbon rather than readily
oxidizable aldehydes could reduce the effective fuel/oxidizer (aldehyde/ NO ) ratio (VIII-B-(2)-l).
This increased
N02 proportion consiitutes a shift in equivalence ratio
toward the stoichiometric value. Such a shift for NO2 /
aldehyde mixtures results in a greatly accelerated reaction
rate (VIII-B-(2)-2).
The excess carbon is oxidized downstream of the fizz zone.
This is the proposed mechanism
of fizz zone reaction rate acceleration.

-*

The action that results in the plateau effect is as
follows. As the burning rate increases (resulting both from
increased pressure and addition of lead compounds), the time

*1

,,

-

,-

-..

**
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available for the initial
catalytic action in the surface
reaction layer decreases (e.g., 0.2 sec at 1 atm and 0.002
sec at 20 atm) (VIII-A-4 and VIII-B-(2)-5).
Thus, the
fraction of the reactants affected by the lead compounds
(and higher concentration of N02) decreases in the fizz zone
with increasing burning rate.
Consequently, the rcaction
rate in the fizz zone approaches the normal reaction pathway,
and, then, the increased ,•urning rate, i.e.,
super-rate burning, diminishes as pressure increases.
The rate of disappearance of super-rate with increased pressure determines the
slope of the burning rate plateau.
The burning rate model resulting from this study differs
from previous comprehensive models with respect to at least
two major points.
In the pressure range of our experiments,
our evidence did not support Camp's theory of photosensitized
subsurface reactions.
While Powling, et al, hypothesized
that carbon catalyzed the NO reduction in the fizz zone,
evidence in this study supports the conclusion that lead
compounds act instead to increase the proportion of NO2
entering the fizz zone which in turn accelerates the gas
phabe reactions there which utilize NO2 , not NO, as the
oxidizer.

S

The research reported here resulted in a reasonable
explanation of super-rate burning.
However, no firm explanation was found for the abrupt termination of super-rate
effects at the pressure where plateaus and mesas are measured, nor is there any experimentally-supported explanation
in the literature.
The unfinished task of explaining the
plateau and mesa effects is a very impurtant one which
should receive additional attention.
As a result of this study, research on other combustion processes and characteristics of practical interest
(e.g., ignition, combustion instability, temperature sensitivity,
hazard classification, extinction) can be undertaken
with an improved level of understanding.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Units
Vieille's buruing rate law,

apm

a

-

constant in

c

-

specific heat

d

-

dark zone index,

k

-

reaction rate constant

m

-

pressure exponent (or pressure index) in
Vieille's burning rate law, apm

n

-

order of chemical reaction

p

-

pressure

r

-

burning rate normal to surface

cm/sec

u

-

velocity

cm/sec

x

-

distance from propellant surface

A

-

designation of chemical species produced in
condensed phase by normal pathway

cal/g K
d

m -n

atm,

(Fig.3)

kg/cm 2

cm,mmll

designation of chemical species produced in
condensed phase by catalyzed pathway

A*
C

-

designation of catalyst

D
E

-

diffusion coefficient
activation energy

H

-

reaction parameter used in
equation (Eq. VII-25)

L

-

dark-zone length

M

-

designation of an arbitrary chemical species

Q

-

energy of reaction per unit mass

R

-

universal gas constant,

-

reaction rate

T

-

temperature

T

-

initial

-

cm 2/sec
cal/mole
burning
cm,mum

1.987

propelLant temperature

cal/g
cal/mole-*K
nmole/cm 3-sec
K,C

K,C
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X

-

designation of chemical species in

fizz zone

X'

-

designation of chemical species in

dark zone

Y

-

designatiun of chemical species in

fizz zone

Y'

-

designation of chemical species in

dark zone

Z

-

pre-exponential

a

-

thermal diffusivity

factor
cm2/sec

croefficinnt of catalvsis in
phase (Eq. VII-18)

S-

condensed

C

-

mass fraction

n

-

catalyst activity in

X

-

thermal conductivity

V!

-

stcichiometric coefficient for species
i
appearing as a reactant

-

stoichiometric coefficient for species
i
appearing as a product

p

-

density

o

-

temperature sensitivity of burning rate at
constant pressure (d ln r/dT0 )p-

1

.'

reaction time

S-

Subscripts
1

-

reaction path 1

2

-

reaction path 2

c

-

catalyzed

d

-

dark zone

f

-

luminous flame zone

g

-

gas phase

dark zone,

(Eq.

IV-13)
cal/cm-sec-C

g/cm3

sec
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i

-

species

i

j

-

species

j

n

-

noncatalyzed

p

-

condensed

s

-

burning surface

phase

t

1
I
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS*

Propellants
NC

- Nitrocellulose

iNG

- Nitroglycerine
PNC

- Plastisol nitrocellulose

(Naval Ordnance

Station).
TMETN

- Trimethylolethdne trinitrate

(Trojan

Powder Co.)
TEGDN

- Triethylene glycol dinitrate

(Trojan

Powder Co.)
EC

-

N,N'

-

Diethylcarbanilide

(Eastman Organic

Chemical).
DPA

-

DBP

- Dibutylphthalate

DEP

- Diethylphthalate

NDA

-

CW

- Candelilla wax

AP

- Amnonium perchlorate

Diphenylamine

2-Nitrodiphenylamine

Catalysts

in

PbSa

- Normal lead salicylate

Pb2-EH

- Lead 2-ethylhexoate

PbO

- Lead oxide

Pb

- Lead powder

(National Lead Co.)

(National Lead Co.)

(Allied Chemical Corp.)
(Alcan Metal Powders)

*More complete description of the ingredients is
Section 2 of Appendix D.
iA

included
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CuSa

.

- Monobasic cupric salicylate

(National

Lead Co.)
Cu

- Copper powder

Sa

- Salicylic acid

C

- Carbon powder

PHOSCHEK-30

- Ammonium polyphosphate

(Monsanto Co.)

OXAMIDE

-

Dept.)

(Alcan Metal Powders)
(Fisher Scientific Co.)
(Columbian Carbon Co.)

(Eastman Organic Chem.
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LISTING OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS
FOR BURNING RATE MODEL CALCULATION
The following numerical values were assumed as typical
of double base propellants in

the calculations:

Cp = 0.35

cal/g C

Cg = 0.40

cal/g C

cm 2 /sec

p= ,.00093
=

=

J.0002
1p
i.54

cal/cm-sec C
g/cm3

Es = 17 x 103 cal/mole
A = 5 x 105 cm/sec

Q1 :330

cal/g

1 x 109

zi

E1 =17 x l03

cm3 /g-sec
cal/mole

The chemical kinetic parameters for the plateau burning
rate model are ajsigned the following reasonable values; these
values are not the result of experiment but rather are deduced:
E,2

17 x 10

Zs,2

5 x 105 cm/sec

B2 = 7.7 x 10

cal/mole

cal/mole

E

=

5 x 103 cal/mole

Z

= 1 x 109 cm3 /g-sec

Z

= 5 x 106 cm3 /g-sec

Q2 = 360 cal/g

[OC] = 0.01
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Table 2
Reaction Steps That Have Been Proposed
in Double Base Propellant Burning
i.

Subsurface reaction and reaction at burning surface
N2 +
NO

R-ONO 2

R'-CHO

INCN
tNG

species

HCHOI
CH CHO
etc.

This reactiog is end~thermic. 1
(Ref. Adams,
Adams,
Crawfordlu and Wilfong15)

£

2.

Reaction at surface and in fizz zone (establishes a rapid
temperature rise in the gas phase and a net heat release at
burning surfece).
NO2 +

species ---

R'-C1iO
SHCHO
CH CHO
HCO0H
etc.

NO +

C-H-O
CO,

c

CH 4 , 20
H2 , eta.

J

species

J

Probably some small amount of reaction involving NO.
(Ref.

Adams,

1

Schuyler

and CrawfordI 0 )

For example,
NO

+ HCO -*NO + H2 0 + CO,

2NO 2

AH '-43 kcal/mole
+ HCHO -- +2NO + H2 0 + CO 2 , AH - 97 kcal/mole

less likely
NO2 + HCHO --- 1/2 N2
2NO + HCHO--N
3.

2

kcal/mole

O 2 , dH -132

+H
H2 0 +

+ H20 + C0 2 , AH - 81 kcal/mole

Reactions in dark zone
(slow, yielding mild temperature changes; involving NO).
NO +

C-11-O

species ---- +-N2 ,

C0 2 ,

CO

CO, H2
H20, etc.
CH4 , etc.
Such reactions occur mostly above 1000 C
(Ref.

Sotter,

Davis,108 Sawyer,

2 8

Sawyer,

31
and Powling 2).

i
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4.

Reactions in luminous flame zone
(steep temperature gradient coincides with luminous flame
front; finial flame and final combustion products are
produced).
NO +

C-H-O
CO

species --*oN 2 ,, C02, CO

H2

H 0, etc.

ICH4 , etc .

1 0 Sotter, s
(Ref. Adams, 1Crawford,,

Davis,10

and Powling 1 2 ).

For example,
NO + H2-4 1/2 N2+
NO + CO-

H

1/2 N2 + CO2

4OH

- 79 kcal/mole

~dH -89

kcal/mole

The reactions in this zone do not include NO2 reactions.

-104Table 3
Summary of Combustion Models in Terms of
Processes Considered in the Several Flame Zones
UV RADIATION
(

MECHANISM

(CAMP)____

CATALYTIC
CARBON

(pOwLTNaG__

THIS STUDY

(KUBOTA)

SUPER-RATE BURNING MECHANISM

"INCREASED
FLAME ZONE

UV RADIATION
FROM Pb

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

DARK ZONE

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

Pb + CARBON

NO EFFECT

FIZZ ZONE

CATALYTIC

REDUCTION

NO

CARBON

I

NO EFFECT

SURFACE

FORMATION

INCREASED RATE
NO 2 + C-H-O

SPECIES

CARBON FORPUA-

TION,DECREASED
[C-H-O SPECIES]

Pb CILANGES

NC + Pb + UV
SUBSURFACE
-÷

RATE
CONTROL

RADIATION
SENSITIZE

NO EFFECT

FLAME ZONE
& SUBSURFACE

FIZZ ZONE

REACTInN
PATHWAY

FIZZ ZONE
& SUBSURFACE

MESA BURNING MECHANISM

FLAME ZONE

SATURATED
UV RADIATION

DARK ZONE

FIZZ ZONE

SURFACE

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

NO EFFECT

OXIDATION OF
CARBON BY
CATALYZED NO

UV RADIATION

SOLID CARBON

BLOCKED BY
LEAD METAL

DISAPPEARS

DECREASES

RATE
SURFACE

CONTROL

K
__

_CONTROL

SOLID CARBON

DECRE-SES
Pb EFFECT

SENSITIZATION
SUBSURFACE

INHIBITION
REACTION
INVOLVING Pb

NO EFFECT

FIZZ ZONE

DECREASES

FIZZ ZONE

'I
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TABLE 4
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED
THEORETICAL MECHANISMS

A = UV Radiation Mechanism proposed by Camp
B = Carbon catalytic mechanism proposed by Powling
C = Mechanism proposed by Kubota

0 = Theory supported by experiment
X = Theory not supported by experiment

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT
FIZZ ZONE TEMP.

A

GRAD.

DARK ZONE TEMP.
FLAME ZONE TEMP.

B

EXPERIMENTER

0

0

Kubota

X

0

Powling;

0

Maltsev
Lenchitz

0

Kubota

0

BURNING SURFACE TEMP.

RADIATION FROM FLAME ZONE

C

0

Kubota

Maltsev

HEAT OF EXPLOSION

X

0

Lenchitz

DARK ZONE COMPOSITION

0

0

Powling

DARK ZONE LENGTH

Kubota

FINAL PRODUCTS

Lenchitz

0

GAS PHASE REACTION TIME

Kubota

Preckel;

CARBON ADDITION

0

Kubota

METALLIC AZ EFFECT

0

Camp

0

INCREASED LEAD CONTENT

0

OTHER ADDITIVES

Camp;

PARTICLE SIZE
MIXING CONDITION

Preckel;
Kubota

0

00

Kubota

0

Kubota
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TABLIE 4

(Continued)
A

EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECT

C

B

EXPERIMENTER

0

Camp

ARTIFICIAL UV EFFECT

X

ohlemiller

UV ABSORBER EFFECT

0

Camp

CARBON UV ABSORBER EFFECT

CARBON CATALYTIC EFFECT

0O

HEAT RELEASE AT SURFACE

MINIMUM BURNING PRESSURE

X

BURNING SURFACE STRUCTURE

0

Kubota

Kubota
0

0

rown;
ubota

0

0

0owling;
ubota

x

0

rown;

PRODUCTS

0

0

FIRST STAGE LEAD ACTION

0

0

CARBON AT SURFACE
LEAD AT SURFACE

INITIAL DECOM.

auerman

Steinberger;
tauerman

Pre'ckei
HIGH ENERGY
PROP.
___ _ _ _ _ _ _

COMP.
_ _

_

_

__

_

_

C

TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY
T_

_

_

_

Camp (66,

_

_

_

_

67)

_

_

_

_

Camp
amp;

_

_

_

Brown

_

__

_

_

bamp;
_

ubot a

(90)

Powling (12)

Maltsev (79)

Lenchitz
(79)
Ohlemiller
(102)

Preckel
(51, 52,
Dauermaý
(23)
Steinberger
(69)

Denotes Reference Number

K_

43,

44)

'
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CRYSTALLINE
PARTICLE

CARBONACEOUS
PARTICLE

100 11
1044
CuSa 1%

NO.
p
Fig.

21.

=

0.2 ATM

Microphotograph of residue of
propellant burning showing crystalline
particles and carbonaceous particles.

"1

m1

II

NO.
Fig.

22.

1089 PHOSCHEK-30
p = 1 ATM in N2

3%

Photograph of solid carbon on the burning
surface Of propellant modified by a
phosphorus containing compound.
(This very
extensive carbon formation is an anomalous
behavior not typicdl of other propellants.)
I
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Fig. 23.
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PRESSURE, ATM
Effect of catalyst on dark zone length
showing increased length with finer
Sgranulatioh of PbSa and CuSa.
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Effect of burning rate on dark zone length
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burning rates.
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END OF DARK ZONE

B---BEGINNING OF WEAKLY
LUMINOUS ZONE

SURFACE

r

6.5mm

0.80 CM/SEC

= 15 ATM

0.29 CM/SFC

r

-

-

0.96 CM/SEC
END OF DARK ZONE

--BEGINNING OF WAL
ZONE
LUMINOUS
SURFACE

p = 21 ATM
r

I

0.77 CM/SEC

r

=

1.36 CM/SEC

SURFACE

NO. 1 0 2 6 p = 70 ATM
NO ADDITIVES
Fig.

25.

NO. 1031
PbSa 1%

Comparison of dark zone lengths of catalyzed and
noncatalyzed propellants. showing distended luminous
flame with increased burning rate.
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26.
Effect of pressure on the two
"dark
zone'" lengths observed in the
prese!±ce
of PbSa and CuSa.
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HEIGHT TO BEGINNING OF WEAKLY
LUMINOUS ZONE (FIRST DARK ZONE LENGTH)

0

HEIGHT TO BEGINNING OF STRONGLY
LUMINOUS FLAME (SECOND DARK ZONE LENGTH)

3.0

NO. 1029
PbSa 1%
CuSa 1%
(COARSE,'I0w)

1.0

I

U
0.5
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PRESSURE,

Fig.

27.
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t iii,
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ATM

100

LI
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Effect of pressure on the two "dark
zone" lengths observed in the piesence
of PbSa and CuSa.
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0.35 CM/SEC

(152 CM/ISEC

SURFACE
r

r

0.61 CM/SEC

0.38 CM/SEC

H-

p = 27 ATM

r

r

0.44 CM/SEC

0.68 CiSEC

p = 34 ATM
NO. 1045
PbSa 1%
Fig. 28.

NO. 1044
CuSa 1%

Comparison of PbSa and CuSa effects on flame
structure; PbSa alone cause a faint weak-luminosity
zone while CuSa does not; CuSa, however, generates
large carbonaceous particles which disrupt the
normally planar high luminosity flame zone.
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Fig.

30.
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PRESSURE, ATM
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0.05
100

Pressure vs burning rate and dark
zone length showing the existence
of weakly luminous zone by the
addition of PbSa.
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BURNING RATE

10 ATM

0.16 CM/SEC

n.35 CM/SEC

20 ATM

0.28 CM/SEC

0.95 CM/SEC

30 ATM

0.38 CM/SEC

1.08 CM/SEC

40 ATM

0.48 CM/SEC

p = 70 ATM
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=

p
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=

1.36 CM/SEC

NO. 1031
PbSa 1%
CuSa 1%

NO. 1026
NO ADDITIVES
6.5
nun

Fig. 32.

Infra-red photographs of noncatalyzed and catalyzed
propellant flames showing that catalyst addition
increases infra-red emission in dark zone.

-1396.5mm

NO. 1026
NO ADDITIVES
r= 0.28 CM/SEC

NO. 1045
PbSa 1%
r = 0.52 CM/SEC

II.l

Ii~tt•7

NO.

1044

NG. 1031
PbSa 1% CuSa 1%

r = 0.35 CM/SEC

r = 0.95 CM/SEC

Fig. 33.

CuSa 1%

p = 20 ATM
NOTE: PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS SAME IN ALL CASES.
Effect of catalyst on flame structure showing
ejected particles from burning surface of catalyzed
propellant (photographed using IR film).
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LEAD COMPOUNDS
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"
Fig.

II0.01

20

34.

0

50
PRESSURE, ATM

100

1

200

Variation of dark zone length with pressure of
plateau, mesa propellant showing rapidly
decreasing dark zone length with increasing
pressure in mesa region.
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GAS PHASE REACTION TIME TO PRODUCE
LUMINOUS FLAME
1.0
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Catalyst "activity" in dark zone and relative

6dPRESSURE,

Fig. 36.

increase in burning rate as functions of pressure;
the parameter is catalyst particle size.
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Fig. 37. Catalyst "activity" in dark zone and relative
increase in burning rate as functions of

pressure;

the parameter is catalyst type.
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PROPELLANT
NO. 1045
PbSa 1%
P-18 ATM
r - 0.48 CM/SEC
Fig. 39.

Photomicrograph of surface during burning showing
the appearance of brightly emitting spots on
carbonaceous filaments when PbSa is added (this is
not observed with the basic propellant).

r

r

-0.2

-0.81

CM/SECq
p -9

CM/Svcr

P

AT

60 ATM

.2c/SEC

r

-1.34
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NO. 6 I1ONCATJ-,J.iZED
N-5
396,DPA
1.0
NC
5j.0% PbSa
1.2
NG
49:4.
DBP.
10.0
NG
34.9 Pb2-EH
1.2
PhotmicogrphsDED
10.5
Fig. 40.
Phtmcorpsof
extinguished (by rapid
-depr~
ssurization) burning surface of noncatalyzed
and catalyzed propellant samples showing
decreasing amount of and size of carbon particles
on the surface with increasing pressure.
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O SUH
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INFRA-RED RADIOMETER 1965
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T/C
1966
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1966
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1969
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1969
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12.5 & 25.4 1970
1971
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5 x ?

T/C
T/C
T/C

RADIOMETER
T/C
T/C
T/C
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120 0
1700 1
1273
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PRIME DENOTES DIFFERENT PROPELLANT
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z
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+

200 -
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.

PRESSURE,

Fig. 41.
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1.0

00

ATM

Burning surface temperature of double base propellants
vs pressure as measured by previous investigators.
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BURNING SURFACE

1 0 0 0 0 11
AT 10 ATM
10004.
AT 50 ATM

ZONE V DOES
NOT EXIST
BELOW 7 ATM

120p1
200p1
1~0 AT 10 ATM
NON-Rr,\CTI NG
SOLID PHASE
FIZZ ZONE
SUBSURFACE

DARK ZONE

FLAME ZONE

REACT10ON ZONE

BURNING DISTANCEI
P~ig. 42.

General features of a typical temperature
profile in catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants
combus tion.
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BURNING S3tUfFAC-1E

PROPELLANT

NO.ADDIIVE

1.2 ATM

147

0

0.1

Fig. 43.

0.2

0.3
TIME, SEC

0.4

0.5

Oscillagrarn of temperature profile showing
voltage fluctuations near point where
surface arrives at thermlc~ouple.
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10% PtRh
Pt-

!

2.5ji WIRE

10
H

0

I

5 "

NONCATALYZED
"NO. 1026 & NO.

E-1EE

1055

A CATALYZED
PbSa 1% & CuSa 1%
NO. 1031 & NO. 1056
0.0.3

Fig.

1

47.
..

3
PRESSURE,

ATM

10

30

Temperature gradient of the gas phase on
burning surface vs pressure showing higher
rate of heat feedback from gas phase to
condensed phase when propellant is catalyzed.
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CATALYZED

1% & CuSa 1%

I111
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0.1
0.5
1
2
BURNING RATE, CM/SEC
Temperature gradient of the gas phase on burning
surface vs burning rate showing rapidly decreased
heat feedback from gas phase to condensed phase
at low pressures.
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Relationship between the surface heat release
and the burning rate showing no detectable
difference of Q between noncatalyzed and
catalyzed propeilants.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIFICATIONS OF ALL PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS
USED IN THIS INVESTIGATION
The composition of the propellant used in
tigation

are listed

in

Table A-i and A-2 of this

The manufacturing

Princeton.

described in Appendix D.

each case,

1026,

used by Steinz 7

the same

as that calculated.

the density of the noncatalyzed propellant,

was found to be 1.543 g/cm3

cal value,

is

process

3

.

the density of the propellant strands was

found to be approximately
example,

Appendix.

The density of the propellants

was measured by a method similar to that
In

inves-

Table A-I are PNC/TMETN type propellants

The propellants in
manufactured at

this

For

No.

(99.94% of the theoreti-

the calculation being based on an assumption

of no chemical reaction between the propellant ingredients); the density of the catalyzed propellant,
was found to be 1.542 g/cm3

No.

1029,

(99.86% of the theoretical

value).
The NC/NG type propellants used in
listed in

Table A-2.

this study are

The propellants of batch number from

6 to 9 are manufactured at Feltman Research Laboratories,
Picatinny Arsenal.

The latter

are castable-type double

base propellants comprising spherical-shaped NC particles
(-'80
U.S.

microns in

diameter).

Navy propellant

N-5 propellant is

a standard

(a JANNAF reference propellant)

catalyzed to produce plateau and mesa-burning.
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TABLE A-I
SPECIFICATIONS OF ALL PNC/TMETN PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS
USED FOR THIS STUDY.

BATCH

BASIC COMPOSITION

%
EC

ADDITIVES
C

PbSa

%

COMM.

CuSa

NO.*

PNC

TMETN

TEGDN

1023

40.00

50.00

10.00

1026

53.70

39.10

7.02

0.08

0.10

1029

52.65

38.33

6.88

0.08

0.10

0.98

0.98

L

1031
1038
1039
1040
1041
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1051
1055
1066
1068
1071

52.65
53.76
50.00
52.55
53.60
53.29
53.29
50.70
52.65
52.55
53.76
51.60
53.70
53.29
53.29
52.65

38.33
39.13
40.40
38.33
39.10
38.70
38.70
40.90
38.33
38.33
39.13
37.56
39.10
38.70
38.70
38.33

6.88
7.03
7.02
6.88
7.02
6.85
6.85
7.20
6.88
6.88
7.03
6.74
7.02
6.85
6.85
6.88

0.08
0.08

0.10

0.98

0.98

S

1075
1076
1081
1082
1089
1090

53.29
52.65
53.29
51.60
52.09
51.01

38.70
38.33
38.70
37.56
37.93
37.14

6.85
6.88
6.85
6.74
6.80
6.67

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

1094

43.01

31.31

5.62

0.06

AP(5p)

1097
NOTE:

PbSa 1.20 Pb2EH 1.20 H
S
0.20
0.98
0.98
0.20
0.10
0.98
S
0.10
0.98
S
H
Pb2-EH 1.20
0.08
0.10
0.98
0.98
LH
0.98
S
0.08
0.20
0.98
0.08
1.96
1.96
L
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.10
Sa 0.98
0.08
Pb 0.98
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.10
Pb 0.98 Sa 0.98
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08

Cu 0.98
Pb 0.98 Cu 0.98
PbO 0.98
I
PbO 3.92
PHOSCIIEK-30 3.00
OXAMIDE 5.00
20.00

6.33
0.07 AP(5P) 10.000
48.38
35.22
L denotes unground additives (PbSa , 10V and CuSa
""101).

S

denotes ground additives
-

(PbSa

\,3p and CuSa

3p).

H denotes additives mixed with heptane.
size R 6.0ji.
Pb powder particle
Cu powder particle
size ", 5.4p.
Pbo powder particle
size % 51j.
*Propellants manufactured
of Princeton University.

at

the Guggenheim Laboratories
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TABLE A-2
SPECIFICATIONS OF ALI, NC/NG PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS
FOR THIS STUDY

BATCH
NO.
6
7
8
9

N-5
..
NOTE:

NC
39.60
39.40
39.10
39.25

50.0
.PbSa

BASIC COMPOSITION %
NG
DPA
DBP
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

C

ADDITIVES %
KNO 3

49.40
49.30
48.90
49.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

34.9

DEP 10.5 NDA 2.0
1.2 Pb2-EH 1.2 CW 0.2

USED

COMM.

0.30
1.00
0.75

Propellants batch number 6 to 9 are manufactured
at Feltman Research Labolatories, Picatinny
Arsenal for this study.
The propellants are
manufactured by cast with ball powder of
nitrocellulose ( -80 microns).
N-5 propellant is a standard JANNAF propellant
manufactured by U.S. NAVY (using solventlessextruded double base propellant).

I.

APPENDIX

B

SUMMARY OF OHLEMILLER AND SUMMERFIELD'S PLATEAU MODELLING
WORK BASED ON THE CAMP UV RADIATION HYPOTHESIS

A.

on
er-Rate Burning
A
Preliminary Model of Su Degradatio'n
in theeBased
Conde-nsed
P~hotochemically-A~ssisted
Phase*
The following is

S•

a description of a. preliminary model

for the steady burning of a platonized double base propellant.
The basic premise of the model is that the primary
site of action of the ballistic modifiers which produce
super-rate burning and hence plateau bchzvior is in the
condensed phase.
It is assned that ultraviolet radiation
originating
from
the
flame gases
is absorbed
depth
below the regressin~g hot
propellant
ourface
and there ininduces
photochemical reactions whose net effect is a considerable
increase in the propellant burning rate.
The amount of
this super rate (or elevation above the burning rate of
the unmodified propellant) is itself
dependent on the absolute burning rate since this parameter dictates the time
available for reactions in the condensed phase; it is the
decrease in super rate with increased burning rate which
yields plateau burning behavior.
Certain elements of the model discussed here are, at
present, necessarily arbitrary but it is, of course, the
overall objective of the concomitant experimental research
program to eliminate the ambiguous points and quantify the
overall model as much as possible.
The emphasis at this
stage is on laying out in detail a plausible approximate
model which can account for the most salient features of
plateau burning.
Computer solutions will be sought both
as a check on the validity of the basic ideas and as
guides for further model refinement and experimental tests.
The flame zone is envisioned schematically as shown in
Fig. B-1.
The processes at and below the surface are
idealized to consist of a few basic steps, thermal and
photochemical degradation of the large, complex molecules
to small fragments and then, at the surface, gasification
of these fragments.
The net process, the transformation
of the cold unreacted propellant entering the flame zone
at the initial
temperature T 0 to small molecules leaving
the surface at temperature Ts may be exothermic or endothermic.
It should be noted that a variation in this net
*The basic idea for this model is contained in NAVORD Rept.
5824, "A Decade of Progress in the Understanding of Certain
Ballistic Properties of Double Base Propellants," A. T.
Camp, et al, Jan., 1958; the hypothesis is discussed briefly in Section I, of this report.
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heat of gasification is one possible source for super-rate
burning effects; however, until this point is checked
experimentally it will be assumed that the net gasification
heat is constant.
In accord with the usual assumption in flame theory
that a set of highly complex reactions is describable by a
small set of controlling reactions, it is assumed that the
processes in the condensed phase can be described as follows:

hv
REACTANT
(R)
(27)
Bel

VAPOR

(n)FRAGMENTS
(F)

(V)

Below

ýA

Surface

Surface

I
i

The details of path 1 might be

R

HearThermal
Sensitizing

R

Heat

R*

-

(n)F

Photochemically Induced
Degradation

the basic hypothesis that
The upper sequence illustrates
the ultraviolet flame radiation absorbed below the propellant surface yields a parallel path by which the reactants
are degraded; the lower sequence shows in more detail the
There are certain
possible steps in such a parallel path.
conceptual simplifications here for the purpose ol' modelling.
In the real propellant what is here termed reactant, compa Lses for the most part both nitrocellulose and nitroIt has been suggested that the actual primary
glycerin.
absorber of the UV radiation in this photochemical chain
modifier which then serves as a photosenis the ballistic
In the
sitizer
for the degradation of the nitrate esters.
second sequence above, then, it would perhaps be more realif R', the thermally sensitized nitrate ester, was
istic
converted to the photo-activated form R* by interaction
It is felt,
however,
with the excited modifier molecule.
approximation,
that the above simplified sequence as a first
preserves the essential physical elements and facilitates
The importance of the
assessment of the overall model.
parallel photochemical path in the context described here
is that it constitutes an essentially temperature insensitive

,d
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this
way to go from reactant to fragment molecules; i.e.,
path is uncoupled from the temperature wave in the condensed
phase and degradation proceeds at a rate dependent on the
Energetic
local radiant flux and reactant concentration.
photons instead of thermal agitation surmount the activation
energy barrier to reaction; the thermodynamic limitations
exist, of course, and the net
on reaction rates still
endothermicity or exothermicity of the degradation is,
again, assumed to be unchanged.
The second sequence above shows that the photochemical
degradation path is not necessarily completely independent
First, the photochemical pathway may
of local temperature.
the reactant may
need to be thermally sensitized; i.e.,
need to be at some sufficient temperature above ambient
before photon absorption leads to appreciable further reThis is,
at present, an open point and requires
action.
Second, it is possible that the
further investigation.
photochemical production of an activated reactant species
is countered by a temperature sensitive deactivation; this
provides one possible reason for the disappearance of
super rate effects at low absolute burninq rates, as will
The inclusion or noninclusion of these
be seen below.
thermal effects constitutes an option in the modelling
process since plausible alternative explanations exist for
those elements of propellant behavior.
It

should be noted that a necessary assumption in

hypothesizing a photochemical scheme such as that discussed
here is that there exists a large multiplication factor in
the reaction sequence.
The absolute flux of ultraviolet
radiation feedback from the flame is not yet known but it
is certainly small compared to the conductive feedback flux;
the direct thermal heating effects of flame radiation are
Howassumed to be negligible in the present discussion.
ever, the highly energetic nature of the ultraviolet photons
makes a considerable difference when conditions are such
that the free radicals produced by photon absorption can
It has been
yield a branching chain sequence of reactions.
net effect of photon absorpticn
suggested that the first
is scission of an NO2 radical; this is captured by the
stabilizer but leaves behind a alkoxy radical which may
A single
subsequently produce an extensive reaction chain.
absorption event ultimately leads to the prod.iction of a
large number of molecular fragments; the quantum efficiency
of the process is much greater than unity.
B.

Results of Model Studies

The differential equations which properly describe the
above models have only a single coordinate dependence, that
is,
distance along the axis perpendicular to the propellant
To reduce the equations to an approximate algesurface.
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braic description of the model, it is necessary to integrate
out this coordinate dependence by making use of the t~act
that an Arrhenius temperature dependence usually collapses
the reaction zone nearly to a sheet.
Consider first the energy equation for the gas phase
flame (recall that only the first stage is considered).
Xg -

PQ

!g+

ý-zc

g

wheredxd

Z
ZP E: exp(-E /RT)
(See the attached nomenclature table.)
mally integrated to:

i(O)

-J

X

-

g YiJ

This can be for-

r.

QT'

p

f jýg9

dxc
EX[~~Xja

where q(O), the conductive feedback to the surface, is
the real quantity of importance to the model. With the

assumption that the flame is essentially a sheet

is5

replaced by a delta function and the entire heat release
above the surface approximately
occurs at a distance x
equal to:
p2 Z F_2

[ Pdj

exp(-E /RT

Then, the conductive feedback to the surface can be expressed as
i(o) =rp 5 Qf exp(-ar 2 /p 2)
The lumped constant
a is a measure of flame thickness;
it is a function of flame temperature and gas phase activation energy.
Now an energy balance at the surface gives the follow-

incj:
mnc 9 T s- T)R-c

s(T

-

T+)

exp(-ar2

2p

C-I)

where the last term is the flame feedback just estimated.
The second term on the left accounts for deviations of
initial propellant temperature from the reference tempera-

i
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ture for chemical energy (such deviations also affect flame
temperature and hence the lumped constant a).
The only
fundamental unknowns here are Ts and r
so if one more
equation relating these two variables is available, the
model is complete.
For normal burning the usual assumption
of a pyrolysis term at the surface is used.
r - A 3 exp(-E 3 /RTs)

(B-2)

Consider next the subsurface conservation equation for
the final active complex of the photochemical scheme that
is to yield super-rate burning.
d[

+ PýIUV(x) [M]A 5 e-E5/RT

-

A [R]e-E 6 /RT

Here diffusion of the complex is neglected.
In an effort
to keep the model as simple as possible, the photochemical
pathway leading to the active complex is written as a single
reaction proportional to the UV intensity, ballistic modifier concentration, and local temperature; degradation of the
complex is via a first
order temperature dependent reaction.
The equation is integrated throughout in the condensed
phase from the burning surface (x = 0) to x
m

dR

dx +
S0

{41

RE

[IIA]

T

e5dx -

.0

[R]A e

6

dx

=

.0

It is assumed that all the reactions occurs, near the burning surface and Iuv te10, [Aj- constant and £R2-t R0 .
Then, we get
U
=s

0R+

I 0 [A]A

5

5

dx - R0A6

.0

e-E6/RT dx = 0A
0"-

Next, approximate the Arrhenius integrals by Zeldovich/FrankKamenetski approximation with assumed pure heat conduction
in the condensed phase near the burning surface;
dx Sr

T s-T 0

=-2

S

1

4

:•-B6-2j
"•iL-R

m

0 + PoS
•
I[AA5 T---a_-T
a/r
4[
- 5 T -T
0
__

__

(AIA r

=m--R
=(B-3)6
P
'~~

•
.•above,

S~for
S~ble
S~active
S~with

'a•5
-E /RT _ RT
e0
(RT~

/r

rA
/r02

s e-E5/RTs
RT

eE6/RT
2•
i

T -T^,-6
Now, in accord with the qualitative ideas about the
mode and site of action of the active complex discussed
one can use this expression to pose approximate
models of super-rate burning.
Suppose first
that the net
effect of the action of this complex is to create a pathway
degradation of the condensed phase which has a negligiactivation energy but the same energetics as in normal
burning.
The fraction of the condensed phase degraded
along this pathway will be proportional to the flux of the
complex.
We assume that in the condensed phase at
a
Ra
least the normal anu super rate pathways proceed in parallel
relative independence so that Eq. (B-2) is replaced

~byo

•

r-A

•

S~sure
,.•'the

•Qs

3 exp(-E3/RTs)

+ (y[ps)1

(B-4)

The super rate miiodel then consists of Eqs. (B-1) , (B-3),
and (B-4) which specify r and T. as functions of presand initial
temperature.
We assume that the photochemical pathway not only lowers the activation energy barrier
but also yields a more exothermic decomposition at and below
surface.
The only additional specification for sucha
model is the dependence of surface heat release on the two
otixpathways.

= (r lQ1

4 r 2Q2 )/(rI1 + r 2)

rrI = A3 exp(-T],3/RT s)
r2
r = (y/ps)
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These, plus Eqs. (B-1),
(B- 3 ), and (B-4) specify the model.
Solutions are obtained in the same way as was described
previou!5y.
*
*

*

Typical burning behavior is shown in Fig. B-2; it is
assumed there that the photochemical pathway produces twice
the surface heat release of normal burning.
The pressure
regime has been extended to 4000 psig to show that the super
Unforrate does indeed tend to vanish at high pressures.
tunately, this is about the only aspect of the super rate
behavior which is consistent with experimental results.
The most flagrant inconsistency with experiment is the tendency for super rate to be greatest at the lowest pressure
and the highest To.
This, however, is inherent in this
model because the increased surface heat release counters
the flame blow away tendency (which would decrease the
burning rate) best when the flame is of least importance,
This
i.e.,
at low pressures and high initial
temperatures.
model is an improvement over the first
version but still
inadequate.
The viability of the basic ideas of the model
is not necessarily disproved by this result.
Conceivably,
a more exact representation of such important factors as the
flame feedback could yield more reasonable behavior; this
possibility should be pursued in future work.
We turn finally to the possibility that the active complex has no influence on the condensed phase but rather tends
stage of the two
to accelerate the gaseous flame (the first
Then the miole likely way to view the active
stage flame).
complex is as a catalyst, presumably solid particles of
A
dimension small relative to the 1st stage flame zone.
very approximate but reasonable way to account for such
effects is to assume that the effective activation energy
in the gas is a mass averaged value of those for normal and
catalyzed burning.
rCAT
g

rCAT
These,

plus Eqs.

rTOT

=

+

1

CAT

rCAT1
TOT

NORMAL

(Y/Ps)•
(B-1),

(13-2),

and

(B-3)

specify the model.

Typical results are shown in Fig. D-3; it is assumed
there that the catalytic pathway has an activation energy
which is 70% of that for normal burning.
Here, obviously,
is a very sensitive mechanism; there are no fundamentally

S~-BS-

conflicting tendencies except those present in normal burning.
As the activation energy decreases the increased flame
fccdback increases the surfacc temperature and hence the
burning rate; a new balance is reached when flame speed
matches the increased blowing velocity from the surface.
Note that the overall qualitative behavior is more consistent with expuriment.
True plateau (slope = 0) or mcsa
(slope < 0) behavior is not predicted, however.

1*

.

(C)

Nomenclature for Appendix B

c

-

specific heat

m

-

mass burning rate

p

-

pressure

r

-

burning rate

x

-

distance from propellant surface

A3

-

frequency factor for surface pyrolysis

A5

-

frequency factor for lumped photochemical pathway

rps

to final active complex
A6

-

frequency factor for thermal doactivation of complex

-

activation energy

-

UV radiation

[M]

-

ballistic modifier concentration

Q

-

heat release

R

-

universal gas constant

[RI

-

concentration of final active complex

T

-

temperature

Z

-

frequency factor of gas phase flame reaction

Y

-

multiplicative factor for active complex effective-

I

intensity

ness (yý gives the overall quantum officienty)
-

fraction of unconsumed gasceous reactant

-

thermal conductivity

-

UV absorption coefficient of propellant

p

-

density

T

-reaction
-

time of gas phase flame

quantum efficiency of photochemical rcac'-ion

_

i

A
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Subscripts
g

-

flame zone

f

-

end of fizz

s

-

burning surface

1

-

reaction pathway 1

3

-

reaction pathway 3

5

-

reaction pathway 5

6

-

reaction pathway 6
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Calculated burninq rates for catalyzed and
noncatalyzed propellants (for this case,
catalysis is assumed to accelerate the surface
zone reactions and double their exothermicity).
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-ciAPPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND MEASUREME1NTS
In this study, a wide range of experimental measurement techniques were used to investigate the combustion
mechanisms of double base propellants.
In this appendix,
the description of the experimental procedures and apparatus
are categorized as follows:
(1) burning rate measurements
in the range I - 100 atmosphere (discussed in Section III),
(2) burning rate and minimum burning pressure measurements
(3) gas phase
at subatmospheric pressures (Section 111),
observations (Section IV),
(4) burning sui ace observations during propellant burning (Section V),
(5) extinguished propellant burning surface observations by rapid depressurization (Section V) and (6) temperature profile measurements through combustion processes by embedded thermocouples
(Section VI).
1.

Burning Rate Measurements
(a)

in the Range 1 - 100 atm.

Experimental Apparatus

Figure C-1 shows the propellant strand in position between two electrical terminal posts.
Ignition is
accomplishei by rassing a current through a nichrome wire
Burning rates
threaded through the top end of the strand.
are measured by determining the instant of melting of each
of 7 low melting-point fuse wires of lead metal, 0.25 mm
in diameter threaded through the strand at accurately known
separation distances (1.27 cm).
These 7 fuse wires, each
in series with a iesistor, form 7 parallel arms of an
electrical circuit, the output voltage changes discontinuThe temperature of
ously as soon as a fuse wire melts.
the strand is measured by a calibrated copper-constantan
thermocouple threaded through the strand and the bead of
the thermocouple is placed in the center of the strand.
The signal is read by the same equipment that is used at
nitrogen gas flow temperature measurement.
Also shown in Fig. C-I are a Dynisco PT-76U-2M (1 136 atm) strain-gauge pressure transducer and thermocouples
placed in the nitrogen flow and in the strand.
The outputs
of the pressure transducer. the two thermocouples, and the
fuse wire circuit are amplified separately (using Dana DC
amplifier models 3420 and 2200).
These amplified signals
are recorded continuously by a high response multi-channel
galvanometer recorder (Honeywell Visicorder model 1508
with type M-3300 Galvanometers).
As shown in the exploded view of Fig. C-2, the pressure chamber consists of a long 1-5/8 inch internal diameter
stainless steel tube.
Nitrogen and combustion prodlucts es-
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cape to the atmosphere via a choked orifice at the upper
end of the tube and enters through a long coil immersed in
anti-freeze.
Nitrogen gas flow temperature is controlled
by the liquid temperature which is controlled by an
electric heater to heat up or dry-ice to cool down.
These
temperatures are measured by
calibrated chromel-alumel
thermocouples placed below the strand in the strand burner
and in the liquid.
The signals are amplified (by a Dana
model 2200A DC amplifier) and me.asured by a digital
voltmeter (Digitec model 201 manufactured by United Systems Corp.).
The steady-state chamber pressure during a burning
rate measurement test is measured by one of two bourdon
gauges (manufactured by Heise and with guaranteed accuracy
of 0.1% of full-scale), depending on the pressure:
below
14.5 atm (200 psig), a 1 - 18 atm (0-250 psig) gauge with
0.5 psi graduations was used, and the range 14.5 - 103 atm
(200-1500 psig), a 1 - 136 atm (0 - 2000 psig) gauge with
2.0 psig graduations was used.
Figure C-3 shows an overall
view of the instrumentation and control panels.
(b)

Effect of Nitrogen Purge Rate

The effect of nitrogen purge rate on burning rate
was investigated at three different pressure levels between
150 and 1200 psia (10 to 82 atm).
This was done by varying the exhaust orifice diameter of the strand burner.
Figure C-4 shows the effect of nitrogen purge rate on the
burning rate.
The two dotted lines in the figure show
the nitrogen purge rate four and forty times the propellant
gas generation rate.
At those flow rate levels, the burning rate is almost independent of the nitrogen flow rate.
However, there are indications that reverse flow of the
hot combustion gases when the nitrogen maass flow rate
becomes comparable to the mass flow rate generated by the
burning propellant.
This sometimes causes the fuse wires
to melt before the burning surface reaches the fuse wires.
(c) Temperature Sensitivity Measurement-sI
For the temperature sensitivity measurements,
(i.e.,
r(p,T0 ) determinations), a constant N? flow, preconditioned to the desired tempcrature maintained the
strand at the desired initial
temperature.
Low temperature conditions were obtained by passing the N2 through
an ethylene glycol and water bath cooled by dry-ice.
High
temperature conditions were obtained by heating the same
hath with electric heaters.
The conditioning temperat-ure
of the strand was monitored by a thermocouple thruaded
th17iough t'-p strand.
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Burning Rate and Minimum B\urning Pressure Measurements
at Subatmospheric Pressures
(a)
Apparatus

The apparatus used for the measurements of the
burning rates, the minimum burning pressures, and the
temperature profiles at subatmospheric pressures consists
of a chamber with four quartz windows.
The chamber is
connected directly to a large surge tank which is evacuated by a vacuum pump, as shown in Fig. C-5.
The pressures
are measured by means of a mercury manometer and are controlled by a pressure regulator.
A needle-valve is used
to control the amount of gas flow.
Nitrogen was used for
the adjustnent of the chamber pressure.
As experimental
results show, burning 9 •aks are not affected by gases such
as nitrogen and argon
F.igure C-6 shows a close-up
view of the propellant strand in position on the holder.
(b)

Experimental Procedure

The propellant strands used in the experiment
were 7 mm square and 40 mm long; each strand has a thin
nichrome wire threaded through it for electrical ignition.
The measurements of burning rate and of minimum burning
pressure were obtained by means of five fuse wires, 0.12
mnuin diameter, which were threaded through each strand
at accurately-measured (5.0 nun) intervals along its
length.
The fuse wires, each in series with a resistor
were connected up so that the output of an electrical
circuit was changed discontinuously when the receding
burning surface melted a wire and broke the circuit.
The
amplified signals were recorded by means of Honeywell
model 1508 Visicorder (see Fig. C-3) with a type M-3300
galvanometer.
The photographic technique used by Steinz 73 for burning rate measurements of composite prr ellants at subatmospheric pressures was considered.
3wever, the burning
surface could not be observed clearly on the photographs
since double base propellants (especially platonized propellants) form carbon residues on the surface of the strand
and evolve large quantities of smoke during burning.
The procedure used in this experiment was as follows:
the strand was mounted vertically on the holder and the
ignition wire and five fuse wires connected to their appropriate terminals.
The chamber w-s Lhen evacuated once
to approximatel, 10 nun Hg and thoroughly purged with nitrogen to the desired pressure.
The pressure during the
test
was read from a mercury manometer.
The minimum burning pressures were measured by the
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same experimental procedure and same size of propellant
strands as used in the measurements of burning rates.
The propellant strands were prepared without fuse wires
to avoid the heat loss as the burning surface encounters
the fuse wires.
(The heat loss may influence the minimum
burning pressure.)
The minimum burning pressures were
examined by changing the orientation of the propellant
samples.
It was observed that there were some differences
of the minimum burning pressures.
Therefore, for consistency, all
the measurements were done with vertical propellant strands burning on the top surface.
The temperature profiles were measured by means of
platinum and 10% platinum-rhodium thermocouples, 2.5 or
7.5 microns in diameter.
The thermocouples were imbedded
in the propellant samples as described in Appendix C- 6 -

(a).

(c)

Effect of Fuse Wires

The effect 9 f the presence of fuse wires on the
burning rate was determined in the subatmospheric pressure
range where the effect is expected to be large.
Because
the heat required to melt the fuse wire may cause a disturbance of steady propellant burning.
However, no fuse
wire effect could be discerned from comparison of photographically determined burning rates.
The comparisons were
made for noncatalyzed propellants with relatively clean
burning surfaces.
Near the point of low pressure extinction, the burning rates were significantly influenced by
the presence of the fuse wire.
So, burning rates determined by use of fuse wires near the extinction pressures
must be used with caution.
For example, a noncatalyzed
propellant will be affected when the pressure is within
0.4 atm of the extinguishment pressure.
3.

Strand Burner for Gas Phase Observations
(a)

Apparatus

The strand burner for gas phase observations consisted of a chamber with two quartz windows mounted on the
side of the chamber wall.
A small cylinder 20 mm in diameter is mounted vertically inside and connected to the base
of the chamber.
Two transparent, glass plates are mounted
on the side of the cylinder as shown in Fig. C-7.
The
cylinder is used to maintain a flow of nitrogen gas around
the burning strand for the purpose of keeping the glass
plates free of smoke deposits.
The N2 gas is supplied
through the base of the chamber and the flow rate is adjusted by changing the size of the orifice mounted on the
top of the burner,
The adjustment is similar to that of
the strand burner described in Appendix C-1-(a).

-C5High speed photographs of the dark zone and of the
flame zone were obtained using two caaeras.
A Fastax 1C
nun high-speed camera, with extension rings, was used to
photograph the higher burning rates corresponding to the
higher pressures.
The Fastax was operated at 1000 frames
per second.
A Bollex 16 mm,movie-camera, also with extension rings, was used to photograph at low pressures lower
The
burning rates corresponding to the lower pressures.
The
Bollex was operated at 64 or 32 frames per second.
(The
overall view of the apparatus is shown in Fig. C-8.
optical line of the spectroscope which is seen in the
figure is not adjusted to the observation window of the
of the burning surstrand burner.)
To find the iocit>.face from the photographs during measurements of the dark
zone length, the propellant strand was illuminated from
The
outside of the strand burner by a tungsten lamp.
camera was focused carefully on the propellant strand
through the quartz window of the chamber and through the
glass plate mounted on the cylinder guidiiug the flow of
nitrogen gas.
(b)

Preparation of Propellant Strand Samples

The propellant strands used in the gas phase and
flame zone observations were of a 7 mmn square cross-section
The sides of the strands were coated
and 40 nun in length.
In such applications, it is desirable
with an inhibitor.
that the inhibitor be consumed so as to maintain a flat
Accordingly, the inhibiting techniques
burning surface.
were perfected to that the inhibitor burns at the same
speed as the propellant strand, and produces no solid
The inhibitor is a
residues at the sides of the strand.
mixture of 50% cellulose acetate, 25% ethylalcohol, and
The ignition system used was similar to that
25% toluene.
used in the burning rate measurements.
(c)

Data Reduction

The photographs obtained during the test were
projected, frame by frame, onto a screen and the length of
The length of the
the dark zone measured from each frame.
dark zone was taken to be the disLance from the burning
surface to the place where the brightness increased sharply.
4.

Strand Burner for Observations of the Burning Surface

As shown in Figs. C-9 and C-10, the strand burner
for the burning surface observations consisted of a conicalThe two windows
shaped cylinder with two quartz windows.
are mounted opposite each other on the cylinder wall, and
are inclined at 45 degrees with respect to the axis of the
burner.
One window is used for the illumination of the propellant surface by means of a tungsten lamp, and the other

!I
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is used for observations by a high speed camera (i.e.,
Ignition-wire leads
Fastax 16 Run high-speed camera).
are passed through the bottom of the burner; the propellant-sample holder is mounted on the bottom of the burner.
The bottom of the strand burner is provided with an inlet
for purge gases to ensure that che windows and the optical
The nitropath are not obscured by the combustion gases.
gen purge rate is controlled by an orifice mounted at the
The orifice is
exhaust pipe on the top of the burner.
selected to allow five times as much gas to escape to the
The choice
atmosphere as is generated by the propellant.
of flow rate was based on reasoning similar to that described previously in the discussion of the burning-rate
measurements with the strand burner.
5.

Extinction of Durninqy ýapid De pressurization

As shown in Fig. C-11, the burner for rapid depressurization extinguishment consists of a cylindrical secThe bottom of the chamber
tion with two exhaust nozzles.
supports the propellant strand sampln, which, in this
The sides
study, were 7 umm by 7 nmm by 5 cm in length.
The open end
of the samples were coated with inhibitor.
of the chamber is closed off by a pair of diaphragms.
Rapid depressurizations were obtained by bursting the two
diaphragms by suddenly reducing the pressure between them.
The experiment is conducted by placing the propellant
sample at the bottom of the chamber as shown in Fig. C-12.
The two diaphragms are positioned as shown, and the cavity
between them is pressurized to about one-half of the burnThe propellant is ignited by means
ing chamber pressure.
The exhaust gases iniof an electrically heated wire.
tially pass through a small nozzle which is situated in
the side wall of the double-diaphragm apparatus; this
nozzle controls both the flow and the chamber pressure as
The diaphragms
long as the diaphragms remain intact.
are chosen to be strong enough to withstand the differential
in pressure between the combustion chamber and the
pre-pressurized cavity, but not strong enough to withstand the differential between the chamber pressure and
Consequently, when the propellant
atmospheric pressure.
has reached the desired steady state burning, the pressurized space between the two diaphragms is vented so
that the chamber pressure causes both diaphragms to shear
cleanly at the wall and the chamber pressure drops rapidly.
Sheet aluminum of four different thicknesses ranging between 0.020" and 0.040" was used for the diaphragms. The
small nozzles ranged between 0.063 inches and 0.116 inches
in diameter were used to maintain the desired steadystate pressure during the burning of the propellant strand.
The chamber pressure was measured by means of a trans-

j
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A Dynisco, model
ducer flush mounted in the chamber wall.
output was recorded on
Pt76 transducer was used and its
a Visicorder at a paper speed of 60 in/sec.
Also, the
steady state chamber pressure was measured by means of
a bourdon gauge manufactured by Heise (Range 1 to 136 atm).
6.

Temperature Profile Measurements
(a)

Thermocouple Production Technique and Preparation
of-Propellant Samples

One of the primary objectives during the development of the manufacturing techniques was to obtain reproducible bead sizes as small. as possible to minimize the
thermal lag.
For these experimental measurements, wires
2.5 microns and 7.5 microns ii "diAwmeLer wer.e used.
The
Wollaston wires consist of a silver sheath over the
platinum and 10% platinum-rhodium (Pt-10% PtRh) thermocouple wires.
Pieces of Pt and 10% PtRh wires are cut
into roughly 4 cm lengths.
The silver is removed by
immersing the wires in a solution of 1 part nitric acid
and 1 part distilled water for about 15 minutes.
Thereafter, the wires are placed across the two arms of a
micromanipulator and are fixed by means of magnets.
The micromanipulator, made by the Zeiss Company, has
three degrees of freedom with which to adjust the wire
position.
The bare tips of the wires are positioned under
a "Stereozoom" microscope, manufactured by Bausch and Lomb
Company.
The arms of the micromanipulator are brought
together until the tips of the wires are touching and form
an included angle of about 60 degrees.
The tips of the
wires are examined very carefully through the microscope
to ensure contact and an ohmmeter is used to ensure that
the positive and negative ends are connected to the arms
of the micromanipulator.
In this study, the junction of
the wires was welded by means of Misco acetylene-oxygen
microtorch with a tip number 000; the latter
provides a
flame approximately one half a millimeter wide and one
millimeter long.

1I

The welded thermocouple beads were carefully studied
under a high magnification microscope (Nikon Microflex
Model EFM x 100) and their sizes measured.
Only those of
size less than approximately 4 microns, for wire 2.5
microns in diameter, and 10 microns, for wire 7.5 microns
in diameter, were selected for the experiments.
The propellant samples, of 7 mm x 7 imn cross-section
and 3 cm in length were cut in half lengthwise; one of the
pieces of the sample was placed under the thermocouple
held on the arms of the inicromanipulator.
The propellant
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surface touched the
sample was slowly lifted until its
thermocouple, whereupon acetone was applied to the surface
of the propellant sample. to imbed the thermocouple on the
surface.
After the acetone had dried, the two magnets
holding down the ends of the wires were removed and the
sample containing the thermocouple is removed from the
manipulator.
Acetone was applied to the surfaces of both
samples, which were then pressed together on all
sides.
Over fifty
percent of the thermocouples were destroyed
during the latter
step; however the squeezing of the
samples is necessary to ensure uniform contact between
the sample and the thermocouple; otherwise, many small
bubbles are observed at the mating plane.
After the continuity of the wires had been checked by means of a voltmeter, the samples were kept for 4 days at 50*C in an
electrically-heated furnace.
Thereafter, the surfaces of
the samples were inhibited with Hot Fuel Proo-I Dope,
manufactured by the Testor Corp.
After the inhibiting,
the strands with embedded thermocouples were considered
ready for use.
(b)

Determination of the Burning Surface Temperature from the Recorded Temperature Profile by
the "Temperature Inflection Method"

The determination of the burning surface temperature by the temperature inflection method is based on a
correlation of the experimental data with the one-dimensional steady state 3 nggy-balance equation applied at the
burning surface
.
The steady state energy equation is

d

XdT
T-

-

~ prcdT +

(C-l)

Q

Assuming that no heat release occurs below thp :3urface
reaction layer and that the propellant properties are constant, that integrating Eq. (C-!) across the solid phase
yields:
T - TO = (Ts - TO)

exp(rpp c pX/A

)

(C-2)

Thus the temperature profile is straight line plot of
log(T - T ) versus x.
The point of departure from linearity, the 2 nflection point in the log(T - TO) versus x
curve, is taken to be the burning surface tewperature.
if
the propellant properties such as
p, cp, *\,
are dependent on the temperature, the energy, •q.
(C-i, when integrated will not have a simple form.
However, the results
of Shookl0 9 show that these properties are almost independant of the temperature between 25 0 C and 1000C.
It
should be noted that the temperature inflection method is
not applicable to the determination of the burning surface
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temperature during burning at low pressures, since the subsurface reaction layer is stretched out below the surface
and the inflection point is not well defined.
(c)

Catalytic Effects of the Platinum Thermoz:ouple
Wire on the Chemical Reactions during Double
Base Propellant Burning.

Thermocouples coated with silica
or with some
other inert material are commonly used to mcasure the gas
temperatures to avoid incorrect readings of the temperature
resulting from catalytic effects at the thermocouple surfaces.
The thermocouples used in this investigation were
not coated.
The basis for the decision not to coat the
thermocouples was the experimental evidencell,75,94,110
that no catalytic effects have been detected when platinum
wires are used to measure double base propellant temperature profiles.
Furthermore, coatings increase the thermal
lag of the thermocouples not only because of the resultant
increase in bead size, but also because of the low thermal
conductivity of the coating (e.g., the thermai conductivity
of silica is about one fiftieth
of that of plitinum).
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APPENDIX D
PROCESSING PROCEDURE OF PNC/TMETN PROPELLANTS
INCLUDING CHEMICAL PROPERTIES AND SOURCES OF INGREDIENTS
1.

Processing Procedure

The castable double base propellants used in this study
were processed by remote control in a Vertical Mixer with no
submerged bearings.
The ingredients were prtcnared, weighed
and then mixed in heptane to insure thorough distribution.
The solvent was removed with heat and vacuum prior to the addition of the gelling agent (TEGDN).
After the mixing cycle
was completed the propellant was pour cast slowly into a mold
for curing.
The steps for processing castable double base propellants
are shown schematically in Fig. D-1 and are described in detail
as follows.*
I.

EQUIPMENT
Atlantic-Research Vertical Mixer,
Note:

II.

Insure proper indexing of mixer blades
(see ARC vert. mixer operating procedures)

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS**
1.

Wear safety equipment:
conductive shoes; flame proof
coat, buttoned at neck; and full sized face shield.

2.

Insure proper grounding of equipment and use stainless
steel tools (non-sparking).
DO NOT USE hard rubber
spatulas.
Use stainless steel or conductive plastic beakers.

3.
4.

A

1200 g capacity

Wipe up spilled material and place all
contaminated
wastes into disposal container to be burned.

Pl
*A. T. Camp and C. E. Johnson of the Naval Propellant
Plant "t Indian Head, Maryland, assisted in setting up
these procedures.
**PNC propellants modified with A.P. and No stabilizers
may become sensitive with age in storage.

o,
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III.

BASIC FORMULATION*
PNC (dried)
TMETN (MTN)
Gellation Mix

IV.

(50% MTN+50% TEGDN)

40%
50%
10%

PNC PREPARATION
1.

Place wet nitrocellulose in
layer thickness -

V.

1

drying pan

-

maximum

1/4".

2.

Dry in vacuum oven at 50 C and 0.5 cm/Hg vacuum for
24 hours.
Note:
Install liquid N2 vapor traps in
vacuum line.

3.

Weigh pan tare and PNC each successive 2 hours for
8 hours - record weight loss to 0.10 Gr.
If stable
for 2 weight recordings, heptane has been removed.

4.

Screen dried PNC through #25 and #50 sieve before
using (remote operation).
Dry scree-ed PNC in oven
for 48 hours prior to using.
Note:
Store in conductive plastic bags inside air tight container.
Static electricity is a particular hazard when working with dried PNC.

ADDITIVE PREPARATION
1.

(fine grind salts)

Equipment
Fisher Mini Mill
Minimill glass jar (8 oz.)
Steel balls 1/4" 20; 3/8" 25

2.

Procedure
A.

Weigh out approx. 2 times amount required and
place into vacuum oven to dry for 24 hours at
80 C and 0.5 mm/Hg vacuum.

B.

After drying weigh out required amount and place
into Ball Mill Jar (record tares).

C.

Add steel balls and 100 grams heptane.
Place on
to the mini mill and ball mill for 48 hours.

*DO NOT mix heavy metal (e.g., lead and copper) or
heavy metal compounds with propellants containing AP.
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D.

Caution:
VI.

Remove balls and wash in 10 grams heptane.
Add
total contents to mix.
(Salts must be agitated
2 hours on ball mill prior to use.)

Lead and copper salt
and plastic gloves.

dust is hazardous.
Wash hands.

Wear mask

MIXING PROCEDURE
1.

Record all

2.

Weigh out dried PNC and place into mixer.

3.

Weigh out heptane (solvent) (equivalent to 50% of
PNC weight) and add to mix to wet PNC.

4.

Weigh out additives and add to mix.

5.

Weigh out MTN and add to mix.

6.

Mix without vacuum for 2 min.
setting) at 50 C.

7.

Apply maximum vacuum (0.5 cm/Hg) and mix for 30 min.
(RPM and Lemperature as per Step 6).
Use liquid N2
vapor trap to remove heptane from vacuum system.

8.

Stop mixer and check for full removal of solvent.
If smell is present continue mixing for 15 min.
as
per Step 7 until solvent is removed.

9.

Reduce mix temperature to 20 C , mix for 15 min.,
stop mixer, scrape down sides of mixer cautiously.
(see Note 1)

10.

tare weights and contaminated tare.

at 150 rpm (3.5 dial

Weigh out TEGDN plus stabilizer,

and predisiolve

(warm to 40 C for 10 min.).
Add to mix.
Note:
TEGDN may be mixed with equal amount of MTN to
decrease plastisizer effect.
11.

Vacuum mix at 0.5"/Hg at 150 rpm and 20 C for 15 min.
(Note 2)

12.

Remove propellant from mix and pour cast into molds.

I

Use non-sparking tools only, such as stainNote 1 - CAUTION:
lesteel
- DO NOT use hard rubber spatulas.
DO NOT
use Berylium coppe•- tools with AP additives.
Note 2

-

For low viscosity mixes, to pregel mix, increase mix
temperature to 50 C for Step 11.
Check mix viscosity

4
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at 10 min.
Total mix time at 50 C is 20 min.
Monitor mixer load ammeter for indications of excessive thickening.
V1I.

CURING
1.

Place propellant into water bath or sealed vacuum
oven for 72 hours at 135 F ± 5 to cure.

iI

I
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2.

Chemical Structure of Propellant Ingredients
(a)

PNC:

Material Source

Plastisol Nitrocellulose (NC)
Nitrogen in Nitrocellulose, 12.56%
mean particle size, i0.0p
Wet with at least 30% Heptane
Manufactured at Naval Ordnance Station,

Indian Head

TMETN:

Trime thylolethane Trinitrate
(Metriol Trinitrate, MTN)
Appearance; clear water-white liquid
Manufactured at Trojan Powder Co.

TEGDN:

Triethylene Glycol Dinitrate
Appearance; pale yellow liquid,
Manufactured at Trojan Powder Co.

EC:

Ethyl Centralite
(N, N' - Diethylcarbanilide)
Manufactured at Eastman Organic Chemicals

C:

Carbon Powder
(Neo Spectra TA)
mean particle size, 0.01p
Manufactured at Columbian Carbon Co.

PbSa:

Lead Salicylate
(Normal Lead Salicylate, Normasal)
mean particle size,* 10p
Appearance; fine white to light cream-colored powder
Leaa in PbSa 43.5%
Manufactured at National Lead Co.

CuSa:

Copper Salicylate
(Monobasic Cupric Salicylate)
mean particle size,* 10p
Copper in CuSa 29.1%
Manufactured at National Lead Co.

Pb2-EH:

Lead 2-Ethylhexoate
Pb [OOCHC (C 2 H5 ) (CH2 ) 3 CH 3 ] 2
mean particle size, 6.0p
Lead in Pb2-EH 41.2%
Manufactured at National Lead Co.

*As received particle size.
In some formulation,
particle is reduced in size by grinding.
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PbO:

Ltdd Oxide
mean particle size, 5.0p
Manufactured at Allied Chemical Corp.

Pb:

Lead Powder
mean particle size, 6.011
Manufactured at Alcan Metal Powders

Cu:

Copper Powder
mean particle size, 5.4w
Manufactured at Alcan Metal Powders

Sa:

Salicylic Acid
(O-Hydroxybenzonic Acid)
HOC6114COOll
Manufactured at Fisher Chemical Co.
(b)

(1)

Chemical Structure of Materials

NC (12.6% N)

Composition:

Molecular Weight:

(2 7 2 , 3 9 ) n

%

C

26.46

H

2.78

N

12.60

"O

58.16

I

Oxygen Balance:
CO 2 %
Co %

11
H2

-35
0.6

X
Density:

X

X=ONO 2 or OH

gm/cc

66
1.u

I
n

C/I1

(2)

Ratio 0.23

NG

Composition:
%
C

15.9

H

2 2

N

18.5

0

63.4

C/H Ratio 0.109

Molccular Weight:
H 2C-ONO2
21

2

IIC-ONO 2
1
IL2C-ONO
02

(1C5

227

N30 0)

Oxygen Balance:

CO2
0O-%

3.5
24.5

Density: qi/cc, LiQuid
1.591
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(3)

-

Ti4ETkI
Molecular Weight:

Composition:

~(C5H9N309

S%

255

23.5

C

2 OO

xygen Balance:

2

•3.-5H
2NO-CH2

H.
H

cc

COCH

%

-35

-23

16.6

N

Density:

0

gm/cc Liquid 1.47

C/11 Ratio 0.150
(4)
*

TEGDN
CH 2ONO2

Composition:
C

29.9

H

5.4

N

11.7

0

53.0

H2C
2/
H2%
12
H2C
2
H2C

Molecular Weight:

240

6 12 2 8
Oxygen Balance:
C0 2
CO %

-89
-27

Density: gm/cc

1.32

SICH2ONO2
C'H Ratio 0.177
(5)

0'0

PbSa

Composition:
Pb

43.,)4

(6)

Pb2-EH

0'OC

0

Pb/2

Composition:
Pb 41.98

0

C 1

0--(c--4H)
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Pb
•O-C--

(CH)-C4H9
O C2H

9

I

-D8(1 Sa

~Q~OH
()CuSa
"-Cu/2

tI
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%

NC (12.6% N2 )

53.84

TMETN

39.13

TEGDN

7.03

0.4

•. 2600 -
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0.3- -

-----------------------
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Note:

02 < 0.01

ATM

Theoretical equilibrium composit.•ion products as
a function of pressure.
Below approximately 10 atm the actual processes
(in strand burnin~g experiments) do not progress
fully into the flame zone reactions.
Accordingly,
below approximately 10 atm the flw-ne temperature
and compositions may depart greatly from the
above theoretical predictions.

